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ABSTRACT
OUTFITTING
TEAM-DESIGNED PROCESS FOR
DEVELOPING AND EQUIPPING DISCIPLES
by
Dennis
As

Church

. Heiberg

upon its third millennium, researchers have

lack of intentional discipleship development has
without depth.
from

\.oLVVH;'~

a team of

and

spiritually healthy

the effect of designing an intentional

study sought to
for . . ..l~'VH/,''"' making

approach

eighteen-year-old church

pastor and thirty key

a team

leaders. The study made use of an image

that would communicate the challenge

today's discipleship development, the

sport of whitewater rafting. In this metaphor the church
"Outfitting Disciples for the Journey of a

LJu,,-,uun.

"

viewed as an outfitter,

providing

necessary

resources and training for equipping healthy disciples.
study

with the

Development questionnaire

a

Florida,

United Methodist

of an intentional .....ro,,,.,"' ... for

...... .,.r,I''''''t:'''

to

of this

ill

completing the Natural

determine the level

spiritual health of Grace as

determined by eight quality characteristics. Two researcher-designed

performance audit questionnaires were also

. One analyzed

church's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
was a Personal Discipleship Evaluation that sought to measure
spiritual maturity in
,a

other assessment
participants'

discipleship development. At the conclusion
posttest instrument was administered to

who were able to remain in the designing phase of the discipleship
1J.LL<""u."

process for determining how they were affected.

~U"A~"~j"'U

revealed that in

midst

developing a

intentional ministry tool for the church, our team
another,

commitment to
an intentional

in community with one

own personal discipleship development, and to
for

Church. The strength of

is that it was done with the laity of the church in a small
period of time allowing
vision to

relationships to

built, ..""cn""/~t

shared. We found the image of whitewater

the journey of a disciple,
and cultures.

and

study

setting over a
and
vividly illustrated

therefore, would be usable in a variety of churches
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study

From as
C'nr\rrc.

tar back as my memory can

In my younger

I

recent

I have always had a love

I played more than I

... ~'Vu""'''''.

myself more often being a spectator than a participant. In those

years, my

sport was

and I played it as often and as

passionately as a young boy could. I enjoyed the combination of
team but

being looked to as a leader

way to meet my

I

series of

baseball for a

however, through God

fortunate events, I became a

and his

my new relationship with
I found

this Christian

that we were not meant to live it

I did. I would
baseball and

as a boy and

called

experience was truly a team
isolation. I

think,

joy of playing the

discovered

I learned
I was more

all those years consumed with
will not

wasted after all."

after becoming a disciple, I found myself employed by a

well-known entertainment
as a team. During

Jesus Christ. I soon

coached on a regular basis by one who knew

when I was

Some

prevenient grace

the game I

a number of similarities

began to

a part ofa

the baH was in my hand or on

knew I would someday

That dream never became a

a

most

however,

O ..... TO......... '

seven years

in central Florida where we worked together
Walt Disney World, I worked in the

2

and later as a

Convention Division as a
Manager. We had a solid

demanded the very best from

In the meantime, I was still
in a dynamic church that
long I sensed God's

involved

as a Christian, and I
me a variety of ministry opportunities.

Now I

upon my life, and I headed off to Bible

found myself

"How will you use my

along

I

local churchT'

within a

Disney to become an

answer

over time and became the

rUH.HAle"

for this

studY.
as a pastor, I have come to

During
of a player-coach: a

who strives to model excellence as a

also mentors or

or her teammates. Forty years
considered coaching as the

spoke of the

Art''''rn

a coach is that of being the

to

imagery
.... ,.,"TI>r

191

The
pastor is in
church
people to

analogy

developer,

.... ,..."""'..,, of other men [and women]" (140).

and

but who

uses similar

biblical terminology about
10).
-""\.'"""11 metaphor takes Trueblood's

one

further. The

involved in ministry, but also

the

a winning team. My heart's desire as a

coach a team of

kind of church for which Jesus
fulfill God's plan for developing disciples.

team of

3

process was

with and

Church in

current

Florida. My dream

that will

a

lay

developing and equipping spiritually

leaders, an intentional process
disciples.

along with a team

an attempt to

dissertation

to equip our team to

fully devoted to

spiritually healthy

disciples.
The Problem
my
solo or

Journey as a

pastor of a church, I

local church. Whereas, in my
procedure

accomplish its
only did I

no such
people

ten of these as

recognized a glaring problem within
career, our company had a crystal clear
I found that

I was

an absence of an intentional plan to help
most churches were uncertain as to

particular

what the destination should be.
appointment,

absence of an

On my

the first
interested in

we offered in

become

At that time we only

and I had not
predecessor
together for
As the

had time to think
not

plan was obvious
visitors were

a number of

Christian education and how they might
a few adult Sunday school '"'1<"-"""'''',
a curriculum

a membership class. My

any type of new members' class, so I hastily put one
stream of
and months

our crowds continued

grow.
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Unfortunately, we had no way to keep track of people or to plug them into
meaningful ministries. I became burdened for these newcomers to become
connected to Christ and to one another, but we had no plan to make this happen.
As I stood before the congregation Sunday after Sunday, I saw families whose
only bridge to the church was to me as pastor. While many considered our church
a friendly church, we did not take the next step to be intentional, connecting
people to one another and to place them on a path of discipleship toward spiritual
formation. In trying to keep up with my responsibilities of preaching three
services, teaching four Bible studies, administration, and counseling, I could not
find time to stop the train long enough to step back and design a strategy for
disciple making that would be both biblical and practical for our context.
Consequently, we lost people who were hungry for a church with a plan for their
spiritual development. To paraphrase a well-known proverb, "Without a plan, the
people choose another parish!"
Matthew 28: 19 reveals that before his ascension Jesus left his followers a
mandate to "Make disciples!" Jesus made it clear that disciple making is job
number one! The problem I witnessed during these last years in the churches I
served is the lack of an intentional strategy or process for developing and
equipping people to become spiritually healthy disciples.
During the 1998 Florida Annual Conference each participant was handed a
copy of the Bishop's Fishing Guide to Florida. In the introduction Bishop
Cornelius Henderson notified his pastors and lay leaders that every church will

5

disciplcs" (MacLaren 6).

intentional about

Apparently many church
walk in
a'V"t"a ....

~

We must

not happen by

important process

aware that

was

The

becomes a

process of how a

to report on

.,-,u'.... ",.

think that a

person

of a church, be changed by

that he or

will want to become involved in
possible arena

into a disciple. The

worship service to

genuine disciple making is

servIce or

participation in

activities,

a Sunday school class.

MacLaren, who
that are
normally

of

in reaching unchurched people and making

.:;IU\"',",,-,.:;I

(7).

a well thought

I have not personally experienced a church with an intentional plan to
a pre-Christian, a nominal Christian, or a committed Christian toward spiritual

I agree with MacLaren that
plan to

a first time

(disciple)" (9). If the church
"we need a

the

pastor should

going to be
and a plan of

aweH

into becoming a church member
,,"-'''''-'.1.\'''

in reaching

11 meet that

world with
(Hull, Church

15).
Fortunately, during
pastors
of

this gaping
,l'-'U''''vl'-

Community

last fifteen
within the Church.
has

discipleship development. Warren caBs this

God has awakened a number of
those pastors,

Warren

.. ,...,._,...,_ people in
"the purpose-driven church"

6
thousands

(103).

churches have used this model to transform

dvnamic

a

struggling

from a frustrated and ineffective

miSSIon.

of disciples intentional about

model that Warren uses is the baseball diamond, and at each
made by the

was the perfect

this
not have
research in

of discipleship (1

runner to a deeper

Naturally, ,yith my passion for

or process

both as a

a

and now a fan, I thought

me as I

a church
last two years of

However, during

area and of talking with other pastors and laity, I found that

did not come

a church family

spiritual

In our

same level

expenence, or

society, we

religious

backgrounds. Our understanding

may attend will

greatl y from

a collage of
God and the church we

to person. While

purpose-driven church was revolutionary and strategic to
becoming

about

the analogy

concept ofa
body of Christ
a baseball diamond

seemed to fall
In my
biblical

"A~~_'

analogy of
ago, and as I

for a more

that would stand the test in

be congruent with Wesleyan doctrine,
rafting. We

both experienced

to consider the variety of images related

I was convinced

a team of people traveling down a

teach churches

the process

and

suggested
sport
this growing
a raft had much to
disciples.
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The four gospel
Jesus'

priority was to seek

throughout

of the public

of

twelve men to follow him as

traveled

paint a vivid

preaching the good news to the poor, proclaiming freedom

for the prisoners, and brInging physical, spiritual, and emotional healing to
oppressed. Even though thousands of other people would foHow Jesus,
his'

and

upon these twelve men. Throughout

focused

time together,

modeled what he would eventually call his followers to do.
After

accomplished his earthly mission, he

unmistakable mandate
purpose

: 19 to

Matthew

disciples." While the ultimate
which people become

humanity is to worship God,

worshippers
world,

God is

discipleship;

Church's central

of

employing

upon

Christ in

with

being filled by the

disciples of all people. In
mission that Jesus

During the

Church began
2:42-47,

Church

followers in Matthew 28:1

three centuries, the Church followed this strategy and

prImary

Church had changed

audience

body

to make disciples.

neighbors. Immediately

almost

as

Christians boldly shared the wonders of

The

its

his followers an

of making disciples. However, by AD 31

predominant format

meeting

build'

in homes

that of

a result the Church turned

theological professionals (Beckham 42).

spite

the

an

this departure

8
from's original design for the Church, it continued to multiply and eventually

Although the body

mission and has

twenty -first century

to

Chapter 2

three centuries in North

Christ has grown during these

the Church of
little or no

seventeenth century.

Atlantic Ocean to colonial America in

across

followers of Chn
this

will

biblical and theological priorities

further research into

disciple making and

guidelines for

designing an intentional plan to develop disciples within a local church.

study

The purpose

guide a

of lay

.'"'~'U,"-'.

Grace

United Methodist Church in Gainesville, Florida, in the design of an intentional
for developing and equipping spiritually healthy disciples.
Research Questions
The following four

questions are addressed

this study.

Among the participants, what are the perceived strengths,
opportunities, and threats concerning the development of spiritually healthy
disciples

Grace United Methodist Church?

What is the

of the participants' spiritual health as ..."" ....,""'.

by

Natural Church Development questionnaire and the Personal Discipleship
Evaluation?

9

What

result from the use of a team approach by pastor and church

leadership in designing a process

developing spiritually healthy disciples in

Grace United Methodist Church?

approach for developing spiritually healthy disciples
the

this

health and maturity

the team members?

the principal terms are defined as follows.

is one that
It describes a

not imply

successful in accomplishing its
that knows

purpose and achieves it

triumphantly. In the context of ministry, a winning team is a church
primary purpose: making
people to

It does

The church accomplishes

knows its
by

and by growing them into mature, healthy believers

in Jesus

who become involved in gift-based ministry and who multiply their faith in the
of others.

To be intentional is to

deliberate

purposeful. Scripture reveals that

was intentional about making disciples (Hull, Church
who deliberately had

Jesus was a leader

plan, priorities, and a goal" (22). Therefore,

the Church
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is going to fulfill its divine purpose
intentional process,

IS

making disciples, it

designed

a

to

planned

plan designed to achieve a goal or objective.

operation must have a strategy
effectively. A

III

order to accomplish its

of whitewater rafters must
conquer

have an intentional game

at their

rapids and

likewise, the Church must have an intentional
ffilSSlOn

have a deliberate,

victoriously;
plan for accomplishing its

making disciples.

This

is used as an analogy to

a local church. The International
categories or

the

of River Difficulty classifies

of difficulty (Bennett 62).

to liken the classes of

Outfitting is the

and
eqmppmg a

analogy will use this concept

of equipping a person with
task. In

with the equipment and

ULHLHF,

training
context, it

It is used as an analogy

to experience

as a disciple. In

"enlist and

do" (Sweet, ---L_~~ 187).

"".-v1..... ,..,..H

to

necessary to experience a

journey down a whitewater

ministry, equipping means

into six

to stages of discipleship development.

and resources for accomplishing a
furnishing a

process within

context of

others to do what God

Heiberg 11

An outfitter is someone who furnishes equipment, tools, and

(usually a company or

responsible for furnishing participants with

the appropriate equipment

disciples

of

training for a whitewater rafting expedition. It

church as the group responsible for equipping

successfully experience

Christian life.

Journey

The defining markers for spiritual health within
quality

discovered by Christian

thousand churches (18).
~"'u."' ...

group

In this study, an outfitter will be a

voyage, aJourney, or a

as an

for a

are

Schwarz as he researched one

quality characteristics are: empowering leadership,

ministry, passionate spirituality, f1.mctional structures, inspiring

worship service, holistic

groups, need-oriented

and loving

relationships (22-37).

A disciple is one
who

has surrendered his or

to follow him in devotion

life.

to

Christ and

emulating Jesus

a disciple is fundamentally a learner or pupil, he or she will

consistently study

Scriptures to grow in wisdom, understanding, and

application.

This refers

that

by which a

unbelieving person

everyday

12
baptized, and begins to grow in relationship with

brought to faith in
Christ.
the'

and ministry

basis within

process occurnng on a

churches should have

the church. Once a person begins

Journey

or he should be grmmded in Scripture, participate in a small group
Christians. and

(Hull,

or her faith would be considered disciple-

36).

purpose-driven church is a church that
of God outlined
"Every church

Warren

growmg

involved in gift-based ministry. Anything that helps a person

move forward in the development of

eternal

faith,

and

by the

the New Testament Scriptures. As Pastor

driven by something.

IS

a

a

controlling assumption, a directing conviction behind everything that happens ...
influencing

aspect of the church's

(77).

Gift-Based Ministry
This describes
and/or discovered

servIce

people within a church

spiritual gift( s)

have identified

passion for ministry and then become

integrated into serving in areas that utilize those attributes. Consequently, when
persons serve in areas of ministry that are in line with their giftedness,
serve more m

power of

Holy

than in their own strength (Schwarz

24).

mission is the primary assignment or task that one or more persons are

Heiberg 13

His followers this assignment in Matthew 28: 18-20.

disciples. Jesus clearly

outside of the

This is accomplished by intentionally reaching out to
Christ and leading them to

of

new believers are baptized,

in Christ. Once

we are to teach them the commandments of
they

is to

given to the church by

charged to accomplish. The

and the doctrine of Scripture so

follow him in obedience.

This

a pastor in a church that

role

and empowering persons for ministry.

pastor

player) in his or her everyday life, but who
others (the coach) in

[and women] ... this

mentors,

~v .... '.. u v " .

and equips

the

of the

of other men

what we mean when we use the biblical
equipping ministry" (Hull, Pastor 190).

is the conclusion of
denominators

one who models ministry (the

respective ministries. "The glory of a coach is that of

being the discoverer, the developer,

terminology about

focused on equipping

research by Schwarz to determine the common

growing churches. The

produced eight quality

characteristics, A questionnaire was produced to determine the spiritual health of a
This instrument will be ...""1-,,,.....£,,; to as the NCD.

instrument was
maturity or development among key

by me to determine the
leaders from

of spiritual
Church. While the
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targeted the spiritual health

quality

a congregation in the area of the

the Personal Discipleship Evaluation (PDE) gave room for the
participants

explain specitlc areas

feel

their discipleship development in which

or weaker.

This SWOT assessment was designed to uncover
design

more

the discipleship process. This

and then

among the

that could lead to a

participant recorded

was discussed openly
or her own personal

Context of the Study
This research examines Grace United Methodist Church in
Florida. Gainesville is located in north central Florida, the county seat and largest
city

Alachua County. The church campus

frontage property along a

two miles west

four-lane thoroughfare

Interstate

with

approximately forty

thousand cars per day (Gainesville, "Traffic" 1). The 1999 census indicates a
population of211

for the county and 100,315 for the city

(Gainesville, "Alachua" 1). The Chamber of Commerce
population of Alachua County to be
population within the city limits
According to
Gainesville,
the county.

,,,,,po-..,.

by the

proJ
2010. The projected

this same period is 1 ,000 (1).

local

Grace Church

Gainesville

Gainesville
located,

growth in West

40 percent greater than the rest of

Chamber indicates that the only

the city

Gainesville

15
can grow, due
our church.

area encompasses
are to

Chamber also reported four thousand new family

built within a six-mile radius of
. for

location

AI).

land obstructions, is west

Church in

near future, making our

our community with the Gospel

"Alachua"
Some of our growth results from Gainesville's recognition by Money
=-'~~~~

in September 1995 as the number one city in America in which

live.

Gainesville achieved this honor because
According to our data, no other
the country
had such
strong recent employment growth, sizzling-yet still affordablehousing values and dazzling prospects
job creation .... The
unemployment rate a microscopic
(the national average:
town enjoyed 6.20/0 job
over the
5.9%), and this leafY
(Smith and
past year, which nearly double
national
Nance-Nash 7)
October 1996, the church utilized several documents from the Percept
Group, Inc. to give us a demographic snapshot

our

zone

ministry.

Within a six-mile radius of the church property we found the following
information:
census reveals 98,000 people reside in
increase since 1980 while the United

UUA,"'-''''

area.

is a 50 percent

as a whole grew by 17

IOcrease

1990

our

area (Map '96 1).
The population is expected to
or 6,659 persons.

largest age

m

next five years by 6.8
closest to the church campus is

16
the thirty to forty-nine age bracket

'=-='::.::J::.--=---::'"

0,

household income

estimated I

from $50,000 to

$ 9 2 ,596 '-'---'---'-_ 2),

»

The area

two predominant lifestyle segments.

•

Midlife Prosperity. These persons rank
above
household income, married individuals, multiple-worker
education, and home ownership ... [and] in
number of children .... The primary concerns
this
are
Time for RecreationlLeisure,
Skills, Educational
Objectives, Fulfilling Marriage, Aging Parent Care and
Satisfying Job/Career.
group prefer
following programs
to be offered in a church: Sports/Camping, Daycare Services,
Cultural Programs, Intellectual Worship, Music Performed by
and Contemporary Architecture.
54)

•

New Country Families.
were families who had
a high concentration
children, an above average household
size and income, and ranks highest of all the
automobile ownership.
Fulfilling Marriage,
Life Direction, Educational
Objectives, Retirement Opportunities and Aging Parent Care.
Preferred programs include: Marriage Enrichment Opportunities,
Training
and Cultural
Youth
Programs. \~~~~':':"::
Involvement" range from 32

The estimated households with "No
percent to

percent

~'--"---"--

1

,» The estimated households who
last

years were

vue.", ...

their faith involvement in the

percent ~=--~ 15).

dominant preferred mission

Personal Spiritual

Development '~-----L~--'--'- 4).

,» Fourteen

the households prefer a Methodist Church, while 5

17
,=~-"'- 15).

in church but have no

are

church utilized a similar study from the Percept

In September 2000,

Group, Inc. to give us an updated demographic snapshot of our
Within a

radius

ZIP

zone

church property, we discovered the

following information C 10 Facts" Summary):

y

census now reveals 115,565 people
The population

in this area.

expected to grow in the next

years

7.9 percent

or 9,130
The

age

those who

within this area

35.7

The average household income is $59,640.
estimated households with
The non-Anglo population

Faith Involvement" are 36.3 percent.
.7 percent or

Y Single-parent households count for

largest employer

89 .

percent of the population area.

Gainesville is the University of Florida with

twelve-thousand employees. The

largest

of employment would be

hospitals attracting patients from across the southeast United States;
therefore, a

portion

our church population is a result of the university or

health care facilities throughout our community (Gainesville, "Alachua" 1).
church was formed in 1982 on a
Gainesville district.

parcel

current church campus VVA"'U"~" of 8

includes a multipurpose worship center which

to

church

acres and

people, an education and
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office bui]

and a five-bedroom lodge that is currently being remodeled for

administrative

and youth ministry activities.
primarily for health reasons.

founding pastor stayed two years,
The second pastor stayed four

and then was asked

leave due to internal

conflicts. My predecessor served for six years and then asked to be moved as he
he had accomplished

mission in bringing healing

the church.

church's attendance and membership basically plateaued during the
of

three

tenure.
these years

church experienced a tragic fire

by arsonists. The

engulfed the newly constructed educational building that was gutted
rebuilt,

they mourned their loss
H,."'''' ....

'V ..

brought the church body

in January 1993.

T'P,n',",'Tl

overcame

","'-'Cll..,'

as

setback; however, the fire may

an unhealthy tendency toward inward concern and focus on protecting

what was theirs instead of being an outwardly focused church

be

intentional about attracting pre-Christians.
I came as the fourth pastor

in June 1994. When I arrived the

average attendance in two morning services was just over two hundred. We added
a third

on Palm Sunday 1996 and a fourth

held on Saturday
years

We now

around

ministry, we have built a new

my

hundred

of lay leadership and have added

new staffwho are dedicated to making disciples.
approximately 550.

the winter 2000 that is

church

membership is

19

from Grace United

This project involves guiding a team
Methodist Church in
developing and
determine the

of an intentional

Florida, in the

spiritually healthy disciples. This
an intentional"'''''''''''''''' for disciple making for an

PTTr;;'Af'T

existing

old

using a team approach

pastor and thirty key

lay leaders.
My

includes

five principles

Christ ordained

the

Church to accomplish:

y Honor - Love the Lord with all your heart (Matt. 22
Serve - Love your
y Reach -

as yourself (Matt.

and

disciples (Matt. 28:19a).

Connect - Baptizing them (Matt.
Grow - Teaching

I

.19b).

to obey (Matt.

:20).

and administered two performance audit questionnaires.
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT).

analyzed the church

This SWOT analysis was given to the thirty lay leaders referred to as the
Discipleship Development

(DDT) and was discussed in an open forum

before they recorded their personal
direction as we

!J'-"'..:o",..:o.

This

insight and

the process for discipleship development.
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The next performance audit was a PDE that sought to measure the
participants' current spiritual maturity in terms
was explained among

discipleship development.

group and then taken home and completed

individually and returned by mail. At the conclusion of our sessions together, I
administered a similar
remam

instrument to those leaders who were able to

designing phase of

III

might determine how

discipleship development process so that we

were affected.

The group was also

NCD questionnaire to

spiritual health of Grace determined by the

and taken home to complete.

included the NCD, which

quality characteristics of Grace United Methodist Church.
research included

subjects

of

quality characteristics.

was also explained among the
The study's quantitative

the

the
qualitative

results of the SWOT and the PDE.

this study were thirty lay leaders from

membership of

United Methodist Church who were actively involved in ministry and
participating

some type of

initial instrument was a

group activity.

developed by Christian Schwarz and

P Verlags-GmbH. The survey was a result of a three-year
conducted by Germany's Institute

project

Church Development (Schwarz 19). The

Survey consisted of two questionnaires.

was

specifically
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The other questionnaire was designed

senior

were actively involved
were also members

a small group ministry. The instruments were designed to
church. Three other researcher-designed
A SWOT analysis and a PDE .....",,'t<"ct- were

instruments were utilized in the
the beginning

the conclusion

people who
if possible, who

the life and ministry of the church,

assess the overall health

issued

thirty

the study to the thirty

of

DDT.

the study, a PDE posttest was distributed to those remaining on

the

I pretested my SWOT and PDE with five members of the congregation. I

administered
gave the posttest
~UA"'AU

three instruments described above during September 2000. I
late November

in the development

The subjects of

the members

the DDT who were able to

of the study.

study were thirty lay leaders from Grace United

Methodist Church out of a total membership of
the implementation of the discipleship plan.

. This

does not include

covers only the

the plan.
study

within

however, the concept

of one

United Methodist Church;

principles could be applied to other

means to help a church be intentional about discipleship development.

of

2

a

for making disciples within the

a theoretical framework for an intentional
~u."u'"

of a local church. This strategy

shaping

to use

following principles for

design: biblical in foundation, influenced by Wesleyan discipleship
guided

natural church development characteristics, and purpose-driven

in formation. Chapter 3 describes the
instruments and tools used

assess the

of
C'T"'ClH:",rn

strategy as well as
Chapter 4 summarizes the

findings from the sIDdy. Chapter 5 reflects on the
~~~>~~>..,~

that provides

and Christian

of

and concludes with

suggestions for

and implications of the
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literatu re
we launch into the twenty-first century, church leaders and
are filling bookshelves and cyberspace with countless
can be more effective in ministry
will

insight into the

2, I

mission. In

church
literature that

for an intentional strategy for discipleship

development along with guidelines

designing a

of spiritually healthy disciples. The study
shape

on how

for developing a team

to use the following principles to

biblical in foundation, influenced by Wesleyan discipleship

models, guided by natural church development characteristics, and purpose driven
in formation. The

of the study is to develop a transitional eighteen year old

Methodist Church into a

of spiritually healthy disciples.

The Church's central task

to make disciples

Christ. Making disciples was a priority for
After

throughout his earthly ministry.

his disciples what has become known as the

resurrection, Jesus

Commission, "Go therefore and make disciples of
20).

Jesus

nations" (Matt. 28: 1

post-resurrection declarations complement this Great Commission:
Mark 1 1 18:

... and

24:44-49:
beginning
John

the

j:;.ve'IJ'-'

and forgiveness

to all creation."
will be preached ...

Jerusalem."

:21: "As

Father

sent me, I am

you."

24
Acts 1'8: "You will be my witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and
Samaria, and

of the

the

on to chronicle

The book of Acts
church throughout the Middle

Asia,

Christian

explosion of

Europe; however, as the Church

continued to develop through the centuries, the priority of making disciples was
replaced by simply maintaining the Church as an organization, keeping
bureaucratic machinery running smoothly, and taking care
As Michael Henderson
began to

those on the

it as the "once-dynamic Christian movement

from within" (14). Unfortunately, many church
a problem with disciple making in

church today.

William Easum and Thomas Bandy are two
congregations

on the biblical priorities

do not

leaders helping

disciple making.

they look

churches, they fmd that most congregations have forgotten their number one
priority:
congregations become so preoccupied with
details of
management, maintenance, and survival, that they
sight the
"big'
" Their original purpose
existing, and their broader
connections with the community,
lost. Busy
with
operational
they
to
Absorbed by individual membership demands
churches
conflicts,
fail to be relevant to the public....
a thriving future. They can't see the forest for
emphasis]. (19)
As one who has

involved in vocational parish ministry over the last

in six different congregational settings, I conclude that Easum and
Bandy hit the nail squarely on the head. These churches

a small core of

understand the mIssion of

persons who

church and are concerned about

making disciples. The majority of church members

not know the original

purpose of the church and are consumed with maintaining the care and comfort of
\vho are on the
churches who have
they redefine
Christians

on two overriding tasks as

must

TAr,CYATH'

mission: (1) producing more Christians and (2) building better

8).
could describe this malady

book,

that

Pastor Brian McLaren

~-,---,,~~~-=---:;.....c;;;;;.....;;..;;;....::..;:;x...::.==-.;c.;;:..'

the church as

great omission."

his

Dallas Willard challenges his readers

Simply make an inquiry your own. Ask your church, "What our
group plan for teaching our people to do everything Christ
commanded?" The fact is that our existing churches and
denominations do
have active, well-designed, intently pursued
.... You will not find any
plans accomplish this in their
widely influential element our church leadership that
a
not a vague
or dream, but a plan-for implementing all
of
Great Commission. (16)
During the last half of the twentieth century, Peter Drucker has
indelible mark upon the effectiveness
A~jO,"'L<,L.u"'"

once called Drucker

scene

the Christian church in America. _ __

most perceptive observer

the American

Alexis de Tocqueville" (Buford). Speaking to a forum of church

leaders, Drucker reminded them
church: the mission
organization
and not for

an

two life-saving principles concerning

changing lives (disciple making) must come first and "an
to die the day it begins to

run for

benefit

benefit of the outsiders" (Buford). Bill Easum

the insiders

this principle

26
the "Basic
reach out

they intentionally

Congregational Life: Churches grow
people

I;)L"',UU

die when they concentrate on their own

John Wesley

fears

Churches

of concentrating on their institutional
(11).

in the United

the effectiveness of disciple

Methodist Church have become a reality in the

four

U""",,,UUcV""

I am not afraid that the people called Methodists should ever cease
to
either
or
But I am afraid lest they should
of
without
only exist as a dead
having
case
they hold fast
power.
this undoubtedly will
set out.
both the doctrine, spirit, and discipline with which they
,_ _ XIII:258)
that
"mission of the Church is to make disciples
church officials report that 50 percent
one

Jesus Christ" (114). However,

all United Methodist churches do not

of faith per year. This fact warrants

church

successful

making disciples

people to faith in
Gainesville District,

question:

can the

half of the churches are failing at

In a seminar on prayer

ism for

Teykl stated that one conference in the United

Methodist Church reported that 888 of their churches did not have one conversion
in the past

Hull reminds church leaders that "unless the church

making disciples

main agenda, world evangelism is a fantasy"

According to researcher and author George
myths lull the church into thinking it is effective

IHU''''''''''

11).

dangerous evangelism

27
Most Churches are committed to evangelism. In a
taken
one
over a twelve-month period
November 1, 1995,
eight pastors
Christians in their churches were effectively
prepared to
their faith.
2. Churches are aggressively preparing people for evangelism.
Most churches do not have any
for
1D
85% those who actively
faith wished they
had
better traini in
3. Most people become believers through evangelistic preaching.
people
that
can
an unbeliever to church, the
can "save" them. Of those surveyed, only one out eight
people came to faith because of a preaching presentation.
4. Large numbers of new Christians are found in
fastest
growing churches. About
of church growth transfer
biological growth, not adult conversion growth.
The typical church committed to individual conversions. We
have confused what we call making a decision for
with
mentoring and discipling
so
a disciple. Weare
Evangelism")
that life transformation
place.
findings indicate a
about making

churches to be intentional

_A ..... _U. The Book of Discipline reports that "local churches

provide the most significant arena
The local church

call

designed to

which disciplemaking occurs" (114).
base" to move people through a

process (11
During an after-dinner

~~L''VU

Pastors and spouses, United

Methodist Bishop Lindsey Davis of the North Georgia Conference challenged
to be
"be upon

of the manifold grace of

" As stewards, they were to

path of spiritual transformation." Bishop Davis also exhorted the

to be passionate about "getting others [emphasis mine] on the path
spiritual transformation."
it

an intentional

this is

happen effectively so that disciples are made,
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~~~~------~--

gIves

carrying out

leaders lllstructions

disciple making within the local church:
make disciples as we:
persons into the
-proclaim the gospel, seek, welcome and
body Christ;
persons to commit their lives God through Jesus
~Nurture
in
living through worship, baptism,
commUnIon,
and other studies, prayer, and other means of
grace;
-Send persons into
world live lovingly and justly as servants
of
by
the sick, feeding
hungry,
for the
the oppressed, and working to have social structures
consistent with the
; and
the
seeking, welcoming and gathering
persons into the community
body of Christ. (11
words of instruction do give

While
amount

direction,

to

intentional and

how one

a certain
about making the process

within a congregation. The

above confinns

that spiritual growth must be intentional (3

Warren's
Bishop

most

understand how

get on

and church attenders do not know or
path of discipleship.

a
a survey

However, as

church activity,
more than

thousand church

ministry challenges is establishing an

that one

has identified
the

top-rated

discipleship ministry within a

church.
My
in studying thousands of churches across the county
clearly shows
discipleship does not happen simply because a
church exists. It occurs when there an intentional and strategic
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to facilitate spiritual maturity. Specifically, the church must
that emphasizes the
have a philosophy of'
discipleship, and promotes a process for facilitating such maturity.
,--=-=..;;~::co 29)
a church is truly

about discipleship development,

provide more for their

must

than Sunday school classes, small group

good biblical preaching. Daily
a church's philosophy

rrt"A'IHTn

ministry.

for the

church

must be
provide a

that can enable them to measure their progress and in some
quantity and quality of

its people
determine the

an intentional strategy for

growth to offer their people, the odds are they will not
their own. Most believers

out of five

I-"TU"T<n

that their
to

to them, but few are

spiritual development. Unfortunately, three

intentional faith development (Barna, _ _--'-'
reason that most

discipleship development

due to

Barna's research found only four
personal

does

effort on

believers consider their faith journey a matter of spiritual

maintenance instead
The

the core

they are producing (Barna, Growing

Studies confirm that if a church does not

investing time and

and

their

are not
failure to

in their

any goals toward that end.

of ten churched believers to have

growth ,_ _--'--' 33).

We find that six out
believers have no sense what they want
to
and roughly two out ten believers who are
their spiritual development and have defined rather specific
goals to reach. is intriguing that when Christians are asked to
identify
spiritual
few
mentioned more than one
goal that they had
themselves. (Barna,
34)

30
Table 1
The Personal Spiritual Goals of Born Again Adults
spiritually (no
a life
more pleasing to God (no specifics)
involvcd in spiritual
activity (no
more, know more Bible content
read the

19
15
14
13
11
10

serve other
have a
participate more frequently in church activities
spiritual state of my
feelings about mysclf
don't remember
goals

9
7

2
5

(Note:
add to more than 100% because
people were allowed to provide more than one reply.)
(Barna,
34)

indicates that the church has a tremendous opportunity
responsibility to foster a commitment to personal discipleship development.
The reality

that

of

who

are hindered from

make an astounding impact upon
respondents could identifY

them in which to participate for
one

into mature

church as
purpose

an intentional
"Only

spiritual

believers stated that their church has some means of

of

facilitating an evaluation of the spiritual maturity or commitment to maturity of
congregants"

,-=-,-'--.e....:...=

41).

question

to be asked, "If a church had an intentional

for its participants, would the people take the
invest

process?"

reports that nine out

and

necessary

ten believers would at

31
listen to the strategy and participate in some or all

discipleship

opportunities.

5 percent

by

would ignore

plan while 1

claimed

would leave the

proposed to

(Growing 41).

Mullholland who claims that "we

if such a plan were

research validates the view of

a

well be

church" (Gallup

Jones 86). Mullholland believes

church

levels of discipleship" that will enable the church to

....... T-. .... r

a culture that is

to spirituality, but

may be bringing

closed to

In

beliefs (Gallup

and Jones 86).
Before

offers a

he or she may

solution to this

why we are struggling at the one

Jesus gave to his church. Based on
reasons why the

within the church,
'-"""'UA>

nationwide research,

weak when it comes to the

mission that

-,-,"'''UU

raised nine

Commission

'-=.:=-=-:'-'-=:.0.

I).
1.

churches or Christians have a clear and measurable
of "spiritual success."
defined
transformation.

3. We have chosen to teach
systematic, ways.
4.

than

as head

in random,

virtually no accountability for what we

5. When it comes to discipleship, we promote
people.

than

think, do or

rather than

32
6.

spiritual
provide

primary
on which churches rely
development-small groups-typically fails
spiritual nurture.

7. Church leaders are not zealous about the spiritual development of
people.
our resources in adults rather than children.

8.

9, We divert our

w'here do we

from

to

other than discipleship.

While much

been written on the issue

discipleship development in the church, no one has delivered both the problems
and proposed practical models to conquer those problems as clearly as
lists four key objectives to tum

wandering

around

'-=.:::....:..:...=

He
82-83).

we must be consumed with a passionate commitment to follow

Christ

everything
1JU.C;'0J.~'HU.~'"

to train and transform his

so we

about reaching our full potential as a disciple.
These

the fundamentals of

for maturity

evangelism, discipleship, servanthood, stewardship, and

would include
fellowship.
Third, we

develop a biblical worldview.

actions, our minds must be saturated with the
from God's perspective
Lastly,
follow

LtV ...' U ' . h ' .....

,"L{'U.~,L

our mind

of God so we can see

act accordingly.

our human nature distorts our perspective

path of least

our

adhere to

causes us to

of accountability
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that

TACT". . .

genume

tor us to

growth. We serve a holy God, and

imitate his Son. That will only happen as we

and

upon a community of

supporting peers who will hold us accountable to a

standards

to

produce genuine Christ-likeness.

John Wesley was intentional about fostering genuine spiritual growth in
himself and

The

of this spiritual growth was a community

peers who held one .... u'J~U''"'L accountable. As Bob

and

January 1
used two men

-=-=-"=--"=-=-==-::.

reach

news 1etter, during the

John Wesley. Some have felt that
preacher, and history records

did lead thousands to
the church.

of making disciples, he sighed, "My

century

Whitefield and

the two, Whitefield may

However, few disciples were added

points out

;;;;.u.,,,,,,,,,nu

of people for

loving

been the ....
their faith

".T.,.". . .

Christ.

Whitefield reflected on
are like a

of sand"

1).
In contrast to Whitefield,

the end of John Wesley
in their

approximately 76,000 disciples were
As a credit
Wesley's

Wesley's

for disciple making, the generation after

won more people to Christ

Logan points out that Wesley's

during

identified his

were labeled "Methodists"; therefore,
intenti onal

for

.~n.U'M

bands,

disciples, especially

lifetime of

.

Wesley's emerging
design an
the United Methodist
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Church, the design should be influenced by its founder.
His techniques for nurturing and

Wesley designed an unbeatable
developing disciples

of thousands on the path

only placed

spiritual

transforn1ation but resulted in a moral reformation throughout England in
eighteenth

notes that Wesley's

combination of
personal

group techniques to construct a ladder of
improvement" (11). Any

way up

or method involved a

ladder

Christian could work

faithful participation, climbing from one

or her
of

spiritual maturity to another.
Henderson

it, the

on

's ladder of discipleship

were groups of varying sizes designed to provide a context for spiritual maturity.
groups consisted of
penitent band. Each
Wesley's

society,
was

meeting, band, select band,
to accomplish a specific purpose.

was followed to the finest detail to ensure that the central
(11). If Wesley's strategy

objectives were

had been maintained over the last two hundred
penetrating

the Church would be

and communities.

One of Wesley's great concerns was for
"connection" with one
Wesley

developing mature disciples

Steve

writings, "connection" may

within
concludes

one of

movement to
after rp<;!P!'U"('

favorite words (66). "He

the early Methodist to be 'in connection' with him, with each other, and
with the

body of

That connection referred

an intentional
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relationship with other disciples in a discipleship

where

accountability could take place. Wesley found that when

connections were

absent in believers, the usual result was a falling away

(66).
of being in

explains Wesley's perspective on the
connection for a developing
When

individuals no longer wanted to be
members
them
the
Wesley "quarantined"
connection until they were ready,
be
of formative fellowship.
did not take
action as a means
to make Methodism
or exclusive, but rather to reinforce his
unwavering belief in and commitment the power Christian
the infective
As a physician ofthe soul, he also
I.UU,""",,,, of
or shallow piety-the deformative dynamic
that even a half-hearted person can have on the rest. So he
established
Methodism on the principles and
of
"connectionalism. "

This concept of connection was so
an invitation, it was more a response
to live for

to Wesley, that when

connecting with other Christians who

than it was a response

converSIOn.

who did

answer God's call were immediately welcomed at a society meeting that evening.
seekers were placed in a

At these

realized

69).

not everyone would want

intentional process for discipleship development;
those who were willing and
development

of Christian formation
participate in an
he was compelled to

a structured process of spiritual

73).

gIves

postmodern

of levels or stages of

a healthy design for dealing with the
background or faith development. His

36
seekers

gave an opportunity to take faith matters at their own
were encouraged to

from God's wrath and challenged to experience
through faith in Jesus

transfonning
deeper in

For those

development, Wesley developed the

were

to go

meeting, which

structure of the Methodist movement (Harper
In today' s church

rrrr"xrl~n

vernacular, the class was a cell group of six to

eight people who met weekly to give an account
participants followed Wesley's guidelines,
to the Church of

was

their spiritual growth.

the

experienced a maturity in Christ
This team of radically transformed

Methodist movement throughout the land.
Wesley
own

genius was a result of weaving together the experiences of his

journey, his biblical

theological convictions, and the

methods of other contemporary Christian

combined

1,",U,... ,",.

an intentional strategy for addressing

elements

needs

urban

class people. Although Wesley's system of pastoral care was not unique,
strategy became

dynamic tool for

HL~'''''''''M

Christian disciples which was
(Henderson 12).

effective in his day and useful in

Henderson believes that "those who are committed
the world

century will do well to learn from [Wesley] the

the

workings
spiritual

making disciples in

the class

and how those interactions fostered

and serious discipleship" (15). Through the class

Wesley assimilated

masses

converts

a path of spiritual formation,
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discipleship, equipping them for

of

in the

training

and mobilizing them for mission (15). Wesley was not content with
Christians who were "hearers only." He
to become "doers

personally, and for those

the Word" (Henderson 44).

John Wesley had refined and implemented
for discipleship.

had a specific purpose

Methodist strategy

a target audience.

Henderson lists the groups and how Wesley intended to use them for developing a
of

maturing

"->"""..fl'V"

(83).

The Methodist society was the
a

Methodists
"society"

of Wesley

It contained all

geographical area. Henderson notes that the

practically synonymous with our understanding of

"congregation" (83). The society included its
as a hub for

of the fellowship. The society

and

term
regular attendees

other Methodist functions

for Wesley's organizational structure (84).

and was the
Wesley

a society in the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a society no other
a company men having the form
and seeking the power of
united in order to pray together,
to receive
word of exhortation, and to watch over one another
love, that they may help each
to work
their own
(Works VIII:269)
Henderson points out that

primary function

the

was

cognitive instruction; it was the educational channel by which the tenets
Methodism were presented

the target population" (84). The

of a society
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was approximately fifty people who were arranged in rows while
listening to a speaker. Normally the

made little or no provision

personal responses or dialogue with
biblical instruction
being

week with the Sunday evening meeting

most popular, especially

the working class. The

for attending a society
These

for worship and

speaker. They

in the day before one went

were intended to

practical biblical insights

favorite
work.

the hardworking Methodists with

life in a difficult work environment (89-90).

contends that regardless

size of the crowd or the

location, the society meetings were foundational
Methodism. Wesley felt that

and

the structure of

were "the very thing which was from the

of Christianity" (81).

As mentioned, Wesley's class meeting was

most influential strategy for

developing disciples into mature believers (Henderson 93).
claimed,

greatest thing John Wesley ever gave

class-meeting" (qtd.
Henderson

Henderson 89). How were

Wesley's blueprint for

the world

Ward
the Methodist

classes

meetings:

The
meeting was not be a voluntary unit adjunct to the
society but a subdivision
Every Methodist became a member of
and attended it regu1arly-or else
or she was no
a
society. The
was
an intimate group ten
or twelve people who met
for personal supervision of their
spiritual growth. (95)

classes were heterogeneous in terms

for developing their relationship

anyone interested in a

with Jesus. Wesley

into

classes as a point of

spiritual maturity; therefore Wesley saw
Methodism

gender, age, social standing,

goal for the

the participants to attain personal

was

holiness and be found more Christ-like in words and deeds (Henderson 100).
The format of a class meeting consisted

a short hymn followed by the

leader stating publicly the condition of his or
followed with a short
prevIOus

of how

own spiritual life. The leader
worked in

of the

The leader would then praise God for any progress made, sharing

honestly any temptations, sins,
modeled for

10

or

struggles. By doing so,

leader

allowing them to identify with the

(Henderson 99).
Wesley
with the

role

the leaders of a class un,,''''''£'' was

however, the leaders were chosen and

oversight and pastoral care of the members in the
leader

be a sub-pastor who was

week (Henderson 10 1).

was the

them
with

be
spiritual

Wesley considered the

meet the needs ofthe class during
step toward leadership

Wesley's

for disciple making. The leader's position did not require any previous
training; however, to survive as a leader one had to be a
honesty, and possess a
Henderson
three

of faithfulness,

concern for people (101 ).
that the society and the class meetings were connected in
the class was a subdivision of the society.

leaders
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of a class were chosen by the leaders of
to them. Second,
by

design

two functions
the two groups.

society and were therefore accountable

teaching and life change were tied together
class meetings sought to apply the truths and

principles received from the society meetings. Thirdly, one had
participant in

class meetings to

Wesley __ ~... ,...,.

a

system for

an active

considered for membership in
faithful in

society.

attendance; therefore,

no one could attend the closed society meetings without a ticket (l07).
The

meeting shows that Westey was intentional about developing

mature disciples. Henderson
the

power

the

ten

that lay

of

the

meeting:

1. It furnished the environment in which cognitive concepts could
experimentally or experientially,,",,,,,,",...
It served as a
or pruning instrument to keep
wood"
out of
3. It was a training ground for .v........v ..
4. It was a point entry capable
numbers of
new people quickly.
5.
financed the movement through penny collections.
6. Its accounting
provided a constant and immediate record
of the strength and size the movement.
7. It forced 100 percent mobilization and participation of the
membership.
8. It gave
member a voice in the
of Methodism.
allowed people practice speaking their
10. It provided the milieu for resolving contlicts within
society
by immediate face-to-face confrontation. (110)

The
Wesley's bands consisted of homogeneous groups in ..."'..,,.....,..
marital

and

The bands were voluntary cell groups in which people professed
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intention" (Henderson 11

group was only for those wil1ing to be

completely open about
one

motives

oatherinot:'

progress toward discipleship. In this

desires would
the one

b

holiness, and purity of

growm

and

commitment to

uncovered.

which

I

context,
's favorite

was

methodologies arose (112).

The society targeted the cognitive mode by proclaiming and explaining
doctrine. The class
ofa

for the

lifestyle;

facilitating

the band was designed

cultivation of

1744, during
rules were

mode by establishing a pursuit

purity

the affective mode by
11

first Methodist Conference, Henderson

listing

that a set

format, entry requirements, the questions asked

of the applicants, and the instructions for

weekly'

(117-118).

of the
design
"Confess
maybe

1.

3.
4.

5.
6.

our meeting to obey that ,'£u'nrn
faults one another, and
(James 5:16).

of God,
that ye

end, we
meet once a week, at the
To come punctually at
hour appointed, without some
extraordinary reason.
begin (those us who are
exactly at
hour, with
or
To speak
of us in
and plainly, the true
of
our souls, with the faults we have committed in thought, word, or
and the temptations we have felt
our last
every
with prayer suited to the
person present.
To desire some person
us to speak
own state first, and
then to
the rest, in
as many and as searching questions
'lAHll'VUF',
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their state,

Henderson

that Wesley

members to enable them to begin the

a set of
of spiritual

temptations. ,_ __

questions for band
surgery (11

11

1. What
2. What

sins have you committed
our
with?
3.
were you delivered?
~. What
you thought,
or done, of which you doubt
it
be sin or not?
5. Have you nothing you
to keep
(Works VIII:272-273)
to the'

of confessing

conversation

designed to

uncomfortable

s darkest secrets, all the applicants had to be thoroughly

and recommended by one of
dialogue

the bands

existing members. In order to

the group,

quotes

new band applicants to the

of questions
honesty they would

as members of the band (120-121).

1. Have
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

10.

the forgiveness
sins?
our
Christ?
you peace with
the witness
spirit with your spirit that you are
God?
Is the
of God shed abroad in your heart?
inward or outward, dominion over
Has no
Do you
to be told
your faults?
Do you
to be told of
faults and
and
home?
Do you
that every one
us should tell you, from time to
time, whatsoever is in his heart concerning you?
Consider!
you desire we should tell you whatsoever we
think,
we fear, whatsoever we
you?
Do you
that, in doing
we should come as
possible
we should cut
quick, and
the "'n.T1rn.~
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11. Is it your desire and design

all other occasions,
that is in your heart
open, so as to
without exception, without disguise and without n ..·.., .... r"
VIII

During

early

disciples known as

be, on this

of Methodism, Wesley had a group

select

The

faithful

of these handpicked men and

\yomen was "to provide a training experience in the doctrines and method of
Methodism" (Henderson 121).
the

disciples had worked

way up through

of society, class, and band and were considered the elite

of the

Methodist movement (121).
select

had no

no leader, and no predetermined format as

exhibited. These members

making decisions and establishing policies and

were
sharpening

(Henderson 123). This select

accountability group

he could

which would help

was

his

and

successes and victories, and his hopes and
as a

discussion and

III

This intimate fellowship served
stay on

path of spiritual

transformation (124).
The
Henderson reports
making was designed

the last

10

strategy

those who had either fallen out of

who lacked the personal discipline

for the

disciple-

other groups or

meetings.

Wesley's

44
Called

Account of

" he

the need

rehabilitative group (1
VII. 1.

yet while
these who were thus intimately
went on daily
faith to faith; some fell from the
or gradually,
once, by
known,
by
way in what
called little
. by
omission, by'
to heart-sins, or by not watching unto
sms
prayer.
exhortations and prayers used
the believers did
profit these. They wanted advice and instructions suited to
not
their
which as soon as I observed, I
them from
rest, and
them
(Works

Wesley's primary

of the penitent band was to

the path of spiritual transformation so that
and

in the world.

Henderson

mode in

its members

could be

for ministry

"a

out, the

of human development is

by its many

was a ....""......... at connecting

on their quest

successors today" (126).

stated above,
for

in Christ. While he used a variety

methodology, the final product provided a
m

that was
Wesley

are eight

day.
concepts that

sources m
for making
emphasizes that
the foundation

together his
disciples
the heart of
his

educational philosophy.
1. Human
perfectible by
grace.
Learning comes from doing
will of God.
3. Mankind's nature is perfected by participation in
acting as
individuals.

not by

45

Christianity can and must be

and practice of

4.

will occur if people will participate
5. Human
means of
6. The
must be presented
poor.
7.
not to be
" but overcome with
8. The primary
spiritual/educational leadership
eqUIp
lead and minister, not to perform the
129)
personally. (l

light of Wesley's '"'.. ,..,,, ...,,

upon group

an intentional
he

and participation,

for

one would think that
him in the ......",..."''''

only welcome, but also insist on, others
are going to function as agents for change,
for

. With as much

Chris 4 we
upon

as God has

that our creativity
" ' .... '."-''1",1.

persons. In

to

must acknowledge

v.«'",",,,,,

within the body of

productivity are

increased as we

work on Leading Congregational Change,

Bonem, and Furr

to this process as "practicing discernment" (1 06).

process is born out

Wesley's concept

(Knight 5). In

manner,

group. As
to "own"

grace are

«,",'V'V"'"

the

practice this model, it allows for the members

final product. As a

purpose of accomplishing a common
subsequently,

conferencing"

welcomes others into a
goal, that

for the
a team;

team members are accountable, not only to

one another,

provides a

participants

Bonem, and

performance on
131).

but to
of the

46
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a book on navigational

disciples

that

for church leadership, Sweet

so much to

ministers and releasing people into ministry. "The future belongs
but to leaders who can work in teams.

movers and

of

as a

about collaborating with

fact, the movers and

shakers of postmodern culture are teams, which must become the dominant model
for

and mission" (188).
reminds

readers

"the Christian

is teamwork-

Church 191). Whether in the creation story,
doctrine
model is at the heart
teamwork

f'AY,,.,.,,,,,..T

redemption

Trinity, or the ministry of Jesus, "a collaborative
the Christian faith" (191). Peter Senge et a1. affirm

as one

essentials of effective leadership. Senge

to thls collaborative process

a leader guiding a

of a shared-vision as

" In

team

shares in

the proposed

III

''''U'''''''.

at.

development

every person on the

(298-299).

addition to being preacher, pastor, and practical theologian, Wesley was
a brilliant strategist. From
deeply concerned
others

designing a
the

societies to the penitent bands,

was

to develop mature disciples who would

of spiritual transformation. Henderson lists

methodological components of Wesley's group strategy for developing disciples:

1.
hierarchy of interlocking
followed
2. The point of entry the system is behavioral
by
aspirational,
rehabilitative functions.

3. Constitutional authority.
Groups graded by readiness of participants.
5. Total participation and mobilization.
6. Instrumented group activities.
7. Exclusion (by ticket) for noncompliance.
8. Individualized care.
Multiple accountability.
1
Separation of cognitive, affective, and behavioral functions.
(l
140)

What separated Wesley

Methodist movement from

is his use of nonordained leaders

and

duties. Wesley desired

movements,

perform a variety

equip and empower his

so they could join with

Iv"'Uv1

in making disciples. As Wesley took his
laborers of his

he

ministerial

to the common

leaders from among the converts

join him in the

harvest (Henderson 1
Wesley was vehemently opposed to the democratic election
Wesley appointed

the
did

he

had

Iv ...."'vl

however, with important checks and balances.

counsel of his leading

u..,,,"'VJ, ......,,.,...,

discernment for

best

potentiaL

Wesley sought the

every appointment. Second, he published
publicly. Thirdly,

the guidelines for leadership

leaders for

for

had proven

position (148).

believed in recognizing gifted leaders and training them in the field
rather than establishing a school to train or produce leaders.

method was

take those who exhibited leadership potential and promote them upward toward
itinerancy. As

leaders received on-the-job training,

developed into a
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of disciple ...

strong

One of the
that

'-"n'V.

principles of Wesley's

's

the

for developing

spiritual development, Wesley intentionally

engaged

people in an experience where they could personally participate in

ministry.

we look at

that people
our day

western culture in the twenty first century, we
for experiences.

fact, one of the leading business books

"An. A.....,'" The authors contend, "at

level in

~--~~~~~~~~

any

to understand that in
is a stage,

therefore work

person buys an experience, "he pays
that a company

every

a theatre" (Pine

Gilmore x).

spend time erUoying a
a theatrical

a

of memorable
him in a personal

way" (2).
What started out with the theme parks of Walt Disney,
actually participating

an

pvt',"" .. ...........
'
...,.

has now found its way into the more

traditional service industries. We now have themed restaurants

Retail stores

Toys

Us,

and

FAa Schwarz, Niketown, Just for Feet,

Depot have also joined

<vUvv":>

engage

experience economy. They
in accomplishing their

have come to realize that if they are to
mission, they

as the

and the Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.

Planet Hollywood,
(Pine and Gilmore

terms of the guest

man

This is " . . . . .

are memorable and inherently personal. "They

'aL...' .....

actually
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engaged on an emotional, physical,

occur within any individual who has
level" (1

intellectuaL or even
What
the church

this have to

making

strategy

with

and

today? Methodist professor of postmodern Christianity, Leonard
today's church must be expenential and participatory

claims

successful in accomplishing
\~~~~

mISSIOn

making

of Jesus Christ

185-239). "The

it

in earned

authentic
converting

transforming experience

99).

reports

"western Christianity

Christ" (198-

the

to sleep in a modem world

governed by the gods of reason and observation. It is awakening to a postmodern
and

world open to

for experience" (Post-Modem Pilgrims 29).

Hunter
most

C>rTC>I'T

reaching pre-Christian

means

our

OCT,<:>""'"

culture.

model

to experience the fellowship, worship, and ministry
community even before

If the church is

commit to following

and personally

one

itself to
fastest

the
the Christian

as a disciple (53-54).

to be successful in developing dynamic disciples in

this postmodern world, making opportunities

image that

is the

the

One

of discipleship is

discipleship journey is whitewater
sports

to "get

potential

men and women of all

Rafting
and has

Heiberg
a successful commercial industry. North America is lining its rivers
to experience-hungry enthusiasts who are seeking

hundreds of outfitters who
to

wet tor

(Bennett 6). The Travel Association

first

found whitewater rafting to

most popular 'hard' adventure sport"

rated

sport is distinguished from a 'soft'

among Americans (Addison 10).
as

or uU,",U/.." due

a "marked element

challenge" (Addison 10). Statistics

the Colorado
Service

personal physical
on Recreation and

the National

reveal that over
(Bernasconi and Tenucci 1

America

million people go rafting each

Among

most popular rivers in North America

in the Grand Canyon National Park. The National Parks
a waiting list of up to twelve years for private groups

the thrill of rafting down the Colorado. Not only does whitewater rafting allow
th e thrill

to

an

adventure, it also includes the

opportunity to work as a team with a small group
a modern river explorer, personally
whitewater rafting.

fellow rafters.

the life-changing dynamics

claimed that one

the primary objectives of

rafting was to "discover new truths ... about

peoples we meet,

about those with whom we travel, and about ourselves (qtd. in Addison 14).
of

down a river with a team

rafters

us countless

the journey of following Christ as a disciple. I believe that
Image
intentional

the

of

for developing disciples.

century about

an

51

to be a vibrant community of faith, passionate

If the church is ever

about

and

then it must return to the priority of making

Moreover, I believe the church

today has much to learn about effective disciple

sport of whitewater rafting and from a man who was intentional

makin bo
about

disciples. Perhaps a good model

plan to

the twenty-first
"doing

century church when learning from John Wesley's method should
yesterday

~~v~~.

to adapt Wesley's

structure to an intentional strategy

developing disciples while using the contemporary

The .... r"",,,,

:18-20. Jesus

to his

ill

of whitewater rafting.

for disciple making is what

Commission, found in Matthew

been given

).My

than it ever has been done before" (Anderson, ::..;:A:.......::.c==--=-=

this mandate after

disciples
and the

all that I commanded you.

Great

"AU authority in heaven and on earth has

me.

name of the

known as

all nations, baptizing
Spirit,

surely I am with you

them to

Lv ......., . . .

to the

end of

age.
As

scholars acknowledge,

matheteuo, which is
verb,

prImary

in the commission is

disciples." It also happens
is supported by three participles: poreuo:

be an

" baptizo:

"baptizing," and didasko: "teaching" (Hull, Pastor
"Going" is an aorist circumstantial participle that could

translated

Heiberg
through I ife, wherever

" In other words, as the disciples were

you are
they

were to make other disciples.
disciples

and "teaching" are present
[n his

method
Wesley

as

..

=-~~~:~ ~':m:

..: ..: ...

:'~

_ _~~_ _ _ _mm

two great branches"

of Christ's

: 19). Baptism is the initiation rite into

Church and the

new covenant; therefore, upon the

sign and

Christ or

of one's faith in

case of an infant upon the parent's

disciple is

baptized (138).
been baptized, then he or

a

teaching,

to

of Jesus. The

and obey

biblical
observe

a disciple must be

of the

diet

he or she is to become mature and

other

disciples.
These
make disciples.

a

insight as to how to carry out

to

strategy for developing mature

to have a

must be incorporated

biblical foundation,

the

plan.
Even with

biblical principles, the church over

failed dramatically
370 church
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disciples. To show how serious
over

organizations, denominations,

has
problem

countries and representing nearly
churches met in September 1999 in a
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breaking event called the International Consultation on Discipleship (ICD). During
their four days of meetings in Eastbourne, United Kingdom, these delegates
agreed that
the state of the Church is marked by a paradox of growth without
depth. Our zeal to go wider has not been matched by a commitment
to go deeper. Researchers and poHsters have documented the fact
that many times Christians are not that different from the culture
around them. When the desert wind blows, it shapes the sand, and
the Church has become more like the sand than the wind. We grieve
that many within the Church are not living lives of biblical purity,
integrity, and holiness. The need is in the pUlpit and the pew alike.
The lack of true discipleship has resulted in a lack of power in the
Church to impact our cultures. (International Consultation)
A Biblical Disciple

If the Bible claims that the mission of the church is to make disciples, one
must understand the biblical definition of a disciple. The word for disciple in the
New Testament is the Greek word mathetes. The fundamental meaning of

mathetes is a learner or pupil. The verb form, manthano, means to learn. This is
accomplished either by practice or experience (Moulton 257).
Four New Testament authors use this word in its many forms over 250
times. Mathetes is found only in the gospels and the book of Acts. Primarily the
word is used to signify a follower of Jesus and his teachings. Other uses refer to
the followers and students of Moses, John the Baptist, or the Pharisees (Lake 22).

Mathetes has its roots in Greek culture and was probably brought over from
Hellenistic Judaism. In the Greek world, a disciple was one who directed one's
mind to something, such as the instruction of a teacher. In its earliest literary use, a
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disciple was considered a pupil of another. In the technical sense

the word,

implies a dependence of the one under instruction upon an authority
supenor In

such as an apprentice (Rengstorf 416). Mathetes

gIven a

distinctive character when it is used in association with Jesus (Muller 487). A
mathetes is "one

has heard

call of

gospel writers reveal

degrees of commitment

followed Jesus as disciples.
hundred,

(480).

and joins

groups included the multitudes, the

hundred and twenty,

seventy, the

of them, whom he also designated as apostles"
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Later

reports that a
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one

Jesus comes down from
crowd

Jesus

narratives,

authors

to the crowds

peak in numbers, Jesus

who were only following him for convenience and

distinguish
believed in

.... ,,>'''-'1-'<'-'

.13). This verse

(Luke 6: 17).

when the crowds were at

as disciples.

chose

mountain with the twelve,

Jesus'

throughout the

Capernaum,

which (the

the

and the

records, "When morning came, [Jesus] called his disciples to him

reveals two groups of

those who

While

(John 6:
shocked

LVU.VUJ,UF,

in the

ears of his audience with the reality

vu,-,,.;ov

to

who
at
a

John records their response:
On hearing it,
his
said, "This a hard
Who can
it?" Aware that his disciples were grumbling about
this, Jesus
to them,
this
you? . .
are some
had known from the beginning
you
do not believe." For
which of them did not believe and who would
him ....
LV<AV,U
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this time on many of his disciples turned back and no longer
followed him. (John 6:60-66)
As

crowds continued to climb,

to clarify

made an

cost in

following him:
crowds were traveling
and turning to them
said:
"If anyone comes to me and
not hate
father and mother, his
"'ife
children, his
and
even
own lifehe cannot be my disciple. And anyone who does not carry his cross
follow me cannot be my disciple." (Luke 1
Jesus

that

Jesus

family,

his must be willing to
neighbors, and self.

common Jewish understanding
Ladd

the intensity

commitment

a disciple

to the more
first

George

Jesus' description of a disciple:

most basic demand Jesus laid upon people if
would be
disciples was for a radical, unqualit1ed decision .... Any tie or human
affection that stands in
way of a person decision for
Kingdom God and for
broken....
must be ready
to renounce every
when
a decision
the
... The taking of the cross means the
of self, of
ambition and
purpose. (130)
disciple in

the life, ministry, and

of

as found in

gospel accounts could be summarized as:

~

to deny
take up a cross daily, and follow Jesus
who is
(Luke 9
One who puts his or her love for and commitment to
above his or
possessions, and self (Luke 14:25-35);
her own family,'
One who is
to the
of Christ (John 8:31);
who is committed to world evangelization (Matt. 9:36-38);
One who
others as
loves (John 13 :34-35);
One who abides in Christ, is obedient, bears fruit,
God, has joy,
and
other
(John 15 17) (Hull, _ _ 57-73).
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The

a biblical disciple is marked by

Jesus made

his disciples unless we

our very lives

it clear that we
to him

14

As we follow

of Jesus through the

that Jesus was intentional

his mission of making

the day after his baptism
group of men to join

","",HI...,

a core

in the wilderness,
in ministry over the next three
lodging place (John 1

Andrew and a friend

Later,

who begins to tag along (John 1:40-42). On the

fmds his
next day, Jesus finds Philip

commands him (a present imperative)

follow

him (John 1:43).
writings exactly

One cannot be

(Mark 3:l3-19; Luke 6:1

officially selected his
one discovers that

events, Jesus was

those into whom he would
Leroy Eims

r,pT"""'"

the remainder of his public
to this

of

Whether Jesus was calling them

1

. 9:9; Mark 1:1

were ordinary people with

as the "principle of

a smelly fishing boat, a

them in the village, he handpicked
(Matt.

vV"'''''''

5

or

who were to be his disciples
1

The persons

one was unique. They had
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different personalities, hang-ups, and

struggles~

nonetheless, Jesus saw them as

having extraordinary potential. These common men were to carry out the mission
of making disciples and were to become the foundation of his Church.
After Jesus selected his disciples, he then spent the remainder of his life
\yith them. "Jesus went up on a mountainside and called to him those he wanted,
and they came to him. He appointed twelve-designating them apostles-that they
might be with him and that he might send them out to preach" (Mark 3:13-14).
Jesus knew the best teaching method was to spend time pouring his life into those
he selected, and that meant being with them for prolonged periods of time. Eims
calls this the "principle of association" (30).
Hands-On Disciple Making
Bob Logan, a church planting consultant, has learned firsthand that the
most effective way to raise up disciples is by following Jesus' method of on-thejob ministry assignments ("Church"). Logan contends that "people learn best
when they see someone effectively model the skill or character trait they wish to
learn. Through my training and consulting experience throughout the world, I've
come to realize that almost all people need to see it before they can reproduce it"
("Church"). Logan's experience validates the concept of a player-coach as one
who models for the rest of the team and the sport of whitewater rafting as an
image for discipleship development.
Logan goes on to explain Jesus' model of disciple making:
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Jesus used a model that 1 like to call "show how" training. It's a five-step
process that anyone can use.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I do-you watch
I do-you help
You do-I help
You do-I watch
You do-someone else watches ("Church").

During this period when Jesus was with his disciples, giving them on-thejob training, he set aside special times of instruction. These would be the times, for
instance, when Jesus would teach them concerning the kingdom of God: "The
knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven has been given to you, but not
to them. Whoever has will be given more, and he will have an abundance" (Matt.
13:11-12).
Jesus would also give his disciples specific instructions for their mission:
These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions: "Do not
go among the Gentiles or enter any town or the Samaritans. Go
rather to the lost sheep of Israel. As you go, preach this message:
'The kingdom of heaven is near.' Heal the sick, raise the dead,
cleanse those who have leprosy, drive out demons. Freely you have
received, freely give .... I am sending you out like sheep among
wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves."
(Matt. 10:5-16)
Eims calls this method of Jesus' disciple making the "principle of
instruction" (34). This principle challenges the church to offer a variety of
opportunities for biblical instruction either in classroom settings, small groups, or
one-on-one mentoring.
Vital Elements for Biblical Disciple Making
Eims claims there are three non-negotiables for churches that want to
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develop mature disciples. First, the church must be clear on what it wants the
disciples to learn. Among other instruction, the disciple must know the basic
ingredients found in a life of Christian discipleship (Eims gives a sample of these
ingredients in his Appendix 1, 159-180).
Second, the church must have a vision of what it wants the disciples to
become. The disciple must fully understand the essentials of Christian character
and the accompanying fruits of the Spirit in order to become a mature disciple.
The last key is for the church to have an intentional strategy for what it
wants the disciples to learn to do and how they will accomplish their ministry
training. The church is obligated to have a strategy ensuring that disciples-intraining are placed on the path of spiritual transformation (Eims 36).
That is why the International Consultation on Discipleship conunitted
personally and corporately to call the Church and commit themselves to:
Pursue the process of discipleship just as purposefhlly as the
proclamation of the Gospel. Evangelism and discipleship must be
seen as integral.
Acknowledge that prayer and worship, study and teaching of the
Bible, fellowship in the context of God's people, and personal
accountability are necessary elements of spiritual growth. We
recommit ourselves to exercising these disciplines as part of a life of
discipleship.
Call churches to rigorously assess their existing structures and
processes to determine if they provide the most effective means of
making disciples.
Commit to beginning the discipleship process as early in life as
possible, recognizing that large numbers of people come to faith as
children and youth (2 Tim. 3: 14-15).
Acknowledge that discipleship resources, including Bibles, are not
readily available to large numbers of God's people in some countries
of the world. We commit to doing all we can to make these
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resources available to those who need them.
on
and Christ-likeness as revealed in Scripture.
pattern for our discipleship, and by living as his
and bring
to the Father (John 15:8).
of
Holy Spirit as our teacher, and
we are led into I truth (John 14:26; 16:13). The Holy Spirit
and
us in
process of discipleship.
in Christ to impact our societies:
our
our communities and our nations, thus
a dark world (Matt. 5: 13-16).
U"-'VUJ

is an excellent model of discipleship
development.

to this young pastor, Paul gives the leaders of the
: "And the things you have heard

Church a
me say in the

entrust to reliable men who will also be

qualified to teach others"
during his second missionary
biblical teaching and to see him
follow the same pattern of

The earliest and

had taken Timothy under his wing
allowed Timothy to hear him give
now exhorts Timothy to
and instruction.

intentional about

making disciples appears in
They [the Church]
to the fellowship,
was filled with
done by the
everything in common.
gave to
as he
together in the
ate together with glad and

, teaching and
Everyone
were
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the favor of all the
those who were being

And

Lord added to their number daily

In Luke's description of the first-century Church, one finds timeless
principles for making disciples:
);>

Biblical InstructIOn: The Church was

the doctrine

taught by the apostles.
Authentic Fellowship: Those early
genuine fellowship, sharing their common

with

one
Worship: Whether in the temple or
Church prayed and worshipped together,

home, the
for who he is

and what he accomplished in and through the death, burial, and
of Jesus.
Meaningful Ministry: The Church was

nj..>'~"~'

of one

Because of their gratitude to God and
their new-found faith, they began to sell
and share with anyone who was
Luke records that the Lord was
daily; therefore, through their loving

to
words,

was intentional about sharing the good news
surrounding community.
As the Church

throughout the book of Acts, making disciples

it

penetrates new communities, one

principles carried out by the apostles

and their new discIples.
In Paul

he gives another foundational

letter

church members so they can be

disciple-making
prepared to carry out

some
apostles, some to be prophets,
some to
and some to be pastors and teachers, to
prepare God's people for
so that the body of Christ
and in the
may be built up until we all
knowledge of the Son
attaining to the
(Eph.4:11-13)
whole measure of the
Scripture reveals that

met Christ and

after his conversion. The Holy Spirit

spiritual

gifts and abilities to individuals within
going to be effective in making

LH"'<~"'L

was
was to engage

people in ministries for which
Paul was passionate about

in the Church.

the church at Colossae, he told them
[Christ], admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so
everyone perfect in Christ. To this end I labor,

we
with all

which so powerfully works in me" (Col. 1:28-29).
Biblical discipleship is both a position and a process.
seemed to focus on the position and failed to provide an intentional ...rr,,,,:.,,,,,
disciple to grow. The ICD defined Christian discipleship as

that
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over a

place within accountable

(International Consultation).

bringing believers to

One of the critical

that

day was that some Christians were not
not using the spiritual

of time for the purpose of

God

Church body. Paul speaks to the'

throughout the Church of his
engaged in ministry. They were
the health and welfare of the
in three primary

locations: 1 Corinthians 12-14; Romans 1

4 as mentioned

above.
The Scriptures are clear that the

can

10

making disciples is by discovering and
Unfortunately, the modern Church
which has greatly affected
the health of the Church with

Few
Trueblood.

than

his anthology, he makes this diagnosis:
Perhaps the greatest single weakness of the contemporary
Church is that millions of supposed members are not
at all and, what is worse, do not think it strange that
There is no real chance of victory in a campaign .
the soldiers are untrained and uninvolved, but that is
we stand now. Most alleged Christians do not now understand
loyalty to Christ means sharing personally in
(34)
V","'..t v U

If any church is going to be effective in making disciples, it
a place for all persons who come into the life of the
and deploy their spiritual gifts in meaningful ministry.
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Natural Church Development Characteristics
In order to design an intentional plan for developing mature disciples
within the Church, one must first have a strategy to assess the health of the church.
As Warren has stated, "the key issue for churches in the twenty-first century will
be church health, not church growth" (17). Therefore, one may ask the question,
"What makes a healthy church?"
From 1994 through 1996, the Institute for Church Development conducted
the most thorough research study to date on the causes for church growth. The
international research project involved one thousand churches in thirty-two
countries on five different continents (Schwarz 18-19). The results of this project
are found in the book, Natural Church Development, authored by the head of the
institute, Christian Schwarz. The research provides the answer to the question,
"What church growth principles are true, regardless of culture and theological
persuasion" (19)? The conclusion results in eight quality characteristics of
healthy, growing churches throughout the world. These characteristics are
essential for a church to develop mature disciples.
Empowering Leadership
Schwarz discovered that the key distinction between pastors of growing
churches and those whose churches were declining was "empowering leadership"
(22-23). These pastors focused upon assisting their church to "attain the spiritual
potential God has for them. These pastors equip, support, motivate, and mentor
individuals, enabling them to become all that God wants them to be" (22).
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Gift-Oriented Ministry
As mentioned, Scripture reveals that each believer or disciple has received
from God spiritual gifts for the edification of the church. The research found that
healthy, growing churches are those that have people serving in their area of
giftedness. The role of church leadership is to help persons identifY their spiritual
gifts and then direct them to ministry opportunities that would match their
giftedness (Schwarz 24).
Schwarz found that "no factor influences the contentedness of Christians
more than whether they are utilizing their gifts or not" (24). Out of the eight
quality characteristics, "gift-oriented ministry" showed the greatest influence upon
the personal and corporate life of the church (24). Ifa church is going to be
effective in making disciples, it must assist people to discover their spiritual gifts
and then mobilize them for ministry within the life of the church. Fortunately,
numerous spiritual gifts assessment tools, such as Network (Willow Creek) or
SHAPE (Saddleback), are available for churches to help their people experience
gift-based ministry.
Passionate Spirituality
Another distinguishing characteristic of healthy churches is that they are
passionate about their spiritual development. The research found that these
churches were filled with people committed to their discipleship who practiced
their faith "with joy and enthusiasm." These disciples found that prayer was an
"inspiring experience" for them (Schwarz 26).
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Functional
an intentional strategy to

a

As mentioned
accomplish the task
declining

The research found that

were

rather than being free to
mUltiplication of the

develop structures that would
ministry" (Schwarz

This

major problems of the United

Methodist Church for decades.
this issue, and local churches are

church officials are already addressing
develop the structure that is most

effective for developing disciples.
Inspiring Worship Service
The research found that the

a church

IS

no relative

significance in determining its health or
characteristic is that growing

inspiration

comes from the Holy Spirit UHJl~""".L
will have a concrete

upon

truly at work, ...
way a worship

conducted

including the entire atmosphere of a gathering" (Schwarz
Holistic Small Groups
The small discipleship groups that John Wesley made popular that were so
in his day are still essential for developing mature
leaders in developing holistic small groups within the local
Galloway_ During his career at New Hope Community Church in
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. or disciple a

Galloway found that "the best and
lea.uelrs IS In

a

(14).

found that the most important principle for church growth and

The
is clearly

multipJication of

I groups"

33).

groups
holistic groups which go beyond just discussing Bible passages
applying
message to
life .... The
of the word
discipleship becomes
holistic small
not rote learning
concepts.
groups:
transfer of

Amidst an

where even

" healthy churches realize that
the
fulfilling the
was that growing

of every

focused their

their faith in Christ and making

of

of the word

not

gifted as an

[is] to use

or her own specific

Commission" (Schwarz 34). The key Schwarz found

" beginning

quality characteristic is

Christians are

heart of

disciple-making

for any

In our current

people are

The research discovered that

on

questions

relationships as contacts for
real in practical

(35). This

Commission and the beginning

for authentic
churches
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on the

a measurably higher 'love quotient' than stagnant or declining ones"
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personal care

as hospitality,

(Schwarz 36).
were found in

where the love of Christ was

notes that the most

weakest characteristic in

Schwarz
with more than

one thousand in attendance is that of loving relationships
These eight quality

are essential

is serious about developing

disciples. The research

churches that are healthy

'vULV"

the

each of

(Schwarz 38-39). To
Church Development

a church that

assess their current state of

the Institute

a Natural Church Development

This

lay people and the pastor to

and

questionnaire is given to thirty
for processing. The

survey and a workbook

are then sent to the church.

tool may then be

for removing the
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to

the

a

that hinder the

disciples.

his book,
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Anderson writes,

organizations are Purpose-Driven" (111). In a time when the Church
L".~."-,U

about by a variety of

and

in the process
that should drive a church:

we must return to
existence.
a church is going to

a biblically-based strategy for developing

it should be purpose driven.

past eighteen years,
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of Saddleback Valley Community Church, has
church.

that every church

informs his
It may be

or directed by

built a

,:>u\.,,-,,-,.:>.:>

driven, controHed,

personalities, finances,

buildings, events, or even seekers

a

counteract

guiding

the church must

do we exist?"

once the

is redefined,

vision of what

wants to do in and through

81).

identity."

(82). Warren summarizes the point by
a

biblical,

church can
church family"

own research of n ....r'u!1

m

one had a

ask the question,

healthy

one knew the reason for its
that "unless

and growth

driving force

church will never be what God

Strong churches are not built on programs, personalities, or gimmicks.
are built on the

purposes

(83).

Warren claims that a purpose-driven church is one committed to five
that Christ
Purpose #1:

the Lord with

Purpose

your neighbor as

Purpose

make

your heart (Matt.

:37).

(Matt.
(Matt. 28: 19a).

Purpose #4:

them (Matt.

Purpose #5:

them to obey (Matt. 28:20).

to
are to

for his Church to accomplish: (103-107)

19b).

purposes, Warren claims the tasks

church

edify, equip, evangelize. and exalt (l06). At Saddleback, the
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chosen five additional words to summarize these purposes in

church

words

magnify.

mission,

objectives: membership, maturity,

into the Saddleback Purpose Statement:

were then

To
to Jesus and membership [original emphasis] his
and
family, develop them Christlike maturity [original
church and
equip them for
ministry [original emphasis] in
world, in
magnify
.
emphasis Jin
God's name. (107)
points out

Saddleback's purpose statement carries three
it is

distinctives.

"n+~+~

terms of results [original

rather than

"encourages

activity" (107). Second, it is written in a manner

participation

emphasis]

"into a sequential process" [original
When

the purpose

the three most important
our business?" "Who
value?" (qtd.
would

(l08).

every

it is arranged

(l08).
a church,

Drucker
are "What

that any organization can
the customer?" and "What

Buford). Warren notes that

the customer consider

were to use

terms, he

that the "church is in the 'disciple-development'

If it is

"product is changed lives-Christlike

develop

church's objective to

then we must think through a

[emphasis

that goal" [emphasis
One

most critical

to be

purpose

that will

(109).
of process for a church'

area of the church (Warren 1

its

" and that

applying
Warren
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1. Assimilate new members on purpose;
2.
around your purposes;
3.
your people on purpose;
4.
5.
6.
on purpose;
7.
on purpose;
8.
on purpose;
9.
on purpose; and,
10.
on purpose.
As these

areas conform to the

purpose of the church, they will

to the entire
world

church is indeed the hope

to tum people

church must
As

happen by
that

culture to follow Jesus, then

an intentional
has learned from

transformation "will not

We must estab !ish a disciple-making, or educational

do"

called the "Life Development

strategy or

of

around

a baseball diamond and shows the "path

spiritual transformation"

laid out

explains the

its people. This simple
process to each person
the completion

nrr\"p,c'Q

and rewards them

Saddleback has
(1

local

mature

people to act on what

(143).

the

and

the church. Each base around the
one or more courses and a

level of

church (
explains those

process arrive at

Class 101: Discovering Saddleback Membership.

.",v.",,,,,,,- has four
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requirements for membership:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A personal profession
as Lord and Savior;
Baptism by immersion as a public symbol of one's faith;
Completion of
class; and
A signed commitment to
by Saddleback's membership
covenant.

F or a member

or

Discovering

must complete Class 201:

commit to a spiritual growth covenant that
the habits of prayer, tithing,

involves time with God's
fellowship (Warren 349).
One reaches third
and by committing to serve
this class, participants will

Class 301: Discovering My
an area
their

ministry in the church (Warren 1
for ministry:

Spiritual

research that healthy churches
who are

ministry. He believes the

built

on "four pillars
believer is a minister.
mmistry is important.
: We are dependent on each other.
: Ministry is the expression
Finally, a

crosses home plate by completing

40 I : Discovering

My Life Mission

committing to actively sharing one's

both at home and

or game plan

Development Process

abroad. This

of disciples.

to develop a maturing

Saddleback
Warren

at getting people to first

churches do an adequate

(membership ),
(growing

to second

some even are successful
However, "few

mine] that

a plan to ensure

believer finds an appropriate

fewer equip

(third base),

to win others to Christ and

even

their life mission (home

plater' (1
purpose-driven

in their
churches
shaped
biblical
church. I

adopted

but the principles have
last fifteen years. I

it has been successful

principles discussed in the

church must

designing a strategy

customize the strategy to

culture

to be successful;

as mentioned

replace

baseball diamond metaphor with

whitewater

review of literature indicates a need within the church

development
foundation, influenced
Natural

Development
this strategy as a guide

it is

research. I intend to use

model as a foundation

making disciples of aU

not only

proven to be

our
own

I

to its

One design for accomplishing God's
the United Methodist
discipleship

would
guided by

and Purpose-Driven in
developing a team of

By
healthy

disciples and
God, one can

vivid Image of whitewater
any church into a team of

I believe, by the

followers of Christ.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study

an intentional

study addresses is the prevaiJing
strategy

disciples within the local church.

Jesus

a mandate: "Make disciples!"

disciple

Bible reveals that
it clear that

primary business of the church. In

business

career, our company had a crystal-clear procedure to accomplish
Unfortunately, the
member is

I have witnessed in churches
strategy or process

spiritually

The purpose

to guide a team of lay leaders from

United Methodist Church

the design of an intentional ......n,E''''''''

and equipping spiritually

disciples. This study will be a

consisting of the pastor and

The following are

leaders within the church.

questions that guided the study.

Among the participants, what are the perceived strengths,
opportunities, and threats

development of spiritually healthy

disciples at Grace United Methodist Church?

into
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I thought this question was necessary because of my previous years of
experience at Grace dealing with the concept of biblical discipleship and calling
people to become fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ. When I came to Grace
in June 1994. I soon began to realize that I had been assigned to what many would
refer to as a "traditional" United Methodist Church. What I mean by that statement
is a church that is focused only upon itself, the care and maintenance of its
members, rather than also being outward focused and concerned with the mandate
of Christ to the Church for making disciples. During my tenure as pastor, I had
tried to transition Grace to becoming a church that is actively concerned for and
involved in evangelism and the developing of disciples. I had found that it was
extremely difficult to accomplish. After five years we still had no intentional plan
for evangelism or disciple making; therefore, I believed an imperative for us was
to reveal the current context and ministry environment in which we would be
designing a process for developing spirituaUy healthy disciples. I wanted to
uncover any hidden challenges, prejudices, bitterness, and fears that would
potentially hinder us from our goal of discipleship development. I also wanted our
participants to see and hear that Grace did have many positive characteristics that
would enhance our goal of discipleship development as well as our unlimited
opportunities for improvement.
Research Question 2
What is the level of the participants' spiritual health as measured by the
Natural Church Development questionnaire and the Personal Discipleship
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Evaluation?

leaders are realizing
m

priority of church health over

membership,

profession

developing disciples. While
membership during the

as a result

years, this growth did not mean Grace was a

their spiritual health

and

based upon

health

developed by Christian Schwarz
These health indicators are

quality characteristics: empowering leadership, gift-oriented
spirituality, functional

small

churches are

by taking the Natural Church Development

by ChurchSmart Resources (Schwarz 1

made up

an intentional plan for

had experienced growth in attendance and

spiritually healthy church. One means by which thousands

(NCD)

above its growth

United Methodist churches comes by

Most church growth

transfer

years many

not necessarily a healthy church. In

growing church

inspiring worship, holistic

need-oriented evangelism, and loving relationships.
we designed a process for developing disciples at Grace, I

an important step was to discover
church as revealed

the participants

current
the study.

spiritual

within

determine that information,

participant completed an NCD questionnaire.
complement
more personal analysis and

findings

of discipleship development among

would be developing the process with
designed

the NCD questionnaire and determine a

I

Evaluation (PDE)

who

to administer a researcherBoth of
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me valuable information by which

assessments

answer this research

question.

What will

from the use of a team

leadership in

by pastor and

a process for developing spiritually healthy disciples in

Grace United Methodist Church?
Throughout

eighteen-year history of

attempted

a deliberate plan for

pnmary

study was to

intentional
would be

for developing and

Church, no one has ever
disciples. Therefore,
product in the form of an
spiritually healthy

-...v"", • ...,."",,

into action at Grace.
churches that take discipleship development seriously

a

from

church or have the

come up with the plan alone.

result,

or falls upon the

experience, and creativity

pastor.
to fall

when the pastor

the church, the plan

wayside.
study could have chosen

development of the plan; however,
at

a

I chose to involve our laity

the intentional .......AI''''''''
coming out of

the input of lay

the

nature and dynamics
formation of the
by the
a team approach

ministry
question

as well as other
pastor and
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approach for developing spiritually healthy disciples
maturity of the team members?
to reveal how the participants of the study were
health and maturity_ Since the design of the
study was a product

their pastor, I was

interested in
~'-U,v"'.

had upon the participants involved. For

would

in helping the participants understand

an
never had a

discipleship development since Grace had
of a team design positively affect

,.,.rrH'A."'"

the personal discipleship

participant along the way? Would

the eventual implementation

be more successful if laity were
the design? Since we used a

involved during the
collaborative team approach, I was
commitment would be personally ....

that the investment
A.'J3T1ro

In this study I chose to use
designing of the discipleship

as well as my leadership style.

participants.

approach in the
. o J U . . . . L .• 'V

leader or "tell and
and secular

sell" approach. Not only
leadership literature, but I

time and

found

of the church
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Subjects
The researcher selected the subjects ofthis study after consulting with other
stafT and key lay leaders. I invited those persons to participate who were actively
involved in some aspect of ministry at Grace and who were also in some type of
small group community such as a Sunday school class, a weekly Bible study, or a
ministry team. The group consisted of thirty lay leaders from the membership of
Grace United Methodist Church out of a total membership of 550. All thirty
leaders participated in the SWOT analysis, the NCD questionnaire, and the PDE
pretest; however, due to scheduling conflicts and other responsibilities during the
three-month design stage of the process, the Discipleship Development Team
(DDT) averaged ten to fifteen in attendance. A total of ten lay leaders completed
the PDE posttest for evaluation.
Instrumentation
The NCD instrument was a survey developed by Christian Schwarz and C
and P Verlags-GmbH. The survey was the result of a three-year research project
conducted by Germany's Institute for Church Development. The study involved
exploring one thousand churches in thirty-two countries on five different
continents. The conclusion of the study produced scientifically verifiable answers
to the question, "What church growth principles are true, regardless of culture and
theological persuasion?" The Institute also desired to find a valid answer to the
question, "What should each church and every Christian do to obey the Great
Commission in today's world?" (Schwarz 19).
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consisted of two questionnaires. One was designed
pastor and contained seventy-nine questions.

other

toward thirty key lay people who were actively
involved in

the church, and if possible, who were also

a

questionnaire contained ninety-one questions
church. Once the questionnaires were
for scoring. The results were
our health in each of the eight
churches: Empowering Leadership,
.:>IV. . "'-.,,",

Spirituality, Functional Structures, Inspiring

Small

Need-Oriented Evangelism, and Loving

Relationships
was a two hundred-page implementation guide
with worksheets and

resources not only gave us a diagnosis but

also provided us tools which would
In this initial phase I

administered, two performance

audit questionnaires.
(SWOT) analysis was

Opportunities, and Threats
same thirty key

the results from ChurchSmart.
plan for making disciples. I also had our
as a complement to

us to strengthen our weaknesses.

.Lv""'u" .... u

and me to complement
on the areas of our strategic
that I designed
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Near the conclusion of our time of designing the

for discipleship
how each

a PDE posHest that

development I

the process itsel f.
Data Collection
On 17 July 2000, I administered three questionnaires
participants. First I

our

the NCD questionnaire

explained the format and .........,...., ....

participants to mail the

within 1\vo weeks.

all thirty questionnaires, I

I

off to

ChurchS mart Resources

tabulation and scoring. Within

weeks, I received back

with the tabulated results

ChurchS mart.
I also distributed the

question, I informed
within the next two

(see Appendix D), and after
to

documents were to be completed

without discussion among the
. These were also
participants in completing the

At the end of our development
a PDE posttest to the ten
the process. After

them home and return them to me

and returned either personally or
within the two-week period. Next, I
and collected them

our

on 20 November 2000, I also
who

throughout

and the questions, I asked for
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to take the posttest home and return it to me either personally or

the

within two
Data Analysis
ChurchS mart
Surveys.

were sent to me in the

each of the eight
take
and record the
I collected the
and

scored and tabulated the scores of the thirty-one

compared the

characteristics
SWOT
in the form of tables
posttest and tallied
against the

score sheets

a

church. I had a
and the PDE
by the three
in the same manner
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study

the findings of
designing an .

for developing and

disciples within

lay leaders in

a

spiritually healthy

Methodist Church. My research

compiled by Natural

Development (NCD) Resources, a

designed SWOT

Weaknesses, Opportunities,

researcher-designed

Discipleship Evaluation

gathered during our

Development Team
I present my findings

direct quotations from

use of data

analysis, a

a
worksheets, and

the team.

This study begins with acquiring the NCD survey
Resources for the purpose

determining the spiritual health of

Methodist Church as

personal responses
was titled "Questionnaire

contained two
and was to

United

out

other surveys, "Questionnaire

the "senior pastor of the church." The
People," (see Appendix C) were

completed by "volunteer lay people who are:
A. In the center of
B. Actively in involved
C. A member ofa

grouplhome group." (Schwarz
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Schalk

1)

and

After consulting with other
not only

the above

current church

fY'IpnTC'

three

team meeting (see Appendix
groups:

females

40-59, and 60+. Of the
were found in the 20-39

included eleven
three

but also who were not totally consumed by

Once I had a number of people to work

rp,""""n

out a letter inviting
group

I invited those who

lay

males.
The

"'''''A.A.'''''''"'

: four

I sent

I divided
participants,

The 40-59 group

60 and over age

contained

groups numbered as follows:

40-59: twenty-one participants; and 60+:

participants.
I handed out our

At our first

B). First, I wanted them to know how
this journey with me. I reviewed
experience led to

they

Appendix

they would participate in
Program and how

the rationale for this specific topic

the problem. After clarifYing the purpose statement

attack, I walked through each

the various assessment tools that

be completing.
As I explained the NeD questionnaire

pretest

I was

participation in the

study. I then

along with the background
our plan

<>f.t:l..,:,TI
........

In''....

for the evening

Appendix

Appendix

and

PDE

I informed the participants to take them home and

them to me within the next

weeks.

documents were to be completed

privately without discussion among the other participants.
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Research Question 1
Among the participants, what are the perceived strengths, weaknesses,
opportw1ities, and threats concerning the development of spiritually healthy
disciples at Grace United Methodist Church?
I led the group in an oral discussion of the SWOT analysis (see Appendix
E). The following tables reflect the total responses of the group. I have highlighted
the top three responses in each table to show those areas that the group feels most
directly affect the ministry of developing spiritually healthy disciples.
In the first question, the participants identified areas of ministry activities at
Grace they felt were strengths for developing spiritually healthy disciples. These
activities were perceived to be assets to enabling people to mature in their journey
of becoming a disciple. Since these questions were shared in an open forum
inviting discussion and dialogue, we find each of the participants listing multiple
responses, some as many as fifteen areas of strengths. This list contains a total of
twenty-four different elements of ministry strengths.
The following table indicates the group felt the dominant strengths for
developing disciples were the atmosphere of being a loving church that felt like
home, the variety of small group studies that Grace offers, the children and youth
activities, the diversity of worship services that are offered, and the loving support
and care for each other and for those in need. The most popular strengths for the
20-39 age group were small group studies and children's and/or youth ministry
activities. Both of these received a response from each member of the age group
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(four).

out of nllu,,"nnJ-

age group

dominant response from the

also

Grace being a loving church family. The

church home

group

of

that all five

.H""rU,"-A'

that Grace is a

supports one another, especially those in need.
ble 2

Strengths at Grace for Developing Healthy Disciples
1.

you

on the ministry

developing spiritually healthy

at

Grace Church, please list below what you feel are our strengths.
Age
20-39

i

Responses
Loving Church - Feels like home
Small Groups/Studies
Children's and/or Youth activities
Diversity of worship services
other,
in need
MuItigenerational
Music ministry
Location
Ministers gift of preaching, Bible-based
Enthusiasm

1
1

2
12
10
2
8
8
218

1

1

2

1

1

7
3
3

1

2

2
2
2
1

i

Good nursery program
Strong leadership
Sunday
program

1
1

1
1
1
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areas of weaknesses that

table reveals the
felt hindered

spiritually healthy

ministry at Grace in

The top

community outreach (twenty-one),

dealt with

the

of

people

reality that the

with a small
at

the church body

connected

ministry (fourteen), and the lack of adequately

those

who are willing to serve (fourteen). In this category a
areas
At

listing

this

seems

table

contradictory to

ministry;

of Grace when it comes to the issue of
one is reminded that an .."".."""

was to

involved in a small group,
respondents would

for being '"''VL'' .......... ...,.
answers simply

facts.

the
to lack of their

dominant response

from the four 20-39

connected in a
age group (fourteen
community. This was
as a critical weakness

connection. Very
small group.

to be a

majority of the church

to discover this

was the issue of small

on the DDT

their small group

the developing
body

of twenty-

weaknesses were

yet,

the

of the

accomplished by 20

..,<.ULVU

in a small

group participants
this age bracket

glaring weakness

twenty-one) was the lack of outreach
true with the 60+
developing healthy

group, as all five saw
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Table 3
Disciples

Grace for Developing
') Please

relating to the

areas of weakness here at

be as specific as

ministry of developing spiritually healthy
possible.

Age
Age
20-39 40-59 60+
M

F

M

F

M

F

Total.

2 5 9 2 3

21

1
2
1
2
1

15

2
2
1
1
1

1

1

14
14
9
8

8

224
2
2

1
1

2
2
1

3
3

2
2
1

2

1

care
& church not center
of lives of members
Inability of leadership to
communicate effectively
Insufficient physical plant
of eq uipment needed
teachers, etc.
parental support youth
dia communications
Promote truth/biblically
""AI'ro,~1" information

1
1

1

c--~~~-------+--~4-~~--+-~~-4

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

~~~------~-4--~~~-4--~--4

1
1
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In the third
share

SWOT analysis, the participants were asked to

of

reflected upon their

developing disciples. As

dreams

knowledge

in our community, they were asked to list

opportunities that
Grace.

the developing of disciples through the

opportunities could be current or perhaps some
ministrY

following table

weakness (community outreach
out

opportunity .

of
into

that the most dominant

is also our

thirty cited the

window

of local

for the homeless as

greatest opportunity.

responses were the need

a singles ministry (twenty-two)

and

two most popular
family

(twenty-one).
portion of

SWOT

opportunities that were crucial
all four

the 20-39

developing

the participants claiming

group

counseling (fourteen),

ministry.

two areas

following
singles

students, and neighborhood

that local missions

family

ministry (thirteen), and a church day care or school

(eleven) were the greatest opportunities that
group

Each

as vital opportunities for

ministry, family counseling, outreach to
The

group saw

their

exist.

entire 60+

concern-local missions and singles
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ble 4
Opportunities at

for Developing Healthy Disciples

3" As you reflect upon the

our community and the world around us,

please list the opportunities

developing disciples, both for the

In other words, what are your

present and
dreams for

discipleship development?

as

Age
Age
Age
20-39 40-59
60+

Responses
M
Local Missions,
1
Singles ministry
1
Family counseling
1
Church day care/School
1
College outreachl
1
International students
Neig h borhood
1
Sixth grade ministry
1
Young marrieds, without kids
1
Family ministry
Fellowship opportu
multi-aged
Communication"
Computer,

F M

M

F

2 9
3 6
3 7
2 3

2
2
2

3
3
1

1

2

3 4

5 1

3

17

3 4

3
3 2

1

11
9

2
2

1

1
1

1
2

Longer
Marriage
Ministry
between
I Mission
Shelter for
Youth

1
2
2

1
1

5

4
4
1

2
2

took a look at the number of possible

For the final question, the
threats to the present and

mi nistry at Grace as it relates to developing

disciples. The top two answers

two sides of the same coin-I

finances and
most common threat was
church family
effective at developing
the ministry needs of

our physical plant (twenty each).
Issue

inadequate communication

Two other

that could hinder

healthy disciples are the
(fourteen) and the reality of old . . .

H,l .....

'''''.-.J

not

accepting
The
limitation of

group saw the two most critical

as

the

plant and the lack of servants available

(four). The

found limitation of finances (thirteen), limitation of

physical plant

attitudes that will not accept

inadequate

(eleven) as being the

development.

agreed that their top two

limitation of """,''''',"", to support the ministry needs and the
physical plant to

(twelve), and

host our expanding ministries

the
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Table 5
Threats to the Ministry of Discipleship Development at Grace
4.

would you

are the threats to

ministry of

present and

discipleship development at Grace Church?
Age

Responses
Limitation of finances
Limitation of physical plant,
parking,
Inadequate communication
of servants to fill ministry needs
i Old attitudes that
accept change
Lack of
the
"big pictu
Competition from surrounding
. ch u
other activities
of being intentional
making
Failure to motivate participation
beyond Sunday services
Failure to be intentional in outreach
of workers
. Failure to identify gifts,
train and
uip workers
Lack of faith, not including
as
of everything
I
time, energy;
i trying to do too much
Compartmentalization
oisorg anization/m icro-management
Failure to pray about Gra
re to train children as
wants them to
Staff accountability and monitori

Age
40-59

1

we conducted

1

1

6
5

1

4
2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

I found the SWOT analysis to be a helpful tool in many
Vv\.,u .....'v

Age
60+

exercise on our first evening

1

First,
as a team, the

Heiberg
study

acquainted with other team
Since we

that perhaps were previously unknown.

four weekend worship celebrations,
worship at Grace

that

familiar with all who

This exercise also allowed people to see

drean1s, and concerns were

Since I had the team share
was

to become

and allowed

as an icebreaker for

responses orally

other team
group, each

that the pastor

their thoughts and concerns. Due to the

they felt their

did not fall upon

person's input was
infonnation gathered
point

total

how

discipleship

beliefs, attitudes, dreams, and concerns

within the church and provided specific

Once the team

ears. I tried to

the SWOT analysis was instrumental as a

team in revealing

to effectively

upon the

What is the
Church
Evaluation?

key

areas and

discipleship
this infonnation as a backdrop for the

O~""'O

we then needed to discover the current health of the
by the

of

PDE questionnaires. My second
and results of

as
question

surveys.

the participants' spiritual health as
questionnaire and

of the

by the

Personal Discipleship

Heiberg
I received the summary report

the NCD questionnaires one week

I

in. The report included a church profile that contained health quotients
for each

qualities of a healthy church and a quality index

eight

Table 1).

values were normed to a median of

deviation of fifteen.

with a standard
of fifty

average church has a quality

characteristics. A deviation of

or minus fifteen is common for this

instrwnent. The scales have a reliability between
upon the

of the

and 0.89 depending

scale.

The NCD Profile
thirty participants.
churches

a "snapshot"

our church as seen by our

the time of our survey, our data was compared with 3,500

the United States.

survey score in the
churches show 15

the health

percent

the churches taking

thirty-five and sixty-five. The balance of
scoring above sixty-five and 15

below

five.
in the

profile objectively assesses the health of church
characteristics.
Just as a chain is

least developed quality characteristic is the "minimum factor."
as strong as

healthy as its minimum factor. The
to work on the

quality

points.

weakest link, so any church is only as
is to use the current strengths of
goal over a period

time is

quality characteristic over sixty-five, because the research
with all scores over sixty-five "grow automatically"

99.94

church
every

found that churches
of the cases.
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Table 6
Natural Church Development Survey Results

Quality Characteristic

Health Quotient

Empowering Leadership

54

Gift-Oriented Ministry

31

Passionate Spirituality

52

Functional Structures

49

Inspiring Worship

70

Holistic Small Groups

46

Need-Oriented Evangelism

52

Loving Relationships

55

Average Quality Index - 51

To supplement the NeD survey and to allow for personal comments, I
designed the PDE pretest questionnaire (see Appendix D) to assist me and the
team to become aware of the most critical areas for discipleship development.
As mentioned above, I had given the evaluation to the participants as a group,
explaining each question and trying to clear up any confusion about the objectives.
The questionnaire was to be filled out and returned by mail within the next two
weeks.
The first question was designed to help the participants reflect upon the
area of discipleship development they felt to be the strongest at that time. The
following table reveals that the most dominant response was a person's prayer

Heiberg
a third

time with God (thirteen). Next we

the team ( nine) listed

response targeted their

Bible study as their strongest
compassion for and encouragement of

(eight). The 20-39 age group

indicated that Bible study was

area of discipleship development

(three). The 40-59 age

were most satisfied with their prayer

time with God (nine). The 60+
Christ as being the

their personal relationship with
development (three).

area
Table 7

Areas of Strengtb for
1. Where do you
development?

... 'V."' ....

Disciplesbip Development

strongest when it comes to your discipleship
areas of your Christian life are you most

with?
Age
20-39

Prayer time with God
Bible study
Compassion &
encouragement of others
ular church attendance

Age
40-59

Age
60+

M F M F M F Total
2 1 8 1 1
13
1
3 1 4
9

2

1
3

2

8
6

2
1
1
1

1

1
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Table

continued
it comes to your discipleship

the strongest

1. Where do you

development? What areas

your Christian life are you most satisfied

with?
Age
40-59

Age
60+

M F M F Total

1

1

1

1

1

The second

was

to force the team members to

themselves on a continuum and
forward, at a standstill, or

1

their discipleship journey as
backward. In the following table we

percent (twenty-two people)

the group stated that they felt they were

forward.

felt as though they were at a standstill

"'1"1"''''1'"\1"

3 percent saw

as

backward (two).
Table 8

Description of Discipleship Journey
Would you

your discipleship journey

forward, backward, or at a standstill?
Age
Age
20-39 40-59

Forward
Standstill
Backward

M
1

Age
60+

F M F M F
3 8 7 1 2
2 4
1
1

as
as

enJ'-,...,,,.,,,",

as possible.

I asked the team to

their discipleship growth. Whi Ie

frequent answer (eight) was

that they had moved forward since

at Grace, two other answers

an indication of what may have caused

forward movement.

Bible reading (four) as well as

III

participating in a

a Sunday school class (four) were noted as

reasons for

process at

noted by all

as

responses of the twenty-two who

condition. The following
though they were moving

in describing their

as

as

was

The

in a small group

reasons
or

our

worship celebrations.

Table 9
Discipleship Journey Moving Forward
Age

Age

20-39

40-59

60+

Responses
M F
attending Grace
1 2
more, devotional time
1
. Sunday school 1 1

M F M F Total
2
10
1 4
3 1
5
1 1 1
5
1 1 1
3

1

2

3
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specific responses for

The next

who

Five out of the seven

their discipleship'

in this
was

The most common reason

category were in
presently being involved

type of Bible study.

Table 10
Discipleship Journey Standstm Responses
Age

Age

20-39

40-59

60+

Standstill Responses
M F M F M F Total
Not involved presently in Bible study
1 2
3
Operating out of my comfort zone
1
1
Noth i ng
for a long time
Not
in any capacity at present
on our time and energy

This

reveals the specific reason for

given.

he had failed to devote enough

backward response
his personal Bible

study and

Table 11
Discipleship Journey

Response
Age

60+

question sought to identify
or
God to

spiritual life.

the most in the

participant's most glaring
to discover where people
In this table twelve
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responses out

by far the most common

LVULvU

ofa lack of

the Bible

Bible study.

responses dealt with the

faith with others

or

a small group
of sharing one's

the need for a greater devotion

prayer (five).

Besides the most popular answer of the need for discipline,
sharing one's faith was

a weakness

lack of

to be a weakness in all

TabJe 12
Areas of

for Personal Discipleship Development
glaring weakness as it

3. What would
spiritual

words, where do you need

V>ULV.:>

to your

help

the

most?
Age

Responses

M

Discipline in studying the Bible
1
personally or through
study class
Sharing my faith with
Praying more and listening to God's voice
Failure to trust God
in life decisions
A personal relationship with
and/or his church
Honoring God financially as
1
so others see my faith and
trust what I say
Need to change priorities to
Christ-centered/waiting for his guidance
Controlling my temper
il to stop a bad habit that I know
isn't pleasing to God
Forgiveness, forgetting, and praying
those who have hurt me
i Patience
Speaking in front of others
is not a practicing
and I don't want marital

i

Age

1 1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
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how

The next question dealt with the
experience of worshiping God,

group was with

was given a choice between 1

(the lowest, extremely dissatisfied) and 10 (the

extremely satisfied).

following table records that while 7 was
twenty-two of

popular response (eight),

were

7 and 10.

Satisfaction of Present

of Worshiping God
of worshiping

4, How satisfied are you with

God?*
Age
20-39

Level of
Satisfaction

10
9
8
7
6
5
3

60+

M F M F M F Total

4
1
4
2

1
1

1 •1
1

2
4

2

2

6
2
6
8
4

2
1
0
0
0

1
1

4

2
1

*10

1

%
20.00% •
6.66%
20.00%
26.66%
13.33%
6.66%
3.33%
0.00% •
0.00% •
0.00%

1
a

explanation of why they responded

as they did,

common response attributed

satisfaction to the

and the pastor's

Out of nineteen

of the responses dealt with
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develop one's private worship during the week while being away from the
church's public worship activities.
Table 14

Worship Experience Specific Responses
Age
Age
Age
20-39 40-59
60+

Specific Responses
Worship services and pastor's
messages at church are fulfilling
Public worship is greaU
Private worship needs to be strengthened

M F M

2
1

Praise & worship music is great!
Closer to God now than ever before
Erratic commitment to worship & study
Family worship at home needed
Prayer life is satisfying
Bible study privately on a daily basis
Need more in-depth Bible study
Sunday school helps me.
Bible studies at Grace are important
Christian radio helps private worship
Need spiritual retreats for couples
Need to balance spiritual/physical life
Need to pray more
Need to sing praises to God more
Needs group worship more than Sunday
Not seeking God's grace as I should
Singing in the choir helps me praise God

1

F M F Total

2

7

2

1

1

2

1

12

1

5
4

3

2

1
3
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The next question dealt with one's personal concern and passion for
reaching pre-Christian people with the gospel message. Again, I asked the
participants to rank their answer from 1 (lowest, no concern) to 10 (an intense
passion). In this table we find the most common level of passion chosen was 5
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(eight). Out of twenty-nine responses, thirteen were between 6-10 and sixteen fell
between 1-5.
Table 15
Ranking of Concern and Passion for Reaching Pre-Christians
5. How would you rank your personal concern and passion for reaching preChristian people with the Gospel?*
Age
20-39

Level of
M
Passion
10

Age
40-59

F M F M F Total
1

9

8
7

6
5
4
3

1

1

Age
60+

1
1

2

1
1
2

2

1

1
2

1

2

3

1

1

1

3
1

1

1

2
1
5
2
3
8
2
4
2
0

%
6.66%
0.22%
• 16.66%
6.66%
10.00%
26.66%
6.66%
13.33%
6.66%
0.00%

* lOis high, 1 is low.
The following table records the explanations for the responses above. The
primary answer was that they simply were not confident or prepared to reach preChristian people (ten). Out of the eleven different responses, ten of them dealt
with the issue of not being adequately trained and not feeling comfortable and
confident to share their faith.
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Table 16
Passion for Reaching Pre-Christians Specific Responses
Age
20-39

Age
40-59

Age
60+

M F M F M F Total
I am not confident or prepared in this area
1 3 3 2 1
10
I am very concerned for the lost
1 1 .3 2
7
Specific Responses

Concern is there, but don't follow
through when I should
Being a Christian example is important
and meeting others' needs
Don't usually share faith with pre-Christians
I am not far enough along in my faith
Need patience in dealing with
I pre-Christians or new Christians
Easier for me with people I know
than with strangers
Give material things but don't witness
I am growing in this area,
but am not there yet
I pray for those I know who are lost

3

1

1

1

2

1
2

1

1

1

1

6

1

5

1

4
2
2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1
1

As a follow-up, I asked the participants how capable they felt to share their
faith with someone who does not know Jesus. The following table records that the
most common response was a 5 (seven) and the majority of the group selected
between 1-5 (seventeen). Thirteen chose between 6-8. No one selected 9 or 10.
The 60+ age group felt the most capable of any group with all of their responses
falling between 6-8.
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Table 17
Ranking of Capability for Sharing Personal

feel you are to share your faith

6. How capable

someone who

does not know
Age

Age

Age

20-39 40-49

60+

of
M F M F M F Total
Capability

%

10
9
8

2

7
6
5
4

1

1

2

1

2

4

3 2
2

3

1

1

1

1 is low.

I

table
below, a
their faith
comfortable.
inadequate in
they would
they are
men.
of

participants to explain their

with specific reasons. This

the majority of the participants rated themselves at a 5 or
them responded by
with pre-Christians (fourteen);
discovers that fourteen of

they

capable of sharing
they do not feel
responded with

their faith or needed more knowledge of the Bible before
capable. The table reveals

majority of those who

sharing their story are women (twelve) in contrast to just two
of those who felt .....,,,,,,,y
IJV"'"'-'''

in this

men led the list with'

out
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Table 18
Capability

Sharing Personal Faith Specific Responses
Age
20-39

40-59

Age
60+

M F, M F M F Total

or
more knowledge of the Bible.
I
an important witness.
to try if
I know they will
receptive.
I am still growing in my faith
and don't
ready to share.
I feel more comfortable sharing
with Ch
than pre-Christians.
my
is a limiting factor
I
in relating to younger people.

In

question, I asked the team

currently

a ministry that was

v ....,'''''....

following table records

disagreed with

question, to 10, meaning they

servmg

to their spiritual gifts and

Nineteen

1

6

1

7

4

1

14

1

14
4

1

2

2

3

3

1

3

1

1
1

1

they felt they were

spiritual

ranking of8

1

4

their own passion and
1, meaning they
and believed they were
dominant response was a

Two other rankings 5 and 10 recorded five responses
were between

10 with

falling between 1
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Table 19
Ranking of Personal Gift-Based Ministry
7. Do you

that you are

participating in a ministry that

based upon your passion and spiritual gifts?
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Table 20
Gift-Based Ministry Specific Responses
Age
40-59

20-39

F
~-+

I feel that am serving
in my area of giftedness.
I feel
could be more
that I should be doing.
I'm really
involved in ministry right now.
I am still growing in my faith.
I am
outside my comfort zone,
! but I am developing more
in God.
The ministry I am participating
• in presently is not my passion.

The

I asked of

or

.

"To Help
were able

',",UL"""l<,

M F Total
-t-

1

2

15

1
1

1

was to

definition

of Grace church. While our

..

conCIse illlsslOn

Age
60+

has a clear and

I found only one participant responded with the

Experience
the

s Grace, One Day
concept of our

a
statement.

The following table reveals as many as twelve answers with the most
common response (eight) being "To help
and to grow

" Eighteen

relationship with
"",:n.''VUv,",v

communicated

of discipleship development, and twenty-four of the responses referred
ministry of evangelism and reaching the lost with the
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Table 21
Understanding the Mission of Grace Church

8. What would you

mission or primary purpose

church?
Age
Age
20-39 40-59

Age
60+

F M F M F

2

2

who
To bring the lost
the Good News
love in Jesus
To develop more disciples to share
God's Word so
will know
they are loved
for
To be a
Iy, loving place
where God is worshiped
To equip people to fulfill God's plan
for their

last
participant for
that
radically
healthy

to

4

1

8

3

1

6

2

1

3

3
3

1

2

1

3
1

1

1

•1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

the PDE was given to reveal the
of Grace church. I asked

each
ministries

impossible, but ifthey could become a

they would

the manner in which we at Grace attempt

develop spiritually

group responded with seventeen

categories of
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response (eleven) was an enhanced

hopes and dreams.
outreach ministry.

in all three

of the categories found

community outreach, more ministry involvement, an intentional
process, and small

ministry.
22

Dreams for Improving

Discipleship Development

9. What seems to be impossible now, but ifit were possible, would
radically change the way we

Church attempt to

spiritually healthy disciples?
Age
20-39

Responses

Age
40-59

M F M F M F Total
Community Outreach (Spiritual Physical)
1 2 6
11
2
involvement
1
4
1
6
I
I
discipleship process
1
2 1 2
6
roup ministry (Bible studies, support)
1 1
1 1
4
More physical space for worship and ministry
1
3
4
• Develop a preschool ministry
2
1
3
I
fellowship events (for all
2
2
Ministry
1
Mentoring Ministry
1
"Real
playing as an
1
1
outcast within
community
Follow a pastor
a week
1
1
rewards/demands
regational care
for
1
1
Grace
(spiritual/emotional/practical needs)
Deeper
to Christ manifested by
1
1
good works
church and in community
A genuine
so that people of
1
1
all ages will
welcome
A
& continuous
1
1
Missions Ministry
Ample
fulfilling dreams
1
1
of making
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The primary focus of this study was a final product consisting of an
intentional process for developing spiritually healthy disciples. My third research
question sought to discover the final product as well as other related issues coming
out of the dynamics of a team approach between pastor and lay leaders for
designing an intentional process for developing disciples.
Research Question 3
What will result from the use of a team approach by pastor and church
leadership in designing a process for developing spiritually healthy disciples in
Grace United Methodist Church?
During a three-month period from September to November, I met with ten
to fifteen of the original thirty members who participated in the three pretests. This
smaller group, referred to as the Discipleship Development Team (DDT), gave up
other responsibilities and their participation in other classes at Grace to help me
design the intentional plan for developing disciples. While all thirty members were
invited and encouraged to participate, many simply could not add another
commitment to their schedules during this time. The DDT met on Thursday
evenings from 7:00 to 8:30. Each session I would hand out information that would
guide our discussion.
In this session (see Appendix F) I reviewed the purpose and goal of the
study: "The purpose of this study is to guide a team of lay leaders from Grace

United Methodist Church in Gainesville, Florida in the design of an intentional
process for developing and equipping spiritually healthy disciples." I wanted our
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and vision of Grace to

goal. I then reviewed

People E).perience

One Day at a Time! "

Become a Dedicated

of Disciples Intentionally

Experience God's

"To
People

Day at a Time!"

I

problem of the great omission

within most

an intentional plan for·

churches today
conunission. I

this by walking back

with participants

and sharing

scores that were tabulated from
1,

Our

that our average score was 51.

"Inspiring Worship" and a low of 31 for "Gift-oriented
explaining

that our

statements. Grace's

study targets the core

indicated in

our

our time together and

group to be clear

I

a brief definition of each
healthy church and how

as

had a high of70 for
" After
character

one was essential to the

Grace.
a metaphor that I

of our session, I
was
developing

use as an image and visual

our

design

I read to them the following background information:
Using the metaphor whitewater rafting, I have found
are countless analogies of being a
a "team" of rafters
an ever-changing river and
faith journey in following
This model is dynamic,
and offers much flexibility. I
also sense it is very "Wesleyan" as it highl y experientiaL
In this model, the individual
which of the five
or she is willing and ready to
As I have researched
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this model

background explanation, I gave the

I shared

''In what
? "

aligned it with
discipleship
of our church,
this metaphor is much more compatible with the
and backgrounds that enter into
Church

is going down a

and "What

two homework

similar to

the Christian
}} The

come to mind when

answers to these

would be

we \vould be looking at

primary metaphor and image

point of our

together as
for our discipleship

of whitewater
our next

out our

led the team in a
Development
___ .__ ,.., metaphor

review and
Next, I

Appendix G)

described the
how I had come

be more

and effective

believe that the

our present situation

discussion on

After a
the team to

their thoughts on

whitewater

I.4.U,'Hi"',

image that I had

to them as an assignment the previous week. I was surprised with
responses of

team. One of

see the potential

concerns was

or not the

variety
would

rafting metaphor. This concern was erased

began to share

thoughts about how rafting down a river is similar to living

the Christian
Below

a summary of the

of "In what ways

input in

going down a river similar to

answenng
out the Christian faith?"
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We all need
~

Sometimes we

be fitted
ask

the proper equipment to be successfuL
help to

Keeping our balance is essential
JOllfney.
~

While others may ,-,..,-,v ...u
we
the

it to the destination.

successfully completing

come along on a trip with them,
the journey.

guide has a determined destination in mind, but the journey
holds many uncertainties.
adventure a new experience.
No two trips are
alike.
are never sure what lies
Journey
us into unfamiliar territory.
of a guide who knows the way,
has experienced
and in whom we can place our
~

We
other
members help us arrlvmg at our
destination. Sharing
experience with others much
and
more exciting. Each
sees something different, whether
elements of danger or sights of beauty. Each team member adds
total
the success of
We
ly need
when we encounter trouble in our
journey, and we fall overboard, we need a
hand to recover.
we do fall
we must
our head up and
out in front
further danger.
The
and more advanced our journey
more likely
we will encounter obstacles blocking our path and turbulence that
will place
your soul.
umque
Each
member is crucial to the team as he or she
gifts and abilities that are needed by the other members.
and
cooperation with the other members are two vital keys to success.
Our experience most successful when we follow
adjust our plans accordingly.

After discussing

responses, I asked

map and

to share their responses to

the question, "What images come to mind when you think of a

" I have
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listed below the dominant responses of the group.
a natural living force
with
a few ripples and
enough

its currents are
and form canyons.
food, water, and

are essential to life; they
are greatly affected by
like rain and wind or by
or destroyed by the acts of

A1n<"rrn

environment, whether by
Rivers can either be
beings.

can bring cleansing

to those who experience

can be crystal
tranquil or
calm or
serene or bumpy, 1J"".4V"" or fearful, relaxed or
or unsteady, placid or
predictable or
Other images included:
excitement, fun,
beauty, inspiring, obstacles, new discoveries, exhaustion,
fulfillment.
we discussed the various

I handed out a worksheet
of the rivers

categorized
levels of discipleship
the team to see that

modeL I
to the

VU-LHJU

1J, . . " , . n

with

from the

purpose-driven concept

church
'-''V .........

of rivers for whitewater rafting. After much

the

that this image was more appropriate for discipleship development
diamond. They
for

~,..,..~ __ ~,..,

an intentional

sessions, we worked
describing the type

their insights as well as their excitement
developing disciples.

the

on defining the various
individual for which

was designed
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and

ministry opportunities that we would

Grace

the

person

discipleship development.

results

our Stages of Discipleship Development that we designed during our

weekly

meetings

following table and figure show

to November.

of Discipleship Development At Grace
Description

Stage

-SPECTATOR
lI.lt'"'UUCl

1

per

s

's

are unaware

-SHOPPER

I.

prevenient

them to

U nchurchedlDechurched

per year

Curious

Courses/Grief

his

prevenient
grace
to

continues to
the Shopper,
Shopper's heart)

II.
2

LU+

Crowd

stage,

grace

or her life to Christ)

......
......
00

T~lble

23, continued
Development

V.l.1ll.l.l,l"-"v",,

UMC

to

in God's Grace)

the Student stage the disciple would
and commit to Grace's
Devoted Follower
Leadership/Teacher

a

In Addition: Leadership Training
Christian Believer/Crown
of Rising '-',",~LU"'L
Leaders Course

sanctifying grace

V. Expert - SEASONED
Core

Pa,cfn .....

a
m
Reading;
Team Pastor
Growth in God's Sanctifying
~

)-0-'

would commit to become a Team

and lead a ministry

or

)-0-'

\0
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SPECTATOR

SEASONED

I

V

II

CORE

COMMUNITY

Figure 1
Stages of Discipleship Development

Grace UMC

I
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In addition to the above stages of discipleship development, our team
approach also resulted in listing practical steps that our church leadership could
make for improving each quality characteristic of a healthy church as profiled by
the NCD. Because the NCD profile was used as a thermometer for how spiritually
healthy our church was at the outset of this study, we decided to follow up with a
series of steps to improve our health within every characteristic. During the next
several weeks, the DDT took a look at the practical steps and checklists provided
for each of the eight quality characteristics. We then chose those steps that would
be most helpful for our leadership to implement for improving our spiritual health
in each category. The results of our study and our discussions are found in
Appendixes I through P.
My [mal research question sought to reveal how the participants of the
study were affected in tenns of their own spiritual health and maturity as a result
of their involvement in the process. Since the design ofthe study involved a
collaborative team approach, I was hopeful that the investment of time and
commitment would be personally beneficial to the participants.
Research Question 4
How has the team approach for developing spiritually healthy disciples
affected the spiritual health and maturity of the team members?
The following is a researcher-designed posttest questionnaire (see
Appendix 1) that was given to the ten participants who were able to attend
consistently during the three-month period. No one in the 20-39 age group was
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remained out

able to

the weekly

Three males and two

of the

group, and all

the 60 and above, two

females, were able to continue.
and

foHowing responses are recorded with the
as I wanted to

representation in

six questions

posttest correspond

on

in an attempt to discover what effect

own

health and
quality

with

potential benefits,

in the process and any

following statement:

any significant

the DDT.

place as a

the

and

the first eight

team process had

Eight of the questions (7-13) speak directly
the NCO

final four

both the individual

church,

comments or evaluation. I began the I.JV"',,",..,'" with
answer the following in light of your involvement

as a

throughout

first question was targeting any
health and

as a result of his or
that twenty-two out

themselves as
responses

deal

forward in

past four

change in
involvement on
twenty-nine (73
discipleship
own

that our team approach was invaluable

faith development as it awakened

awareness to the

for an

The most popular response was that
participation helped

understanding

the great

an
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intentional process for discipleship development (four). Participation also
strengthened the group in practical ways such as coming closer to God in prayer
and developing a concern for the salvation of others.
Table 24
Affect of Process upon Spiritual Health and Maturity
1. How has the Discipleship Development process affected your spiritual
health and maturity? How has your participation on the team strengthened

or weakened your personal attitudes and practices concerning your own
spiritual growth?
Age
40-59

Responses
Gained understanding about the need
for an intentional discipleship process
for those within the church
Affected my attitudes and practices concerning
personal spiritual growth. Came closer to God
than ever before in the area of prayer and
concern for the salvation of others
Became enthusiastic that Grace would
design and implement a process for
developing disciples-see great potential
Helped personal understanding of
the vision of the church
Made aware of God's presence in daily lifemoved to more of heart knowledge
than a head knowledge
Made aware of the unmet needs at Gracepersonal awareness of need for intentional
Bible study and prayer time

Age
60+

M F M F Total
2

4

2

2

2

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

The second question asked how the team member's participation affected
his or her experience of worshiping God. While over half of the initial group
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(twenty-two

their

of worship

a measurable

expenence

thirty) was

pretest,

out often

worship.

two that indicated that the process had no
mentioned they

group

J..UUlvUcLvU

IS

to spend more time in Bible study. Half of

that they were

as important as

on their

aware that

worship throughout

public celebration on
Table 25

Affect of Process upon Personal Worship Experience
has your

on the team

.. "'''"''''"''''' your expenence

worshiping God?
Age
40-59

Responses

Age
60+

M F M F Total

No change-need to spend more
1 1
2
time in Bible study
Became involved in a small group and
1
1
is held accountable for discipleship
, Feel closer to
and more
1
1
excited about personal worship time
Increased awareness and desire
1
1
in worship
to grow
Has
my faith and
1
1
work
participation in
More aware
God is the object
1
1
of my wor~hip-wherever I maY:-:--_-+_-I----J----l_+-_--I
Realize that I can praise him both
1
1
individual and with others
up to
My
1
1
the abundance of the joy and
that God has for me
Has turned my thoughts and my
worship
around.
Learned worship more than going
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The third question

participant's

changes

to reveal

personal concern and passion for reaching pre-Christian people with the
different responses on the pretest, ten

Out of the
of not
share

adequately trained and not

faith. However, as a result

indicated that

concern and passion

been enhanced. The predominant
'"''-U..Lo''' ....

he or

comfortable and confident to

participating on the

aU ten

reaching pre-Christian
dealt

had

the fact that the individual

was the one responsible to reach
faith

or

them dealt with the

not just

was to become a part

pastors.

or her daily

Table 26
Affect of Process upon Personal Concern for Pre-Christians
3.

has this process -'--'-""",,,,·rI your personal concern and passion for

reaching pre-Christian people with the gospel?

Age
40-59

60+

M F M F Total

1

1

2

1

1

1

1
i

1

1
1

1

1

Table
your personal concern and passion for

3. How has this process
reaching pre-Christian people

Age
40-59

M
heightened in
the gospel

Age
60+

M F Total
1

1

1
My
others
No longer
of God's work

The next question
ability to corrununicate
the pretest nearly half
their faith and they
number felt
comfortable
process
they discovered
her own
introduced

u'-',.,'U ...'\.J.

1
1

1

with how the group's participation
with someone who does not know
(fourteen) indicated they felt inadequate
more Bible knowledge to be a witness. While

same

of sharing their faith story, most of them were
in the posttest, nine out of ten
manner. The most common
biblical content was not an ...", ...",,,
had done in his or
to helpful resources and

others what

done for them. The action

Grace to

to be more effective in need-oriented

in Appendix

1

the
was that
his or
process
to tell

are recorded
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Table 27
of Process upon Personal Faith
4. How has your participation affected your ability

communicate your faith

with someone who does not know Jesus?
Age

Age

40-59

Learned it

h to tell my own "story"
a plan and
that I needed
to tell others

I see an improvement in my
my beliefs
confidence
my thinking
It has
as to how I can share my faith
me to the need
It has
to share my faith
but still need more

.... V.>H'-'U

team
his or her

focused upon the
to participating

spiritual gifts. While the

characteristic as our weakest with a score of 31,
of

felt as though they were
posttest appeared to confirm the
the church and encouraged

60+

M F M F Total
1 1 1 1
4
1

1

2

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

process had upon the
that was based upon on
this quality
pretest revealed that
an area of spiritual
commitment to
that they were not alone when
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Table 28
Affect of ..., .."...,..,.., upon Gift-Based Ministry
5.

to participating in a

has this process affected your

ministry based upon your passion and spiritual
Age
60+

Age

Responses

F

Confirmed my ministry efforts
It has confirmed my commitment
to the church and to Christ
Encouraged me in my ministry role
at
I am not alone

1

1

1

1

mentoring, support,
education, and spiritual enrichment
Encouraged me to broaden my
ministry participation at Grace
Affirmed that I am currently
experiencing gift-based ministry
Confirmed my commitment to
God using my
gifts
Have a new passion-changing
attitudes a~~ winning souls

next

s Grace, One Day
responded with the
the
relationship

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

dealt with how the process affected

commitment
church has a clear and

Total
2

the vision and

of Grace Church. While our

mISSIOn
a Time!" the pretest

only one

who

phrase. The majority of others, however, were able to
of our mission
God and to

<OF"-,,,rn

to help people have a
that
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the process had strengthened their commitment to the mission and enlarged the
vision to reach pre-Christian people.
Table 29
Affect of Process upon Personal Commitment to the Mission
and Vision of Grace Church

6. How has your participation in the discipleship development process
affected your commitment to the vision and mission a/Grace Church?
Age
40-59

Responses

Age
60+

M F M F Total

Strengthened my commitment!
2
Have a continuing commitment
1
to mission/vision of Grace built
on a stronger foundation
Can see terrific possibilities and
. opportunities at Grace
Given me desire to expand the
outreach into our community
Have recognized the need to have
an intentional plan for all persons
Has encouraged me and given
me a vision to bring pre-Christians
to Christ

1

1

4

1

2

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

The next seven questions correspond to the NCD quality characteristics and
seek to determine how, if at all, the process of designing an intentional structure
for developing spiritually healthy disciples has affected the participants.
The following question addresses the characteristic of empowering leadership and
asks how the process has affected the concern of the team member for the
leadership of Grace Church to have an intentional strategy to equip and empower
others in the church for ministry. The most common response indicated that these
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participants realized that empowering leadership

one of the most

characteristics of a spiritually healthy church and

a vital key to discipleship
Grace to·

The action
this area are found in

10

J.

Table 30
Affect of Process upon Personal Concern for Leadership
to

an Intentional Strategy for

7.

process

and Empowering

your concern

to have an intentional strategy to equip

leadership of

empower others in

church/or ministry?
Age
40-59

Responses

M

This is one of the most important areas of
entire
Has alerted me to the need for organization,
direction, and dedication to Christ
It must happen if we will develop more leaders
for future
Without
leaders may not come forward
to serve
not finished until it is effectively
The
implemented
We must empower and equip
burnout, but
to develop
Affirmed
we have a great team and must pray
for God to
up additional
as we seek Him

deals with
Grace. The
discovered from
affected the

Age
60+

F M

F Total

1 1

1

3

2

2

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

the NCD calls our "minimum factor"

score on the profile was in gift-oriented ministry. While I had
responses to
commitment to

5 above that the
in a gift-based

I also
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development

wanted to discern
critical need of helping

discover and identify their spiritual gifts and
ministry. Nine of the ten

integrating them into an
affirnled that gift-oriented

informed them of

members

is critical to discipleship

The

action steps that arose from our discussion on this characteristic are found in
Appendix K.

Table 31
Affect

upon Need for Grace

to Help People Participate in Gift-Based Ministry
8. How has the discipleship development process informed you
need for Grace Church

critical

discover and identify their

and integrate them into an

ministry?
Age
40-59

Responses

60+

M F M F Total

can greatly benefit the overall process 1 1 2
must be plugged in
shown
1
1
their spiritual gifts for the
to work
We must have more commitment
1 1
1
in this critical area of the ......,...,,....e><'C'
Revealed that people can
comfortable
1
1
in exploring ministry opportunities
Has enhanced my recognition
1
1
helping people discover their
is a "categorical imperative"
Made me aware that this will r=r,r"""
1
1
whose gifts lie hidden
strengthen our spiritual
1
1
connections
church

next question asked how the
affected

view of the participants

of discipleship development had
vital

at Grace for us to
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our faith with joy and enthusiasm ignited by a passion for prayer. This question
arose out of the NCD quality characteristic of passionate spirituality. While our
survey results revealed a health quotient of 52, 90 percent of the DDT responded
that the process had awakened them to realize the essential nature of their faith
being filled with joy and enthusiasm. The team's answers revealed that the key to
discipleship development is to be passionate about prayer. The action steps that
will help us improve in this area are listed in Appendix L.

Table 32
Affect of Process upon Personal View of Need for Grace
to Practice Faith with Joy Ignited by a Passion for Prayer
9. How has this process affected your view of the vital need at Grace Church
for us to practice our faith with joy and enthusiasm ignited by a passion for

prayer?
Age
40-59

Responses
Alerted me to realize my joy and
enthusiasm is dependant on life events
Alerted me to my lack in this vital area
We need more joy and love for everyone
A very important area for meintentional prayer must be included
to accomplish God's plans for Grace
Little effect upon my view of this vital need
We must proceed prayerfully, and we
will experience great joy
Encouraged that prayer is emphasizedit is the foundation of our ministry
I've never had a "passion for prayer,"
but it is developing in me as I pray more
Awakened me to realize our lack in this
area-I know what prayer can do

Age
60+

M F M F Total
1

1

2

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
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next question
structures. The health quotient

on the NeD quality characteristic of functional
this characteristic was 49. The question

how the process .... LL.VV~''' the understanding

to

...

of Grace to

designed in such a

the participant

so that it enhanced the

fulfillment

our mission of

disciples. The wide variety of

affirmed

commitment to

Grace accomplish functional

structures so we could accomplish our mission more
casualties

burnout as possible.

our leadership teams if we are
action

realized that we

the

all
.v~ ......."

and with as
support and care

to develop spiritually healthy disciples. Our

to enhance our functional structures at

are listed in

Nt
Table 33
of Process upon Personal Understanding of the Need
for Functional Leadership Structures
has this .....r'J"a."'"

10.
the

structure

rtecte:<1

your understanding of the need

Church to be

to enhance the

fulfillment of our mission and not to hinder it?
Age
40-59

Responses
!

Age
60+

M F M F Total

Realize this
necessary for hindering burnout
1
of those currently responsible for ministry
Provided insight of how leadership striving to improve 1
Revealed
for all to understand our mission
1
and who is responsible for each ministry area
Realize this is a strong tool for
leadershipgives support encouragement and care of leaders
Gives broader structure involving more ministry partners

1

2

1
1
1
1
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Table 33, continued

10. In what ways has this process affected your understanding of the need for
the leadership structure of Grace Church to be designed to enhance the
fidfillment of our mission and not to hinder it?
Age
40-59

Responses

!

Reinforced my perspective that the church has been
making these changes within the leadership structure
Alerted me to the need of an intentional structure for
making effective decisions
Realized the structure must continually communicate its
goals to church body
This is vital and I fully trust and support this structure
Leadership of all areas must be devoted disciples who
have a passion for Christ

M

F

Age
60+

M

F Total.

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

The following question was linked to the NCD quality characteristic of
inspiring worship. This was the "maximum factor" for Grace as we scored a health
quotient of70. This question probed to determine how the process affected the
participant's understanding of the vital need for each worship celebration to be
inspired by the Spirit of God. All but one of the responses revealed that the
process was helpful in increasing their understanding of the critical need for God's
presence to be among us as we worship. One saw this characteristic as the most
important of all, and another recorded that this was her reason for belonging to
Grace Church. The action steps that will help us to continue and improve our
inspiring worship celebrations are found in Appendix N.
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ble 34
Affect of Process upon Personal Understanding of the Vital Need
for God-Inspiring Worship
11. How has this

your understanding of the vital

celebration ofworship to

inspired by the Spirit of God?
Age
40-59

Responses

Age
60+

M F M F Total

Our services are
by
1
Spirit of God and
to continue
Regardless of worship style, God's Spirit
must be
He
Most important characteristic of all
1
Process
us a tool to evaluate
and strengthen our services
my understanding
Did not
of this
Critical to put
first through worship
Reinforced my reason for belonging
to
worship is inspired

1

2
2

2

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

at Grace is the development of small group
ministries.
the DDT
persons
who were on
saw how critical

sought to discover how the small
view of the need and .... ""t<=>n"t

of
those

small groups. I was
how much our time together

NeD characteristic is for the

our health quotient as 49. The participants revealed without
regardless of

of

and that they
profile revealed
and

that small groups are vital for discipleship development Our
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action steps for developing an effective small group ministry are listed in
Appendix O.
Table 35
Affect of Process upon Personal View of the Need and Benefits
of Holistic Small Groups

12. How has this development process affected your view of the need for and
potential benefits of persons participating in holistic small groups?
Age
40-59

Responses
Realize small groups are the lifeblood of the church
We must "get better" at what Wesley modeled for us
I realize small groups are a critical part of our church
I Groups are essential to reach people and assist them
I in their spiritual journey
I Enhanced my view that small group participation is
' critical for growth and discipleship
Small groups have proved very beneficial to meI no longer feel "lost in a sea of people"
Small groups are "absolutely vital," real growth and
care-giving takes place in this context
These provide the opportunity for helping people
feel "safe, secure, and comfortable."
Intimate-where genuine bonding takes place
Already convinced of the critical need
and variety of benefits or involvement

M
1
1
1

F
1

Age
60+

M F Total
2
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

Throughout my six years of pastoring at Grace, I have consistently heard
that "Grace is a loving, caring church." This next question targets the NeD
quality characteristic of loving relationships. Grace scored a health quotient of 55
on our profile survey. Once again, I asked the group how the process of being a
part of the DDT had affected their view of the importance of people experiencing

1

Overall, the

loving relationships in a

the group)s belief that loving

simply atlirmed and
common thread that holds

are

a church that is effectively

disciples. While one respondent reported that this was her reason
Grace, another
regardless of the
for enhancing our

.. ....,oJ'CO"."...

that she realized that she was responsible to love others
or their physical appearance. The action steps
loving relationships are listed in

Table 36
Affect of Process upon Personal View of the

'LIULI""

......J ..... "

of Loving Relationships
13, How

""1',,..,,,,,",,,, affected your view of the

of people

experiencing loving relationships in a joyful

?
Age
40-59

Responses
the need for us to be a
down

Best way to
personal way
Affirmed
reality that people need
respond to love-the Church has a g
responsibility to provide God's love to all
my personal view of the
for loving relationships-my reason for joining
relationships in a joyful atmosphere give
hope and perseverance
me aware of my responsibility to
of color or appearance.

Age
60+

M F

M F Total

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
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[ chose to shift from

For the last four questions on the
the participants' answers to
questions I sought to
DDT process. As I

over

and feelings as they relate to
intentional process for
individual's most significant
of participating on the team. I

even

recording their direct quotes. In
or lack of value of the
to record their own words
approach to design an
following question
had personally experienced as a result
of age or gender, this had

worthwhile experience for

the team members. One response that I

especially thought was

came from one of our women in the sixty

over age group. This woman
views of
variety of
ignited a
in their

a

that she became "much more tolerant
and its teachings." As I reflected upon
I was encouraged that the

'-''''1-'''-'<1

for

and challenged them to be more ""'."J"'-''''
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Table 37
Personal Benefits as a Result of Participation

Most

on the Discipleship Development
14. What are the most
participant on the

m

benefits you have personally f}V'r'f}""

as a

development team?
Age

Age
60+

M F M F
"An appreciation for the diversity, love, and gifts
"
everyone has to
understanding
need to be more
'The need for a plan & d
for our church"
me, it is the sparking
flame within me which
seemed to be flickering at
I now feel 'on fire for God.'''
"Before being on the DDT I did not know we were missing
a plan. Now I know its importance, and we need a plan
that all can easily follow."
"It was a joy and pleasure to participate in a small group
.,' As the church
setting such as this with
grows, fewer people will
of knowing
him in this way."
a greater
dedication of pastors
church lay
This will help me to become a
better Christian."
"To get to know people I didn't know before and to
listen to their ideas and perceptions and to learn
how God is working in their
I have become
much more tolerant of the views of others regarding
the church and its teachings."
"I am more aware of the
to
authentic in my
out to new
witness and also more likely to
at worship service and try to connect them
"
with Sunday school or other
"It has opened my eyes look
I where we are now and
we should be."
.... C>'CTC>r

I also wanted to know from

participants of the DDT how having

involve the laity of the church would be helpful in the development
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I had deliberately chosen to involve them in the formation of the discipleship
structure as well as the action steps necessary to improve our quality
characteristics. I believed that hearing from the team would be imperative as to
any advantages they saw for the church as the development process is
implemented in the future. While I expected them to be pleased with having a
voice in the process, I was not aware of how much they seemed to grow in their
own faith development and how they were impressed with the input of the other
members of the team.
Their gracious spirit in light of the amount of time and commitment they
each invested was encouraging to me. Each time I would thank them for their
involvement and participation, they would say, "I wish I could have done more for
you.~'

The following responses reveal, in their own words, what having their

pastor include them in this critical venture meant to them.
TabJe 38
Impact of Pastor Involving Laity in Process
15. How helpful was it to have the pastor involve the laity of the church in this
process? What advantages do you see for the church as the development
process is implemented in the future?
Age
40-59

Responses

We-must

"Very helpful.
insist everYthingwe do is Christ-centered."
"Most important! A plan of action-fluidwill increase our membership-with a strong
foundation."

Age
60+

M F M F

.,
.,
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Table 38, continued
15. How helpful was it to have the pastor involve the laity of the church in this
What advantages do you see

as

development

is implemented in the future?
Age
40-59

Responses
"It is important to have a
to develop a ... complete &
the future."
I "[her participation]
opened my
i need for an intentional
how it can and will so positively -::l1T,"'-I"'T
spiritually and as a church family."
"A plan of this scope too much to
single pastor. I wish there had
more DDT teams and thus more input. ... "
"It was critical for the pastor to
any other facilitator would have
impression that it was not important to the
congregation leader. ... "
helpful, to
· "Input from the group had to
I perspectives. The church should
growth and greater
"The pastor can't possibly do all
work of the
congregation must
church single-handed.
their work
be involved; must actively
responsibilities; must
a sense of
ownership .. '."
laity results in a
understanding.
group of informed
as well as the
"He was a
the
think this

making me understand
are
and I
everyone."

IaOles
""".:::'TIT

M

Age
60+

F M

F
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In

of

fact that I had spent a considerable amount of time with the
I thought that asking each of them to consider their

members of

development process as it is implemented into

hope

1 was curious about whether I had been able to

the church was

an intentional

that would develop
the plan. I was wondering if they

disciples of
would have simIlar

as I have had for over two years, of the lost
"'V~J',",~U

plan in which to participate so they could
Once again, I was somewhat surprised at

from the members of the team. They deeply
desire that

as a whole will

plan for discipleship and

the critical value of an intentional

into"

and implement the plan as soon as

possible. The team not only sees this as a
of lay people, but as God's plan to

up by a pastor and a group
our faith and reach the lost for Christ.

Greatest Hope for Discipleship Development Process
16. What is your

as it

hope for this

implemented into the

church?
Age
40-59

Age
60+

F
"That everyone
and we can truly nO,f'('\.-no
We need to reach out!"
"Bringing more

!"
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Table 39, conti
16. What is your greatest hope for this

development process as it is

implemented into the life of the church?
Age
40-59

Responses

!I"

M

Age
60+

F M

F

"The process will flow into
life
of the church and all of its partners."
to embrace it fully as part of
"For us
God's plan for
us
God uses us to accomplish
and reach new
"
"I hope everyone sees
easily plug into their discipleship
"My hope is that the
will
and refined, probably by
before implementation."
"It would be terrific to see
of small groups and
"That all will work together, positively, in one
accord. I'd like to see
'walls' that some people
think separate the
folks from the younger
adults and youth come down."
"That this process will
to the individual
needs of our
them grow
spiritually and in turn help all of us share
"
God's love with
"That we bring
So many attend but

I
any personal
reflected upon their own
Once again, I
Each of
they experienced

each participant space to share

of the previous four months as they
their participation in the process.
content.

for accuracy and
process during the four months
I was encouraged that a number

l ........,U~'", ....

AI'"
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participants indicated that, as a result of their participation, the process had
enhanced their own spiritual enthusiasm for the Lord. Perhaps my favorite
response comes from a sixty plus year old woman who shared that she tends to be
an "in the background" type of person. As a result of her faithful participation in
the process, she enjoyed meeting other members of Grace that attend one of the
other three worship services and work in other areas of interest. She has seen how
we all need each other and must work together as a team. As she reflects on our
time together. she feels that God is saying to use her "spiritual gifts to be a witness
for Him." If this woman, by God's grace, fulfills God's calling upon her life, then
our time together has been most productive.
TabJe 40
Personal Comments and Evaluation
17. Please share any personal comments or evaluation of the last four months
as you reflect upon your own spiritual growth and your participation in the
process.

Responses
"I continue to search, seek, and serve. I am
a Christian who is still 'Under Construction.'"
"Let's get this process started and implemented!
Then reevaluate within next 6-12 months."
"I learned a lot more about the needs and
direction of our church, and how each of us can
participate to help make these goals attainable."

Age

Age

40-59

60+

M F M F

•
•
•
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Table 40, continued
17. Please share

as you

four months

comments or

in the

own spiritual growth

process.
40-59

Responses

Age
60+

M F M F

"I have
so many things that have touched me
personally ... It is wonderful to see our 'intentional
based and focused on prayer."
more
the behind-the-scenes
working
our church."
"I think the
was and is critical to
growth and
of Grace Church
spiritual
congregation and its
others. My own spiritual enthusiasm for
Grace Church has been enhanced by this
My confidence is that this can happen at
"I always welcome an opportunity to broaden my
spiritual understanding and be able to contribute to
the betterment of my church."
"I feel I learned a lot from others of different vocational
and
backgrounds who could
picture of the needs of the church
come to a much deeper appreciation of how
my
work with pre-Christians. I
be better prepared for this area of ministry. I
now much more aware of the
of our
have come to the place
I want to
a whole
my participation in any way I can. I love this
I'm excited to be a
of it."

a
"

•
•

•
•
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light of the extensive number of questions and the quantity of data
the participants of the study, I

below a summary of the

previous tables.

In

what are the
concerning the development
Methodist Church?

weaknesses,
spiritually healthy

of a loving family atmosphere, small
youth ministries; diversity of worship

studies,

: outreach in community, 80/20
those willing to serve; majority of people are not connected to
. communication, outreach to

Opportunities: community outreach ministries,
church day care and school;
LH~<,U".)'H

What

of finances and physical
space), inadequate

participants' spiritual health as measured by the
questionnaire and the Personal Discipleship

Evaluation?
with God, Bible study, compassion and
others, regular church attendance;
);;>

Weaknesses:
sharing my

in studying the Bible (personal and group),
more and listening to God's

experience of worshiping God
3
7 or above; dominant reason:
are fulfilling;

1
);>

Ranking of concern and passion for reaching pre-Christians:
(10 is high; 1 is low) 53.25 percent at 5 or below; dominant reason:
of confidence
to share faith;

);>

Ranking of capability for sharing personal faith:
(lOis high; 1 low) .53 percent at 5 or below; dominant reason: not
comfortable
feelings of inadequacy in Bibl.e

);>

Ranking of participating in a gift-based ministry:
(lOis
1 is low) 60.21 percent at 6 or above; dominant reason;
personal
in gift-based ministry;
mission of Grace Church:
relationship with

);>

as a

Dreams for improving Grace's discipleship development:
(spiritual and physical), more
an intentional discipleship
small

and church
the use of a team approach
leadership
a process for developing spiritually healthy disciples in
11 119 and Figure 1 on
Grace United .... "' ...,"''V ..... ..., ... Church? (See Table 23 on
of DiscipJeship Development charts,
Appendix J-Q on
page 120
Action Steps for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church.)
~ 203-210
LJU"' ....

approach
health and maturity
Affect upon spiritual health and maturity: growth in understanding
enthusiasm for the need of a '
process within the ......

L ........ , .••

upon personal experience of worshiping God: increased
of both personal and public worship;

'VALl'..... " . '. .

upon concern and passion for reaching pre-Christians:
in concern and desire to
faith with pre-Christian people;

148

Affect upon a bility of faith sharing:
and

provided
in sharing faith

a

Affect upon commitment and participation in gift-based ministry:
confirmed and encouraged ministry participation and commitment;
Affect upon commitment to the vision and mission of Grace:
strengthened
to mission and
vision for
Affect upon concern for leadership to have an intentional
affirm that this one of the most important
areas of the discipleship development
Affect upon awareness of the need for participation in gift-based
ministry: enhanced
that helping
discover and serve
in their area of
imperative;
Affect upon view of
the team to
by intentional

for passionate spirituality:
own need to practice
faith with enthusiasm

Affect upon understanding for functional leadership structures:
increased the team
to the need for ministry areas to
as to their goals and to
in harmony with
of Grace;
upon understanding for worship be inspired by God:
confirmed
presence is vital to inspiring worship;
upon view of the benefits of small group participation:
enlightened team
holistic small groups are essential for
discipleship and
within the
Affect upon view of the
relationships: process
genume
and,
);.;>

loving
critical need
people to
for discipleship development;

Personal benefits and comments of team members who participated
in the discipleship design process (see Tables 37-40 on
139145).
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As I read over the data throughout this chapter and reflect upon what I have
discovered, I am honored that I was able to be involved with such a committed and
concerned team of disciples. In many ways, they have been the teacher, and I have
been the student. In the following chapter, I will share my interpretation of the
process and the practical applications of the study.
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CHAPTERS
ry and Conclusions

study was to design,

The

Ul\J'Hj;;;,

leaders, an intentional process for developing and

spiritually healthy

disciples.

for this study was an eighteen

Church

Florida, where I have

years.

concern to provide a practical

our church. This

churches develop

through an intentional

spiritually

old United Methodist
as the pastor for over six

out of a deep,

solution to a

of key lay

discipleship

development.
study was also the result of my participation in the Beeson Pastors'
Program at

Theological Seminary.
opportunity came

Beeson
of
included

my third year at Grace United
me to apply for admission into the

Throughout the first 2
""J.H!U.E,'... ..,:

had experienced a number

increased attendance, a

ages

younger families with children, new people taking over L'-''''' ...

'-'J.

retirements and resignations, minor physical renovations to
the worship center more accessible for the
third

worship celebration with a

two

staff positions in the areas
I considered that I

attendance, the addition

a

style, and the addition of
and Youth Ministries.
to

program, I thought for me
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leave in the middle of a number

would

year old church
sabbatical year, with

clergy couple

superintendent and

completion

Kentucky. During my

I was granted a

unfair.

full support of my

and returned to Grace upon

place in the life of a

critical transitions

my

studies

bishop,

Wilmore,

district superintendent was able to appoint a
handle

week-to-week preaching and pastoral care

responsibilities. This allowed me to concentrate primarily on my studies and
the

possible out

the
I was .... '"'~,."'''' to select a topic of study for my

the Beeson
dissertation project.

much consideration as to what would be a topic worthy

of the time investment required of a such a project and
my

the most helpful

context, I chose the area of discipleship development

local
During

years as a disciple and later as a

for following the imperative

very few churches had an intentional plan or
Christ left

his Church

Matthew

followers with his first priority as
should

quite intentional about fulfilling

seminary campus to
this study.
intentional plan

minister, I found that

If Jesus

commissioned his

disciples, then I believed the church
command; therefore,

I left

to Grace, I began the initial research required

though I had never been involved with a church that had an
discipleship development, during

privilege to witness a number of

"'U,",'\J\J'"

discipleship

year at

I had the
I seriously
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best ministry program I could find and

considered borrowing

implement. Fortunately, I did not follow that idea.

our congregation

to

I had

it back

away

year, I thought reconnecting

almost an

with our congregation in a structured

practical manner would be helpful for

therefore, I began to meet with groups

who attended

on a

many of whom were members. I referred to these as P.U.L.S.E.

regular

which stood for "Pastor Uniting with

to

and Equip."

three months back, I met with twenty-five different groups in

During my

homes, totaling about 250 people. My goal was to simply reconnect with
those I had

seen

during

to

III

a

and

meet for

absence.

In summary, I learned that
with us because of

vast majority of the

friendly atmosphere

during my

gatherings had

or her own

at
year

absence

an entire

and

opinions about

especially concerning the style
at Grace, we had a number of troubling

result of opposing attitudes about worship
of

the preaching

discovered that nearly every

I also

should

indicated

to them, and they were very appreciative

the worship music mattered

how

family

experienced and the relationships
They

they had made during their years at

who attended

first time those who had come

and

worship.
as a

and practices; therefore, in light
the

need to reestablish healthy
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required for its completion and until I

necessary
was

to work
with

with me on

I could spend

until I

study

to put my

I

study.

that the congregation
two years of reacquainting

church and attempting to build a foundation

grmvth, I believed the

was right to begin the

our continued

of working together with

lay leadership.
though I
models during my

firsthand a number of """",,"""'-'U discipleship
experience that were

churches, I

"'h"'/-'

pushing it upon our

it would

quite

predeveloped model and

another

had the opportunity to return a

established

the best plan. During my

away I

times to preach during our worship

celebrations. Each time I would be in town, I also met with our staff and many of
leaders to

our

what I had

experiencing during my

During one of those visits with a group
best respond to
response was

they thought we would have a

In that
ministry

During
leaders

I asked them how they would

ministry lessons I was learning in

implementing ministry

HULF,....,>J

Beeson
success

if I would include them

could "own it" rather

of study.

Their
when

development of the

having me unwrap an existing

and implementing it at

late summer and fall 2000, I gathered a team
Grace Church to help me

thirty key

this discipleship development
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and John

to our Wesleyan

This method

upon group interaction and participation. Secular and Christian
such as Herrington and

than trying to

Furr 106, 128;
on

team approach

have also found

creativity and

."""..'-"'VL

-----,-,-",---=....:c.=.::.;..;;;...;;.:.;..;;.

plans alone
188). The team chosen

project was made up of thirty key lay leaders

the membership

Grace United Methodist Church who were actively involved in ministry
in some type

ministry.

: 20-39 (three
males),

60 and over (three

their

one male), 40-59
Lv ............ ..>

and two males).

experienced a

females and ten
group indicated on

(PDE), numerous

Discipleship
participating

weeks.

included three

group over a ...... "' ....

were
twelve to fifteen

the kind of community life that I desire for

everyone who calls Grace their faith family. A woman in

sixties shared how

this team ......r'"''''[''' had been

a way "to

know

I didn't know

to learn how
the views

to her. She "'V"''''r'

working in

to their

I long for our
small groups.

to become a
of the 40-59 year old

him "an appreciation for the diversity,

perceptions and

I have become much more tolerant of

others regarding the church and its teachings."

breakthrough as I have found that our

to

attenders are

of small groups and

is a real
change.
a church with

noted that the team process gave
and gifts everyone

offer and use
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at Grace."

the vision

team going through a

a

will be much easier

of this concept

or cast to the rest

us

of our church
Determining Our Health
Before ..........uv.
for Grace, I

into the designing of a process for
we would benefit from a diagnosis

disciples
our spiritual health as a

church family. The following assessments were used to determine our health and
were used as a foundation

designing of our

In light of
believed that

plan.

an intentional discipleship

process, I

the health of our church would be important to us as we

began the process;

I

to administer three separate

The Natural Church
questions, was completed by

(NCD) Questionnaire,
thirty team members and sent
returned with a church

headquarters for scoring.

contained

qualities of a healthy church

health quotients for
index (see

a

were normed to a median of fifty with a

standard deviation of

church has a quality index of fifty for

each of the eight characteristics. Our

was fifty-one, with a high of

in the quality characteristic of

and a low of thirty-one in

oriented ministry." As I mentioned

my first year back

had some turbulent times

III

we

style of worship, as

we
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as deciding which one of three worship

would be matched with which
thirty

health quotient tells me

service. What

the

study ,",,,,,.,,,",,-,,

of the style of

worship

is very encouraging that we seem to have passed through a

the presence of God as they

difficult time in our journey, but I am aware
may not like a

a hymn, or the

11l"';:);:)(J~~'"

on any given weekend, someone
that I share. Therefore, I

begun to employ one of the action
Appendix N.
will assist me

one

our worship listed in

forming a

Experience Design

developing a multisensory,

celebration.

and inspiring worship

I hope to meet with this

as we attempt to

environment that will enable worshipers to
TheNCD

a health quotient

points below the

an

presence.

revealed that we are

oriented ministry.

who

in the area
31, which was almost n.'''~nn.

church. My first concern was that about eighteen

prior to our team completing the NCD questionnaire, we added a very
energetic woman as the

this process of

Servant

placing people in mllllstry. I was obviously anxious
ministry was a
for a detailed explanation on
while our people did enjoy
area

training and

would feel as though

"",."",'tn..'"" I called ChurchS mart Resources and asked

I found was that

quality characteristic.

areas of ministry, we were not
our servants to feel a sense

Our PDE ......""'r""C'r HUll"'''''''.'''''' that 50 percent

our

m

fulfillment in their
felt that they
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were

other

in their area of

they could do

percent

were

in ministry. About 20 percent of this second 50

more when
not involved at all.

When we covered

characteristic

asked our Director of Servant Ministries to

I

one of our DDT

where she was concentrating her

and what our DDT '-''-' . u u do to

her in

that as a result of our team-designed process,

I knew

ministry

people would be extremely

helpful in spreading the news about the critical importance of gift-oriented
Their responses on the PDE indicated that they
to discover

gifts

be

who serve in
ministry.

area

understood that people

practical result of our conversation that evening

NeD
seen by our

over sixty male

giftedness will bring success to the effectiveness

steps that will help us improve this

with 3

into ministry.

process a "categorical imperative." The

called

must be

area

ministry at Grace

is actually a "snapshot" ofthe health
participants. At the time

a list of action

our survey,

Appendix

our church as
was compared

other churches in the USA. Seventy percent of the churches taking the
score 10

thirty-five and sixty-five.

range

balance of

churches show 15 .... aw·""'.-...- scoring above sixty-five and 15 percent below thirtyThis profile
increase our health in

information for establishing our action
of the

areas.

to
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I was somewhat surprised that we scored

As I considered the data

as well as we did. I had thought that our lowest score would have come either
evangelism or holistic small groups. We had

to establish an

outreach ministry that would reach those who would feel very
uncomfortable about coming to church on their own.

fact,

may not have

idea what goes on behind our closed doors. The NCD
steps to launch an intentional ministry
P).

a result of this study, we

need-oriented evangelism (see Appendix

started

Christian, which are two courses that deal
We also did not have

and Becoming a Contagious
intentional evangelism.

place a

persons in holistic small

groups other than for Sunday school or our
classes). One of

courses (our adult spiritual

greatest weaknesses

personal contact from me as the pastor

us some action

our church

each one of the

the

hundred

people.

The only way we can effectively provide adequate pastoral care for one another
and grow

in our discipleship development

groups.

disciple who

another •....,u....u..,. must lead

through holistic small

being mentored and held accountable by

groups. Wesley set

standard

holistic

we are to be effective in disciple-making, we will need to reclaim
these

for the church

today.

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis
revealed that

DDT strongly considered Grace a church that

loving
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caring for one another. As J reflect upon the participants of the group, J believe
they have each personally experienced God's love in tangible ways through the
family of Grace. My concern as a pastor is for us to express God's love and grace
to all persons, especially those we do not know very well or who may be
unfamiliar to us. As genuine disciples, we cannot merely love those who love us
back. Jesus made that very clear in Matthew 5:46-48.
The SWOT analysis also indicated that Grace was strong in small group
ministry. This is understandable because participants in the DDT had to be
involved in a small group, such as a Sunday school class, weekly Bible study, a
ministry team, or some type of fellowship group. As mentioned earlier, I believe
one of the most glaring needs at Grace is to implement meaningful and holistic
small groups for people to build relationships and nurture each another. The great
strength of the whitewater rafting metaphor is that the developing disciple is
brought together very early in the process with other people in the raft who are
also on the journey.
The dominant weaknesses that the team indicated in the SWOT analysis
involved our lack of community outreach, being out of balance when 20 percent of
the congregation is accomplishing 80 percent of the workload, and the inability to
equip people who are willing to serve. Once again, without an intentional structure
or process for disciples to follow, we will most likely avoid difficult areas of
ministry or those out of our comfort zone. I also see these as weaknesses;
however, I believe these are symptoms of a deeper problem of the lack of intimacy
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with God through prayer

plan for developing our spiritual

a

health. If church members are connected with
love in tangible ways with

we cannot help but share

we know and with strangers as well. If we

are growing in discipleship development, then we will serve out of gratitude for
who Christ is and what he has done in our
I agree with the DDT on the wide

and with the growing number of

opportunities for local
our

a concern for me as the pastor of

Both of these have
the population of

on the rise each year. As we develop
a variety of ministry 001001'11

we

stages,
a

our personal faith did not even show up as a
analysis. Barna was right. "Dangerous
church into thinking it is effective at evangelism"
would say we are on our way to becoming "a

of ages.
in

our

that] lull
Evangelism").
having the form of

without the power. And this undoubtedly will

they hold

both the doctrine, spirit, and discipline with which

(W orks,

8).
out of thirty participants mentioned
our

This response is
to realize that being a
beyond inviting people to a worship

as one
the
and having a
When
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asked to identify
development

threats to the present and future ministry of discipleship
responses mentioned

to be intentional in outreach.
problem. When asked to indicate

insight into
in their

where they

no one

sharing their

and only three mentioned

that was a

to others. However, when identifYing the most glaring

weakness, only seven responses were

a life of a Christian

the heading of "sharing my

with

asked how they would

passion for

pre-Christian

U,",,",'IJA'-'

and 10

sixteen fell between 1

ranking with

responses. I then

their personal concern
gospel, with 1
with 5 being the most
team to give specific reasons

ranking. Out of eleven different responses, ten of
with

lowest

dealt

issue of not being adequately trained and not feeling comfortable or
their
posttest revealed

process itself

participants in a positive way in relation to communicating their
someone who does not know Jesus.
female each who claimed that
own "story" is enough. I
the

quality characteristics;

church and determine how we could

with

groups, 40-59 and over 60, had a
process helped them

that to

intentionally set out to

on each of

I wanted us to look at

I did not

VAL''-''-'L

the discipleship development program to make such a

we were as a
.......n.'~a"C'

of

among the

1

participants. Nine

affected them in a positive

of

his faith was improved. Two

manner. One
others claimed

a plan, and

our

communication skills that they

more confident to share their faith.

Only time will tell how deeply

were challenged. My hope is that

they will come to understand that

is not a program, but a

privilege and responsibility that we must not

The Personal Discipleship
designing our discipleship development
the PDE helped us realize the

any longer.

were clearly an asset when
I

noted above how

to personal faith

postlest also revealed that the

their

courage and providing helpful
were able to remain on

resources. Those who
and

of

III

development process indicated how much they had

discipleship

in their faith

The whitewater rafting image was not my first choice in
purpose-driven process for discipleship development. I had planned

a

use

Saddleback baseball diamond model and simply revise it so that it would align
with our Wesleyan heritage and our current ministry context.
first

back

Grace, I realized that the baseball model did not

consistently
came

ministry context that I personally experienced. I found that
variety of religious backgrounds and

witha

of

While the basebal1 diamond is a familiar image

faith interest or

an individual, one

vivid
not

spiritual journey may

shown in the Saddleback modeL For
membership into the church. Ifhe or
Christ, he or she may be limited

as

church and experiencing other

ministry

(Warren 129,143-146).
of people they may want to

I

they desire the benefit of

experience ministry
belonging to a fellowship community

on the dotted line (54). I also

found that once a person does
around the bases in the order

he or she doesn't necessarily go
by the baseball diamond model. For

example, new converts are some

are filled with the

joy of experiencing God's

purpose for

their lives. They normally

with
have to

which they can share their a""'Ar"v"vv.

covenant, a ministry

around the bases:
covenant, and a
(Warren 145).

all

are
people who come

to share their faith

a church

disciples may desire to participate in ministry

they sign a
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membership

,'n" ... n

classes. They may be spiritually

or

the point of being able to lead a small

mature in their
group or a

on a

baseball diamond metaphor

appears to force people into a
individual: therefore,

that does not work smoothly with every

I

driven design is vital for a church

of an intentional, purposeits God-given purpose of making

disciples, I wanted to come up with a more accommodating metaphor and modeL
After considering a variety of biblical as
selected the sport of whitewater rafting as an

as contemporary images, I

u-u ....'.'-'''''

vUI''-''-'v

the baseball

diamond. This image is more appropriate in
mentioned. However, before

I sought out an

expert in whitewater rafting who

in Christ
outfitters, I came

After hours of searching on the
across an outfitter called "Whitewater
Norm Schoenhoff, was a

that the founder
who

Christian rafting

for groups. I e-mailed Norm and told him who I was and
was undertaking. His response was most encouraging.

project I

that

of disciples and the sport of whitewater rafting have much in common.
Norm revealed the sport requires essential gear or equipment

the

the very most from the rafting experience. For instance, a
basics

a raft, paddles, life jackets, waterproof bags, rescue
kit, wet suits, and river knife to be successful and

III

or
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same manner, a disciple

her destination.

be equipped with certain

in his or her faith development such as a Bible, Bible

tools for
reference

of maturing

V'U'LH'- ....

and public prayer and

practice
shared that

and sisters in the faith,
devotional tools,

raft will hold between seven and eight rafters, which is a

perfect

a small group to experience community in their Christian

He mentioned
nPlr"t'A,..."..,

as a

a

of rafters is .."""t',::>_~.rt to as a team, and they need to

in order to have the

One of

fulfilling and safe

my concerns as a pastor is looking

people and

they

in isolation from one
We were built for community. No one knew this better than
poured

into the lives of twelve

as

knew that real life

happens in small groups. One of the distinctives of our Wesleyan
of small

in classes and bands.

spiritually healthy
holistic

IS

the

"A.'''''.L·....
'''U
... ~'',H~]

of a

also an image for

group is required.

involved in ministry together as they work as a team toward a common goaL In a
raft,

encouraging one another, and paddling in

everyone is working

they will have a

the obstacles in
success than trying to go on

own.

I reflected further upon
was quite Wesleyan in

opportunity for

'V . . . . .''VOJL

of whitewater
as it relates to Wesley

I

V"J

J.w",',-,

L"'''',,,",''''''1','''

that

on faith
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experiential and participatory, and his process

development,
God's

this image is also a more accurate metaphor than

I

of becoming a disciple

in describing the

baseball
Christ.

even consider the

raft itself as an

our

of the Church,

rafting would be analogous to the'
IS

a

study. It

In

of observations of

and the

community of faith;

nA.·""T',. ..""

whitewater

of the Christian life.

following list

that have come from

on this

to discipleship
the ancient'

IS

raft becomes a modem
the whitewater

a

In

metaphor for the Church as it runs
Christian life (Sweet,

average size of a team within a raft is seven to
to the
a person to
As a spectator
excitement of
the heart of the
same way,
Christian as he or
sees and hears
may choose to

wild."

of faith, this

::...::..:::I';;:';'::;;:"'-=-=:''':::':'=-:::'=

24).

Since the raft
an excellent size

group ministry.
bank of the
as they go by, often a
to experience this
grace is stirring
the
adventure of
participating in some

joy and
to build within
firsthand. In the
heart of the prethe pre-Christian
disciple, he or
of ministry
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rafting,

who have experienced

or hearing

which river level they are willing and

decide for

development,

to experience. In
by a trained

to assess his or her spiritual

persons should

to choose

ministry

in which they would like to participate
within a rigid

than being

established boundaries.

members,

and sons, mothers and

even

sisters and

grandchildren can

experience this

together.
Whitewater rafters

in age from 4 to 94.

other words, age is not

a limitation. Men and women can share the same experience. Even
physically challenged

whitewater rafting.

Christian life

therefore,

not meant to be lived in

the beginning, a person
relationships in a
come along

a

connected with

and developing

group environment.

group, having

experience, works together toward the same

To get the most

of the experience,

not only to lead

team, but also to help each team member

greatest possible

'V"'JoY,","

while

group should

continue down the

the
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most

way to keep

paddling or paTticipating with the
ofthe

participate

inside

'-IU'..,"'''' ..L

to

of the team.

one does not

or she will

likely fall

overboard.
The ultimate

of every guide would be to provide

passenger

within his or

raft the thrill of personally experiencing a safe and

exciting

down the

would

include

safely at the prescribed destination while growing
whitewater
an intense

Hopefully,

the skills

kind of an
to want

for the

would " ...
to the river

and again, increasing in skill

advancing in

As a result of whitewater

becoming such an important part

one's life, hopefully the intense passion for
to become a

themselves.

river, they in turn would

.,'..llP

levels of difficulty,

would cause

as they

other rafters down the

so excited about their experience that
a beautiful .

they also would desire to
biblical discipleship (2 Tim.
Each rafter
the team

dependent
arnvmg

The local church is very

a certain extent upon the other members of
the appointed destination.
like a whitewater outfitter as it

equipment, training, and leadership for those
desire

participate in a

who

church is responsible not
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persons

or courses

only to provide intentional

stages of faith development but also to provide tools such

of all ages

as Bibles, devotional, and resource materials.
for helping

discover

are also responsible

spiritual

through an intentional

gift

and then placing them in a ministry that is

their

The local church then

"outfitting" disciples in
growmg

to

a discipleship center

with tools and ministry

for

their discipleship development.

One of

ofa

relinquish

fear of

rafting

is to help

whitewater

itself and to see it

rather as an adventure that will stretch them to further
individuals.

like

Church is

help people

fears about the Christian journey and come to see the
exciting adventure with

new experience stretching

as
of their
life as an
to further

growth.

>-

The
God

journey of whitewater rafting corresponds to
working in our lives.

sanctifying

y The Christian life

an ongomg Journey

challenges at different
of

T"""'<>T,,..,.

process

rafters

throughout the journey

presents

of the journey. The same

true for a team

down a river. They must continually adapt
be successful.
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illustrates the fact

The sport of whitewater

I in reaching our destination. Likewise, in the

others to be

we are

process of
we are to

successful in

In rafting,

mature

"",,,,,,,nIT>

way are just as

In discipleship development, our

at the

sanctification and our

toward the

experiences throughout the
the

of one another if

In

journey and the experiences along

important as
forward

we are in

may become just as significant as

itself.

? Whitewater rafting is an
learning.

uU'~I"I_

the Wesleyan concept of

Christian life, we

rafting, as in

from

learning experiences.
"

development brings

Every new experience

the Christian I

Just as in whitewater

different

relationship. As we move
and

rlP,=-nl"r

relationships

is about growing
we develop

one another and in our intimacy

God.

Conclusions
As I

over my

designed process, I am truly humbled

and

the experiences

a group of adults would

time, their family activities, and other responsibilities to participate in
their

the teamtheir
process

months. I would tell them frequently that I certainly
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could have chosen a topic of study that wou Id not have taken so much of their time
and which, perhaps, would have been easier for me. However, I believed that the
current need within the church for an intentional plan for developing disciples
warranted the effort. We experienced numerous benefits during the process itself.
For instance, genuine Christian community was experienced. We participated in
what Wesley referred to as "Christian Conferencing." In the midst of developing a
vital ministry tool for the church, our team grew in community with one another.
Because of our four worship celebrations the possibility exists that people who
have attended Grace for years will not even look familiar to some others. One man
reported that as a result of the process he developed "an appreciation for the
diversity, love, and gifts everyone has to offer and use at Grace." As we met from
week to week we experienced a relaxed environment of laughter and conversation
while we were accomplishing our task. I witnessed the relationships among the
participants as the group began to develop over the weeks together. A woman in
her sixties shared,
I feel I learned a lot from others of different vocational and
professional backgrounds who could deal with the bigger picture
needs of the church .... I feel I am now much more aware of the
needs of our church as a whole and have come to the place where I
want to increase my participation in any way I can. I love this church
and I'm excited to be a part of it.
I realize that not every pastor would want to take the time to work with a
team of lay people over a period of months to arrive at a common destination such
as this team did; therefore, this team-designed process will not work in just any
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church situation. I believe the image of whitewater rafting vividly illustrates the
journey of a disciple and is usable in a variety of churches and cultures. However,
I also believe if church leaders choose to implement this design without a similar

process of development, they will not reap the potential benefits of community
building that we experienced. In addition, should a pastor decide to employ any
discipleship design without a similar process for implementing it, he or she would
not experience some of the advantages of being in community with his leadership
team.
I was not prepared for how much including them in the process meant to
our participants rather than my designing the plan on my own. Some of their
comments included: "It is important to have a variety of viewpoints to develop
a ... complete and accurate plan for the future." "For the pastor to involve the
laity results in a broader exchange of ideas and understanding. Then you will have
a larger group of informed people to share the process as well as the Gospel." One
man in his sixties realized that in a growing church, not everyone is able to be near
to his or her pastor. "It was a joy and pleasure to participate in a small group
setting as this with the pastor .... As the church grows, fewer people will have the
benefit of knowing him in this way."
The strength of this study is that it was done with the laity of the church in
a small group setting over a period of time which allowed for relationships to be
built and vision to be caught. While this was not the goal of the study, the study
process allowed genuine relationships to develop among the team. In light of a

1

church that schedules four worship ce1ebrations, the bonding that

was a

joy to experience. The

one

of this study is that it was

local church with a small
by the pastor and took
Unfortunately, not one
remain as a part

the

responsibilities

of the church's population who were
months to anive at the planned destination.
participants in the 20-39 age range was

to

the weekly sessions. Employment and family
group from participating in

process;

the

our demographics and our

attendance, we must
discipleship

III

about reaching this
opportunities that would be

them. We also did

to

any teenagers as a part of the OfOices:s. and
Grace to design a well-rounded

would have been

input

developing

disciples.
of the study is that the design

Another

team during their weekly

development

men and women from

a significant

will be the

the design with the

ones who will

instead of "my" plan, I will

Because it
gives all the

already "sold" to

to get this ministry program off

moves me on to another ministry situation, the discipleship
with me

with the church and remains a
church.

one
And, when God
does not go
of the overall
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As a result of implementing this discipleship process in the future, I hope
for a positive and visible change in the health and maturity of our church body.
This change would be the resu It of a clearly designed process for developing
spiritually healthy disciples. These disciples would exhibit characteristics such as:

y a more consistent lifestyle of prayer and worship;

y a passion for reaching lost people with the Gospel;
y empowerment for and participation in gift-based ministry;
y leaders who are serving their areas of ministry in the power of the Holy
Spirit and raising up new leadership to serve along side of them;

y a large network of small groups meeting the needs of participants who are
experiencing community and measurable faith development; and,

y loving relationships being developed throughout the faith community.
This study has proven to me the multiple rewards of a guide or playercoach when working alongside a group of committed disciples. I found that the
journey toward our goal of designing a process for discipleship development was
as valuable as the end product. We shared our experiences, our ideas, our
concerns, our dreams, and, near the end of the process, we shared our excitement
of the potential that this design offers to the people who come to Grace Church.
The real test of the value of this design will be after the implementation of the
process and then evaluating the subsequent results. Our hope is that the leadership
of Grace Church will see the unlimited potential of this study as we strive to be
intentional about fulfilling the Church's number one priority: making disciples.
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Perhaps Grace will be known in the years ahead as a church that is committed to
"Outfitting

for

a Lifetime!"
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APPENDIX A

Invitation Letter
Dear - - - - - - Some of you may recall that three years ago, my family and I spent a year at
Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, KY, where I completed the required
coursework for the Doctor of Ministry degree as part of the Beeson Pastor's
Program. I was honored to be a part of this unique opportunity and was humbled
to be able to retUll1 to Grace as pastor.
Now, after two years of being back at Grace and working alongside gifted leaders,
I am now beginning the final phase of the degree process, the writing of my
dissertation, which includes the designing, implementing, and evaluating of an
intentional process within Grace Church for developing spiritually healthy
disciples. The project will incorporate some of the insights I discovered during my
year as a Beeson Pastor. It is my dream to take what has been invested in me and,
as a player-coach, equip the Grace team to be the kind of church for which Jesus
gave his life:
itA winning team of disciples,
serving in life-changing ministry
to reach Gainesville and beyond. "
My research will involve up to thirty Partners in Ministry at Grace who will serve
as my Dissertation Team. At the first session, team members will complete a
questionnaire that I have developed to analyze the church's strengths, weaknesses,
and opportunities along with a Personal Discipleship Evaluation that will give
insight into each participant's spiritual growth during the test period.
The group will also complete the National Church Development Survey as it
evaluates the eight quality characteristics of a healthy church. These evaluations
will be useful in developing the intentional strategy for Grace to develop
spiritually healthy disciples.
I would be grateful if you would agree to serve on my team! We will meet on
Thursday, July 13 from 7:00 - 8:30 p.m. in Room B 108 for the first evaluation
seSSlOn.
I highly value your participation and ministry!
Your pastor and "graduate to be,"
Denny
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APPENDIX B
Discipleship Development

Meeting #1

07113/00

WELCOME TEAM!!!
The Plan for Tonight ... Have Fun, Meet
Begin the Journey!

New Faces, and

The Bishop's Fishing Guide to Florida,
ed. by Joseph MacLaren,
important task of the local church
for Jesus Christ!'
We must be intentional about

us as Christians is to
does not happen
"

(Bishop Cornelius

"Local churches provide the most
arena
through which disciplemaking occurs. ))
local church is designed to be "a
move people through a disciplemaking ......
nf'A0

of Problem:

\Ill

a church with an intentional plan
or a committed Christian toward

I have
a
\Ill

Purpose Statement:

The purpose of this study is to guide a team of lay leaders from
Grace United Methodist Church in Gainesville, Florida
in
design of an intentional process
for developing spiritually healthy disciples.
\Ill

Our Plan:

assess

spiritual health and maturity of Grace Church at
assessments. Then design together an
developing spiritually healthy disciples.

\Ill

Assessment Tools for Determining our Spiritual Health and Maturity
o Introduce NCD Questionnaire (Explain 8 Quality Characteristics)
o Personal Discipleship Evaluation
o SWOT Analysis
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APPENDIX C
Natural Church Development Questionnaire for Lay PeopJe

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR lAY PEOPLE
This questionnaire will help us discover the r . . ' ' ' ' ' ' ....r
and weaknesses in our church. It Is important
you answer all of the Questions
marking one of the
indicated boxes with an J< or.t. When you come to a
Question in which none of the responses match your
opinion.
choose the response that corresponds
as closely as possible to your opinion. Think about our
church and how it looks from your point of view at
The questionnaires are evaluated anonymously. Your
answers will be treated absolutely confidentially. Do not
wrrte your name on the questionnaire. Please return the
completed questionnaire to the person from whom you
received it. Thank you very much for your cooperation.

5. How many friendships do you have with other church
members?
None

II to 20

1 to 2

21 to 30

3 to 5

More than 30

6 to 10

6. Your gender?
DMale

7. How
1. How much time do you spend per week \ "".~""u ..l'.
church meetings) with friends from church?

Female
have you been a Christian?

Less than 1 year

11 to 20 years

D 21 to 30 years

1102 years
D

Less than I hour

3 to 5 hours

1 to 2 hours

More than 5 hours

3 to 5 years

More than 30 years

6 to 10 years

No indication
possible

2 to 3 hours
2. How often have you been invited
(not relatives) for dinner or coffee
months?
4 to 5 times

Not at all
I time

8. How many

D

More than 5 times

3. How often have you invited church members (not relafor dinner or coffee
the past two months?

4 to 5 times

D

DNone

11 to 20

D 1 t02

21 to 30

3to5

D More

than 5 times

2 to 3 times
what percentage of your gross income do
for church support, misin tithes and

9. Has your church sent out one or more missionaries into
another culture?
Yes

6-9%

1-4%

10%
More than 10%

No

lO.Approximately how much time do you
each day?

D Less than 10 minutes
D 10 to 20 minutes
21 to 30 minutes

Less than 1%

D About 5%

D More than 30

6 to 10

2 to 3 times

1 time

do you have with non-Christians?

31 to 45 minutes

in prayer

46 to 60 minutes

61 to 90 minutes

91 to 120 minutes

D More than 120
minutes
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TO WHAT DEGREE IS THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TRUE?
(For each Question, check one answer on/y.)

11 •
12 •
13
14
15

~~~1'j!

·
·
·
16 ,
17,
18

§},

20 ,
12 ,
22

,

,23 ,
24 ,
125.
.26 •
i27
128.
29 •
30
31 ,
32.
33 ,
34 ,
35,
36
37

·
·

,

r

,

,

·,

,

I

,

,

,

,

,
,
,
,
,

,

·, ·
· , ·
·
I,
·, ,
·
, ,
·
!

,

I

,
,

t

,
t

,

·
·
,

,
,
,
t

,

· ·
·
,

·
·,

•

•
,

l

,

The leaden; of OllI" chwcll (puta., elders. etc.) have an inspiring optimism.

<

•
,

•
,
,

,
,
,

·
·
·

,

I know that other church members pray for me regularly.
I am fully informed about our church plan for church growth.
Attending tht: worship service is an inspiring ~fil:'~"W"~~ for me.
I ~ Ii member of a group in my church where it is possible to talk about personal problems.
I know that programs exist in our church which are particularly applicable to nOll-Christians.
I find it easy to leU other Christians about my feelings.
My opinion is often asked for ill my church.
Our chwcll service appeals primarily to non-Christians..

I would call myself Ii happy and contellted person.
The leaden; of OllI" church prefer

do Ibe work themsel yes rather tiuuJ delegate it.

I enjoy the taskl; I do in the chulCh fellowship.

·

I enjoy reading the Bible OIl my own.

,

I know which goals cur church will pursue in the coming years.

,

I enjoy listening to the sermons in the worship service.

· ·, ·
•
,

I know my spirimal gifts.

I am a member of a group in my church in which others wiU pray with me and for me if needed.

·

New Christians find friends in oar church qulcldy.

·

I enjoy my life

·

The leaders of our church concenl:ra1e on the tllSks for which !bey are gifted.

·

In our church it is possIble to talk with other people abont feelings and problems.

·
·

,
•
,

·

I consider it to be

•
,

,

I.

I feel that my church supports me in my ministry.

,

,

I experience the tmnIlforming influences faith hIlS in the different areas of my life
(i.e. lll"Ofesmon. family, spare time. etc.).

•
,

,

·

,

,

•

,

·
·

Ilis my

~.

family, spare time, etc.).
to pian and organize spirimal things.

that the structure of our church hinders church life rather !ban promotes it.

I feel that the worshlp service hIlS II positive influence on me.
I am

Ii

member of a group ill our church in which we talk !!boot spiritual issues.
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TO WHAT DEGREE IS THE

FOllOW~NG

STATEMENT TRUE?

(For each question, check one answer on/y.)

flj~//I

38 •
39 ,
40
41 ,
42
143 ,

·
·

44 ,

145.
46 ,
f7 .
48 ,
149,
50 ,
51 ,
52
53 ,
54 ,
55,
56 •
57
158,
59
60 •
61 ,
62
63 ,
64
!

·
·
·
·

,
,

,

,

·,

,
,

·

·
·
·

It is my impression thai the evangelistic activities in our church lack imagination.

There is a lot of joy and laughter in our church.
I have many reasons to be happy.

I

I

Our pastor looks for help from lay people to complement those areas in which he is not gifted

,

,

,

,

·
·,

,

I am enthusiastic about my church.

i

,

The activities of our church are characterized by successful planning and organization.

I

,

I feel thai the sermon in the worship service speaks to my life needs.

,

,

,

I am a member of a small group in which I feel at home.

,

,

,

When new people come to church events, we approach them openly and lovingly.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

·
·
·
·
·

It is my experience that God obviously uses my work for building the church.

The atmosphere of our church is strongly influenced by praise and compliments.
The leaders of our church prefer to evade conflicts.
The tasks I perform in my church are in accordance with my gifts.
.The Word of God is the most important authority in the decisions of my everyday life.

In our church we often try new things.

•

.

,

,

In our church the subject of evartgelism is discussed at all possible ••

.

,

,

When someone in our church does a good job I tell them.

,

,

1

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,
,

,

,

In my small group we spend lots of time with things which are irrelevant to me.

·

Our pastor has too much work to do.

·,

Our pastor is a spiritual example 10 me.

·

I could write down the organizational structure in my church.

·

·
·
·

I feel my task in the church is a great challenge.

Very often, I have reason to thank God for His work in my life.

The music in the church services helps me worship God.
Optimal care is given 10 our children during church services.

In my small group we show tru8t towards one another.
I enjoy bringing my friends, colleagues, or relatives (who do not yet know Jesus) to church.
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TO WHAT DEGREE IS THE fOLLOWiNG STATEMENT TRUE?
(For each question, check one answer on/y.)

Jl~ V
<i>
C>
.;;:.0

i65.
66
67
68 •
69.
70.
71 •
72 •
73.

·,

74.

·

·
·

•

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

·

,

,

0

,

·

,

·

,

,

,

·
·,

,

,

,

ht
·

,

75
76

·

n

,

78 ,

81

82,

83 ,
i84 ,
85 ,
86 ,
87 ,

88
89
·
90
[91 .

·

,

,
,

·
,

,

,

,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

·

·,
,

·
,

·
·

·
·
·
·

,

,

,

,

I firmly believe that God will act even more powerfully in our church in the coming years.
The lay people of our church are trained frequently.
I'm often bored in the worship service.
I can be as active as I like in my small group.
for my friends,
I
come to faith.

and relatives who do not yet know Jesus Christ, that they will

I attentively observe world events through the media.

~

I consider our church to be traditional.

I often tell other Christians when I have ..... :;''',.;'''n ..... '' something from God.

I don't think people should clap in church services.

·
·

In our churcb there is a leader for each ministry.
y most important motive for attending the church service is II sense of duty.

·
·

In the gfoups I belong to it is easy for newcomers to be integrated.

·

People in our church are highly motivated to do church work.

·,

It is hard for me to sum up in a few phrases what faith means for me.

Our church does something about hunger in the world.

Tunes of prayer are an inspiring experience for me.
When a church member is obviously in the wrong. (moral misconduct, willful disobedience. etc.)
this is corrected with love, but firmly.
Despite my church activities. I still have sufficient time for my hobbies.

·

·

Ffi
I

I know what value my ministry has in the total work of the church.

Our pastor seems to feel at home in our churcll.

,
,

When someone ill our church has /I different opinion from me, I prefer to be silent rather than
to endanger peace.
Ourct:'~~ ,gives /I lot of church members the opportunity to help in organizing and conducting
the
service.

·

I

,

I

·

·
·
·

:

I enjoy bringing visitors to our cburch services.

It is the declared goal of our small groups to

-r

themselves by cell division.

The various ministries of our church are helpful for my t'-~~~.~ needs.
In our worship services new faces are a rarity.
I try to deepen my relationships with people who do not yet know Jesus Christ.
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APPENDIX D
Personal Discipleship Evaluation
(Pretest)
(This portion will NOT be used for open discussion)

M
20-39
4 digits
1. Where do you feel

areas of

Would you

your discipleship journey at

SNN- - - - -

life are you

a standstill?

-------

60+

strongest when it comes to your discipleship

development?

backward, or

F

.~--

satisfied

as moving forward,

be as specific as possible.

--------------

..

..

1
you say

3. What

your

glaring weakness as it relates to your

In other words, where do you

On a

of 1 - 10, with 10 being the highest
in responding to the following four
are you with your present

5.

help you the

would you rank

people
--

please rank
(4,5,6,7):
of worshiping God?

personal concern and passion for reaching
(1-10, with 10 being the highest)

Please

capable do
not know Jesus? (1

you are to

your faith with someone who does

10, with 10 being the highest)
explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

184

7.

you feel that

are currently

ma

spiritual

your paSSIOn

explain: _ _ _

(l

the highest)

"" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ """""""""""""""""""""

would you say is

9.

seems to be impossible now, but

mission or

Church

uUc,\.JU

mmm

8.

way we at

0, with 10

that is

purpose

Church?

it were possible, would radically
to develop spiritually healthy
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APPENDIX E
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
(Pretest)
(Responses will be
Date:

with group)
Gender: M

------,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--

20-39
4

1.

As you

on

Grace Church,

2.

ministry of
below what you

Please list any areas

weakness here

ministry of

spiritually healthy

40-59

F

60+

of

spiritually healthy

at

are our strengths.

relating
UhJ""HJ

Please be as

as

186
3.

and the world around us,

As you retlect upon

developing disciples, both for the

please list

Church. In other words, what are

present
your dreams for

4.

as

What would you say are the
discipleship development at Grace

to discipleship development?

ministry of
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APPENDI

F

Discipleship Development

Meeting #2

9/7/00

WELCOME TEAM!!!
Goal for Tonight ... Pray ... Purpose ... Problem ... Plan & Profiles!

Purpose and Goal of Our Discipleship Development Team:
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to guide a team of lay leaders
from Grace United Methodist Church in Gainesville, Florida
in the
of an intentional process for
developing and equipping spiritually healthy disciples.

The Mission of Grace
Help People
God's Grace One Day at a Time!
The Vision of Grace UMC:
To Become a Dedicated Community of Disciples
Intentionally Helping People Experience God's
One Day at a Time!

our sessions

we are

hopes

leadership of

an intentional process for developing spiritually healthy disciples.
);>

The Problem: "The Great 'Omission!'"

"Simply
an inquiry ofyour own. Ask your church, {What our group's plan
for teaching our people to do
Christ commanded? '
is that our
existing churches and denominations
have active,
intently
pursued
accomplish
members ... you will
find any widely
of our church
that has a
a vague wish or
implementing
phases of the Great Commission. "
Willard,
p.l6.
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•

Quotes ii-om
ed. by Joseph MacLaren,

'Go

most important task of the local
each of us as Christians is to
make Disciples for Jesus
important process does not happen
by chance. We must be intentional about making disciples."
(Bishop Cornelius

"Local churches provide
through which
The local church is

the reality is ...
"/ have not experienced a church
to guide a
or a committed

Plan & Profiles:
to assess the Spiritual Health and Maturity
a variety of assessments.

Church at present

Church Development Profile
Profile is a "snapshot" of the health of our church as seen by our 30
It compared with 3500 other
in
median score or "average." 70% of churches
score
scoring above
between 35 and 65. The balance of churches
and 15% below 35.
objectively assesses the health of church life in
developed quality characteristic

on

only as strong as its weakest link, so
minimum factor. The aim is to use
points.
of time is to have every quality
found that churches with all scores over
in 99.94% of the cases.

"

189

God has provided everything we'll ever
always make proper use of it.
of
our own strength. Our methods for rrrr"'Ulrn

What is Natural

u

.. n.' ..... ,,",_

yet we don't
we try to do things in
plan.

Development?

Mark 4:26-29
Jesus also said, "Here is another illustration of what the Kingdom of God is like:
A farmer planted seeds in a field, and
went on with his other activities.
As the days went by, the seeds sprouted and
without the farmer's help,
because the earth produces
on
own.
a leaf blade pushes through,
then the heads of wheat are formed, and finally the grain ripens.
And as soon as the grain
the farmer comes and harvests it with a sickle.

-by-ITSELF Principle

was

10

o

o "What should

Churches, 32 Countries, ~ Continents.

are true, regardless of culture and

every Christian do to
today's world?"

/I
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1.

=-::==-.::---~--

LEADERSHIP!

"The leader(s)

has for
support, motivate, and
wants them to

2.

=~===-

MINISTRY!

which Christians should
assume which
to identify
of church leadership is to help
them into appropriate
When
their area of giftedness, they
more in the power of the Holy
the extraordinary!" (Schwarz, 24)
"No factor
they are
showed
oriented

contentedness of Christians more
or not. None of the eight
on both personal and

3.
"Are the
and practice

this church 'on fire?' Do they live committed
with joy and enthusiasm?" (Schwarz, 26)

"The nature of this quality characteristic becomes evident by
prayer life of the
surveyed." (26)
4. FUNCTIONAL
" ... the development
which promote an
of the
Le;:mers are not simply to lead, but also

5. INSPIRING
" ... an inspiredness which comes
the Spirit of God. Whenever
Holy Spirit truly at work (and His presence is not merely presumed),
will have a concrete
upon
way a worship service is
including the entire
of a gathering. People attending truly
'inspired' services typically
that' going to church fun.' "
(Schwarz, 31)
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SMALL GROUPS!

6.

.. ... continuous multiplication of small
a universal church growth
beyond just discussing
... They must be holistic groups which
Iy
groups,
to applying its message to
are able to bring up those issues
are immediate
concerns." (Schwarz, 32)
term' discipleship'
the transfer of life, not

abstract

2)

7.

~--------

EVANGELISM!

church growth is for the local
on the questions and needs

"

(Schwarz, 3

8. LOVING RELATIONSHIPS!
on the average a
or declining ones ....
they want to experience how
L/V':,L>,,",,)L>

hear us
really works."

from Natural Church Development
•

is no one
it is the

•

•

"Whenever
the point
well!" (Schwarz,

factor which leads to growth in
of all eight elements.'~ (Schwarz, 38)
worked on one of the eight quality
not only for that area, but for all

areas as

"The principle of multiplication applies to all areas
as
tree is not an apple, but another
the true fruit of an
of a small
a new Christian, but another
church is not a new
but a new church; the
a
not
a follower, but a new
... Reproduction through multiplication
simply a
organisms, including the church
of

192

\It

"All living
fruit. ___ It is no
and applied it to
biology and the
organism (or

are characterized by
repeatedly
to
spiritual realm ... _Since
on
visible, we are able to
by examining its fnliL" (Schwarz,

an

"Natural church development has two levels of u ..... "uv"."
fruit. One
high is the quality index of the
level is quality:
quality
characteristics
a
church? The other level quantity: the
church
or multiplying?" (76)
UI'''H.1L

What Next?
Introduce

discipleship

Begin with
characteris ti c.
(Specific

factor and set qualitative

Attainable

quality

Related to

Keeping this
ever before us: "How can we
allow the potential that God has put into the church

Timeframe)
conditions that will
unfold?"

FOR
Jot down

In
What

that come to mind as you ponder the following:

down a river similar to

come to mind when you think
metaphor of whitewater
being a part of a "team"
journey in following
much flexibility. I also sense it

out

Christian faitb?

a

down an ever-changing
This model is dynamic, fluid,
"Wesleyan" as it is highly

In this model, the individual chooses which of the six levels he or she is
ready to experience. As I
this model and aligned it
discipleship mission of our church, I
that this metaphor is much
with the variety of
backgrounds that enter into
week.
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APPENDIX
Discipleship Development

m Meeting #3

9/14/00

WELCOME
The Goal for Tonight: To Begin Designing a Tentative Process

for Developing Spiritually Healthy Disciples!

Purpose and Goal of Our Discipleship Development Team:
The purpose of tit is study is to
a
of lay leaders
from Grace United Methodist Church in Gainesville, Florida
in the design of an intentional process for
developing and equipping spiritually healthy disciples.
At the end of our sessions
we are in hopes of providing the

an intentional process for developing and equipping spiritually healthy disciples.

The MISSION of Grace UMC:
People Experience God's Grace One Day at a Time!

To

The VISION of Grace UMC:
Become a Dedicated Community of Disciples
Intentionally Helping People Experience God's Grace
Day at a

Natural Church Development Profile: Review Graph of

over

scores over

of the health of our church as seen by our 30
3500 other churches in the USA.
" 70% of churches taking the survey score in
balance of churches show 15% scoring
over a period of time is to have every
the research has found that churches with all

"grow automatically!"

y Data from Natural Church Development
o

no one single factor which leads to growth in
all'
elements." (Schwarz, 38)

on one of the eight quality
not only for that area,
11" (Schwarz, 66)
o

of Multiplication applies to all areas of church life:
fTUit an apple
not an apple, but another tree;
the
a new Christian, but another
group; the
not a new group, but a new
church; the true fruit a
is not a follower, but a new
multiplication is simply a life
leader .. ,. Reproduction
principle of all
including the church of Jesus
Christ." (Schwarz, 68)

o "All living things in God
are characterized by their ability
to bear fruit. ... It is no
repeatedly referred to this
natural law and applied it
spiritual realm .... Since fruitaccording to both biology and
,...,
Ie, visible, we are able to
check on the quality of an r".."ca .....
(or church)
examining its
fruit." (Schwarz, 76)
"Natural church development
One level is quality: How high
quality characteristics
quantity: Is the church
Begin with the minimum
for
(Specific Measurable Attainable Related

quality

Timeframe)

We must keep this question ever before us:
"How can we create conditions within Grace Church that will
allow the potential that God has put into the church to unfold?"

Let's Get Going!
Sample of Saddleback Community Church Discipleship
Great Concept! Copied by thousands of Churches! Can we do
River Rafting
what ways is going down a river similar to living out the Christian
(The examples below were my ideas to provide
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The river is going in one
Every river adventure
Can be experienced by
It is best experienced
More fun, safer,

Never sure
of all ages: 4-941
with a
of people:
grow in relationship.
Daughters can experience

adventure.
is essential!
The Experience is both thrilling and dangerous; there are
in our path.
One must have essential
in order to be successfuJ in
Journey.
the river together as a
best number of people to
IS
12.
best way to stay in the
is to keep paddling (participating)!
One should never make the
alone.
What images come to mind

you think of a river?
~~A'~AH'''~,

Flowing, Progress,
Life, Power,
People,

Tranquil,
Rocks, Obstacles,
Exhaustion, Fulfillment

Y Why do we need a plan?
Matthew 28: 18-20

came and told his disciples, "] have been given complete authority in
heaven and on earth. Therefore,
and make disciples ofall the
them in the name of the
the Son and the Holy
new disciples to obey all the commands I have given
And sure of
.] am always with you lin the raft}, even to the end of the
"

2:42-47

They joined with the other believers and devoted themselves to the
and fellowship, sharing the Lord's Supper and in prayer ....
And all the believers met together constantly and shared everything they
worshiped together at the Temple each day, met in homes for the
and shared their meals with
and generosity-all the while
praising God and enjoying the goodwill of all the people. And each day the
their group those who were
[emphasis mine].
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APPENDIX H
Classifications of Whitewater Rivers

1.
Open spaces. Waves are small with few obstructions. All obstacles are obvious
and easily missed with little

Slight risk to swimmers.

easy.

worship celebration
Checking out the
in
of time, .""''"''''. or treasure.
with church community_
for the ride.
required or
and erUoying the

No

EASY
(simplelcomjortablelcon ten ted/satisfied)

(observer/apatheticiirregularihit

miss)

NOVICEINOT VERY
Straightforward rapids with wide,

channels which are evident without

waves. Occasional

may be required, but trained

miss rocks. Swimmers are seldom injured, and group
Knowledge of simple self-rescue techniques are helpful.

is

CROWDIFREQUENT or REGULAR ATTENDER
worship celebration on regular
but not connected to
special functions on
determined length of time. Also

for a

(BeginnerIStudentiNewcomer)
3.

INTERMEDIATE/AVERAGE

Rapids with moderate, irregular waves that may be difficult to avoid.
Complex maneuvers in fast currents and tight passages, or around ledges, are
often required. Large waves may be present but easily avoided. Scouting is
advisable for inexperienced parties. Injuries while swimming are rare.
Self-rescue

achievable, but group assistance

swims.
CONGREGATION

(in-between, halfway)

be required to avoid long
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4.

DIFFICULT/ADVANCED

Intense, powerful, but predictable rapids
turbulent water. It
constricted

uiring

raft hand

in

unavoidable waves and holes or

feature
demanding

maneuvers under pressure. Scouting is

necessary the first time down the river. Risk to swimmers
Self-rescue is difficult. Group assistance for rescue

moderate to high.

often essential and

requires skill.
COMMITTED

(hard, strenuous, rough, tough/progressive)
VERY DIFFICULTIEXPERT
Extremely

obstructed, or very violent rapids which expose a paddler to

above average endangerment. Drops contain large unavoidable waves and
holes, congested chutes with complex, demanding routes. Requires a high
level of fitness. Scouting is mandatory. Swims are dangerous and rescue is
difficult even for experts. Proper equipment, extensive experience, and
practical rescue skills are essential for survival.
CORE

(master, skillful)
EXTREME!
runs often exemplify the extremes of difficulty, unpredictability, and
consequences of errors are very severe and rescue may be

danger.
impossIble.

CRAZY

(drastic, uncontrolled, outstanding, maximum, radical, total)
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APPENDIX J

Personal Discipleship

luaHon

Posttest

Last 4
answer the follo\ving
Discipleship
1. How has

discipleship

and

Gender: M
F
40-59
ofSNN- - - - -

of your involvement as a
Team
past four

process

How has your participation on the

spiritual
strengthened or

weakened your personal attitudes and practices
~owth?

...........

your own

_________________________________________________

2. How has your participation on

affected your

of

God?

3. How has
pre-Christian

affected your

concern and

1J .... ,'0J.'JL

for reaching

the

4. How has your participation affected
with someone who does not know

ability to communicate your faith

199

5. How has

process affected your commitment to participating in a

based upon

g¢s? ________________________

passion and

6. How has your participation in

your

to the vision

How has this
have an

process
mission of Grace Church?

--------

affected your concern for the leadership of Grace Church
~lVJlH.,",

strategy to

and empower

In

ministry?

8.

has the
for Grace

development
to help people

informed

of the critical

and identifY their spiritual

and integrate them into an appropriate ministry?

200

has this process affected your view

9.
us to

10. In what

the vital

our faith with joy and enthusiasm

at Grace Church for

by a passion for

has this process affected your understanding of the need

the

leadership structure of Grace Church to be designed to enhance the fulfillment
of our mission and not

11.

this ", ..r ..

,",p

hinder it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

affected your understanding of the vital need

celebration of worship to

inspired by

Spirit

each
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process affected your

12. How has this

participating in holistic

potential

13. How has

your view of the importance

experiencing loving

14.

for and

What are the most

in a joyful atmosphere?

benefits you have personally

as a

participant on the discipleship development team? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

15.

helpful was it to have

involve the laity of the church in this

What advantages do you see

the church as the development

is implemented in the

16. What
t->TYl,,,,",,,rAf'I

greatest hope for
into the life of the church?

development process as it is
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-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

« « •••• ~ •• ~~.~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ~ ••••••••• ~ ••• -

Please share any personal comments or
you reflect upon your own

-

-

-

of the last four months as
in the
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APPENDIXJ
#1 Their
and

powering Leadership

[pastors and teachers] is to equip God's people to do his work
up the church, the body of Chris I [emphasis mine]. Ephesians 4:11-12

Action Steps for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church:
1.
!

serving in a ministry will
hislher gifts
to confirm his/her
ministry team vvill submit at
six months.
must
Iimely.

3. Each
4.

a Spiritual Gifts Analysis to
within that
ministry team.

one goal to
achieved during the next
Measurable, Achievable,
and

its responsibilities every

ministry team leader will
potential.

5. The

& identify those who have leadership

a plan to help
hislher gifts.

Once these
Spiritual

to consider

Christian find a

been identified, we will
and
one of Life U's

a
courses.

Life "U"

7. Beginning

in the

ministry

skills.
8.

9.

1O.

leader will
responsibilities.

a covenant outlining their leadership

help
with an outside
Grace will meet at least twice a
accomplishing our mission and
on goals
plans
ministry team will develop short/mediurnllong-term objectives for specific
leadership
within
area.
team leaders will develop a ",u' ... ""n
how they want to
in faith.

1

and

plan for

""""",,"C'

that

pastor will invest himself into the
3-4 leaders by meeting with
on a regular
to further their
(Administrative Leadership
Ministry
Team;
Planning
Finance Team)
will be mentored personally on a

basis concerning leadership
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APPENDIX K
#2 - Gift-Oriented Ministry
A spiritual gift is given to each of liS as a means
It is the one and only Holy Spirit who
which gift each person should
1 Corinthians
II

church ....

gifts to each ofyou from his
variety of spiritual gifts.
so that God's generosity can flow
you
mine].
1 Peter 4:10

Action
l.

on
senTIons (at
spiritual

for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church:
consistently throughout the
4), Bible studies, Partner in Ministry ""U"""""'"",
etc ....
more of our Stage II
months.

2. It is our
spiritual

to

II
will be assessed and
will be counseled as to what

3.

4.

the

within

5. We will
are not
6.

on

We will
church.

to be released from those ministry areas in which they
in the

location of ministry descriptions

a

7. We will develop a
who, working along side the
Servant Ministries, will coordinate the matching of gifts
8.

hAt'"M'''''''

a Partner in Ministry (Stage

9.

a

personal testimonies for
our spiritual gifts.

10. We will have a
servants both

"""J,Ha""

11. We have the goal

a mentor or Ministry

how

plan to express our appreciation to our

U.H""'lUV

publicly.
being coached in his or her area of

by
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APPENDIX L
#3 - Passionate Spirituality
keep your spiritual fervor, serving the
affliction, faithful in prayer [emphasis mine].
Romans 12:11-12

ill zeal.

Never be
Be jo}jitl in

patient

Action Steps for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church:
out 2-3
vision for

1.

to
2.

prayer
Church.

fasting at

twice a

strive for our servants to serve within a ministry area that is compatible
with their
gifts and passion.

3. We must ,-..", ..

uu.

those who have the

We

who

of prayer

the gift of

them in this
Ministry.

ill

5. We will

how
and loving.

6.

challenge each leader to develop an intentional plan to intensify his or her
We will set
specifically for

8.

atmosphere

,",H!",UF,'"'

our ministries Oe(:onles more

every
month for
church.

leadership

the clock

will design a prayer room in our new facility that is
by prayer
We will

10.

will have at least one

11. We will
12. We

a

the

establish a
worship.

pastoral

of persons who will pray
our Life" U" curriculum

focuses on nr<>upr

ministry at Grace

ofSt. Luke
team to

to meet

to

people who come to the
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APPENDIX M
#4 - Functional Structures
Unless the Lord builds a house,
work of the builders is ".''':1.'-:.''''
Psalm 127: 1
no one puts new wine into old wineskins. The old skins would burst from the
spilling the lI'ine and ruining
skins. New
must be
new
way both the wine and the wineskins are
ff

Matthew 9:17

Action Steps for Developing a SpirituaUy Healthy Church:
We will
ways in which the mission, vision, values,
beliefs of
Church can be communicated more
to the
crowd and congregation.
2. We will develop

Values for

(These

our behavior.)

(Samples)
Celebrative
Holistic Small Groups!
United in Purpose!
'~AWH"t'> Leaders for
Harvest!
Committed to Missions!
Health

Radical Discipleship!
Authentic
Caring Relationships!
Empowering uu,~.
.LJ ....

Devoted to Following Christ!
Worship!
with Joy!
Culturally
Message!
Intentional Discipleship
Passionate about
Evangelism!
Caring Relationships!
Empowering uu'~.
Small Group
.LJ ....

3. We will have the
of functionality.
4.

team evaluate our church structures from the perspective

of the d
areas of
responsible
that ministry.

5. Each ministry leader should

in the church, we will have a leader who is
both a coach/mentor and an apprentice.

6. We will provide

our ministry areas.

7.

of our structures and
We will

creativity , flexibility, &

in our structures for

those that
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APPENDIX N

#5 - Inspiring Worship Service
"Am/you must love the Lord your God with all your heart,
all your soul. all YOllr mind.
your strength" [emphasis
Mark 12:30
worshipers will worship
Father is lookingfor
is Spirit, so those who

in
and in truth
who will worship him
must worship in spirit
John

Action Steps for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church:
will
a Worship Experience
developing a multisensory, creative,
This team will meet on a
will hold a weekly feedback
evaluate, and improve on

who will aid the

the Worship Experience
recent worship celebrations.

how the

3.

to

more enthusiasm

more
how the music teams and congregational singing could
5. We will

more

various members of the Worship
Design Team visit
and discuss how God is using their worship celebration to enable
presence of God.
greeters and ushers on
There will be regular

6.
and

serve the needs of our
sessions for each of

areas.

7.
8. We will

9.
10. We will

to raise up a team servants
each worship celebration.

of prayer who will

a portion of our worship celebration to the testimonies and
is working in and through
family: "Stories of
"
to involve as many of our music
as possible during the month in our
to involve as many children as
skits, testimonies).

(children-youth-adults
celebrations.
ministry of worship
members who spot
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APPENDIX 0
#6 - Holistic Small Groups
lvorshiped together at the Temple each day, met in homes for
Lord's
and shared
with
and generosity
the while
God and
the goodwill
alllhe people.
each day
those who were being
[emphasis mine].

Acts 2:46-47
reI 1 never shrank from telling you the truth, either publicly or in your homes

(emphasis

Acts 20:20

Action Steps for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church:
1. The
regularly.

~'-'UJll'-'v

of small

in the

at Grace

2.

3. There will

appropriate

will be

spiritual

for

about

of leadership,

group

or

and apprentice.

of the small groups will
regular
leadership resources as well as exchanging

4.

expenences.
5. Each
leader will
taught how to
their group
(based upon the concept the "empty chair").

6.

with 12 or more participants will be prepared

7. Beginning

8.

multiplication

multiplication.

Stage III, we
offer Life "U" courses that
skills in developing small "1"1"\111"'\"

will
the felt
both the'
and occasional attenders
and target new
groups in
areas (Alpha, New Parent
Basic
Christianity, Let's Open The Bible!).

9.
provide other
growth of the

months
groups should
terminated
opportunities and resources to contribute to the

and
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APPENDIXP
Need-Oriented Evangelism
a servant oleveryone so that I can bring them to Christ.
I
one of them so that 1 can bring them to Christ.
the Jewish laws, I do the same ... so that 1 can bring them
When I am with those
to Christ. When I am with the Gentiles who do not have the
law,
I fit in with them as much as I can.
In this way, I
confidence and bring them to
When I am with
who are oppressed, I share their
so that 1 might bring them to
Yes, 1 try to find common ground with everyone
so that I might
them to Christ" [emphasis
1 Corinthians 9:19-22

Action Steps

a SpirituaUy Healtby

1. At least 50% of our

We will discover

urcb:

small groups will engage in a
on
etc.) during the next year.
at

the spiritual gift of

3. At least 50% of our small
during the next year.
4. At least four times during
friends to a weekend
presented (e.g., Won

will examine their extended family

our church will intentionally
event designed especially for

they can use their

Our "evangelists"
""r.,-.rt,,·11 regularly by prayer
know the names of our
pray for them regularly.

and are

congregation" (Spectators &

events

The needs of the "potential church" have been identified, and we
that are tailored to their needs.
8. We have an intentional discipleship
come to faith in Christ.
9. New converts receive guidance
spiritual
10. We

strive to have at
all are in place.

to help integrate each new ....,ar"nn who

an

that

all our small groups to be birthed
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APPENDIX Q
#8 - Loving Relationships
"So now 1 am giving you a new commandment: Love each other.
Just as I have loved you, you should love each other.
Your Ion! for one another "!;jlm prove to the world that you are my disciples"
[emphasis mine].
John 13:34-35

Action Steps for Developing a Spiritually Healthy Church:
1.

We will regularly have messages focusing on the significance of God's love in the
life of the church.

2. We will provide regular opportunities for our church family to exercise God's
love in practical ways.
3. We will give frequent opportunities for people to tell stories of how they
experienced God's love working through them or to them.
4. We will develop ways that our church can extend God's love toward those who
are not involved with our church.
5. We will create opportunities to deepen personal relationships within our church.
6. We will monitor closely not to overburden staff and servants so that they have
time on a regular basis to take care of relationships.
7. The leaders of our church will be models of praising and encouraging others.
8. We will encourage Christians consciously to also get involved outside of the
church context.
9. We will offer a class/seminar for our leaders on how to handle conflict.
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APPENDIX R
International Consultation On Discipleship
http://www.cookministries.com/discipleship/index.cfrn

lntroducdion
the close of this millennium, surveys reveal
on
, Christians seem to
to the prevailing
Ultimately,
Christian character, change, and maturity come through a personal, longterm process
a need for the promotion
new sense of
the
discipleship. There is
urgency worldwide as afollow-up to the successes of evangelism
context a groundbreaking
for September 21-24, 1999 at

IS

Consultation On

Kingdom.

Purpose
International

~~Uu'~'

on

is to:

to a new level the consciousness,
and urgency about
who come under their sphere
will then impact
an
lay leaders of influence and
can learn how others do
Learn how to motivate their churches,
training in workshops and
to set up similar consultations
regIons.
networking and provide ",..,.'nA,-rrl1c'\'i'1
platforms for
of ideas.

Joint Statement on Discipleship

on Discipleship
of the Eastboume
those brief days, the
and recommendations
90 organizations,
countries and
This final statement was IJH,""VU'''''''' as a final document at
the Consultation.
,",VIU,U,',","''''

denominations,
the concluding

When our Lord
followers to
obey everything
mission given to

was about to ascend into heaven,
commissioned His
them, and teaching them to
disciples of all nations,
had commanded them (Matthew 28:18-20). This comprises the
people today.
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Given that this is our mission, it is of absolute and critical importance that we
understand just what Jesus was commanding us to do. Jesus said, " ... anyone who does
not carry his cross and follow me cannot be my disciple" (Luke 14:27). Thus, Jesus made
it clear that true discipleship, at its very core, is a matter of the heart, and a matter of
radical submission to His Lordship [emphasis mine].

Acknowledgement of the Need
As we face the new millennium, we acknowledge that the state of the Church is marked
b.v a paradox of growth without depth. Our zeal to go wider has not been matched by a
commitment to go deeper. Researchers and pollsters have documented the fact that
many times Christians are not that differentfrom the culture around them. When the
desert wind blows, it shapes the sand, and the Church has become more like the sand than
the wind. We grieve that many within the Church are not living lives a/biblical purity,
integrity. and holiness. The need is in the pulpit and the pew alike. The lack of true
discipleship has resulted in a lack of power in the Church to impact our cultures.
[emphasis mine].

Definition of Discipleship
While there are valid differences of perspective on what constitutes discipleship,
we define Christian discipleship as: a process that takes place within

accountable relationships over a period of time for the purpose of bringing
believers to spiritual maturity in Christ [emphasis mine].
Biblical examples suggest that discipleship is both relational and intentional, both a
position and a process. We become disciples by turning from sin through repentance
and turning to God through faith. The process of discipleship is played out in a vital
life-giving relationship to God that enables us to walk in the light as He is in the light,
and do the will of the Father (1 John 1:7, John 4:34). Jesus said if we hold to His
teaching, then we are really His disciples (John 8:31), and we demonstrate this through
loving one another (John 13:34-35) [emphasis mine].

The Marks of a Disciple
Although the process of identifying effective discipleship tools or methods is affected by
the culture and setting, we affirm that the life of a disciple is marked by submission to
Christ. Jesus said that we cannot be His disciples unless we give up our very lives
(Luke 14:27).
The marks of true repentance in the life of a disciple are evidenced by ongoing
transformation, personal holiness, compassionate service, and the fruit of the Spirit
(Galatians 5:22). We acknowledge that perfection will not be achieved until we see Him
face to face. True disciples do fail and are marked by humble repentance in response to
personal failure, but recognize God's forgiveness and restoration in the journey
[emphasis mine].
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Our Commitment
of
state of the
and
to
disciples of
biblical
(Matthew 28:18-20), personally
corporately we ...
call
Church and commit ou
to preaching the Gospel and making
disciples among aU peoples in all nations.

UU."vUQ

will not water down the
of discipleship in order to increase the number
of converts. We acknowledge that part of making disciples is teaching people to
everything that Jesus commanded.
acknowledge that a local church is the primary community within which
discipleship should
place.
will pursue the process of discipleship just as purposefully as
proclamation of
Gospel. Evangelism
discipleship must be seen as integral.
will
to submit ourselves to Christ as Lord in every area of our lives,
Kingdom God.
recognizing that we are subjects
acknowledge
prayer and worship, study and teaching of the Bible,
personal accountability are necessary
fellowship in the context of God's people,
elements of spiritual growth. We recommit ourselves to exercising these disciplines
as part of a life of discipleship.
affirm unreservedly the uniqueness of Christ as the one name under heaven
whereby we must be
the only mediator between God
man
4:12,1
Timothy 2:5-6, John 14:6), but we resist the temptation to define simplistic solutions
that suggest
is only one method of growing in Christian maturity.
recognize that different people and different cultures have different learning
and communication
We must accommodate those styles our efforts to
make disciples, and address the unique needs of men, women, young people and
children.
commit to follow the model of our Lord who lived His life with His disciples,
and affirm
vital role of mentoring in the discipleship process.
call churches to rigorously assess their existing structures and
to
determine they provide the most effective means of making disciples.
commit to beginning the discipleship process as early in life as possible,
recognizing that
numbers of people come to faith as children and youth (2
Timothy 3:14-15).
acknowledge that discipleship resources, including Bibles, are not readily
available to large numbers of God's people some countries of the world.
commit to doing aU we can to
these resources available to those who need
them.
refocus on Christ and Christ-likeness as revealed in Scripture. He is the
perfect pattern for our discipleship,
by living as his disciples we bear fruit and
bring glory to the Father (John
affirm the role of the Holy Spirit as our teacher, and the One by whom we
are led into all truth (John 14:26, John 16:13). The Holy Spirit convicts, guides, and
empowers us the process of discipleship [emphasis
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Summary of World Regional Planning Meetings
September
1999
International Consultation on Discipleship
Eastbourne, England
of the planned actions determined by
delegates at
This is a
Consultation on Discipleship,
24, 1999. The 370 delegates divided up into
seven regional planning
to determine what action they plan to
to emphasize
and
more discipleship within their individual
This summary was
IS
to
entire delegation at the concluding plenary
Regional
available upon request.

I. Foundationalconcepb
OJr"''''''r is fundamental
We must
at a personal level with personal discipleship
We must begin at home-children are foundational
We must have a transformed
and focus on character transformation
Discipleship is a love affair with Christ-Christ must be at the center
The cycle is Evangelism-Discipleship-Evangelism
Discipleship takes commitment, and it
Perseverance: There is no quick
takes time-maybe a long time.
We must work on time management and priorities.
Structural changes are needed:
Our life
and
structures and emphases
Church structures [emphasis
Problems we must overcome
within denominations and traditional
that
programs and materials
Literacy
some
many cannot read
Traditional church structures
They resist
Parachurch structures had to form outside of the church to be
Churches lack credibility
world
of contextualized materials
example,
materials are not always
in
the
pressures experienced by the church in a Muslim culture.
Need to break out of our conventional ways of presenting the Word of God.
to
leadership for discipleship. [emphasis mine]
Insecurity of
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